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Abstract
After a brief review of machine learning techniques and applications, this Ph.D. thesis examines
several approaches for implementing machine learning architectures and algorithms into hard-
ware within our laboratory. From this interdisciplinary background support, we have motivations
for novel approaches that we intend to follow as an objective of innovative hardware implemen-
tations of dynamically self-reconfigurable logic for enhanced self-adaptive, self-(re)organizing
and eventually self-assembling machine learning systems, while developing this new particular
area of research.
And after reviewing some relevant background of robotic control methods followed by most
recent advanced cognitive controllers, this Ph.D. thesis suggests that amongst many well-known
ways of designing operational technologies, the design methodologies of those leading-edge
high-tech devices such as ‘cognitive chips’ that may well lead to intelligent machines exhibiting
conscious phenomena should crucially be restricted to extremely well defined constraints.
Roboticists also need those as specifications to help decide upfront on otherwise infinitely
free hardware/software design details. In addition and most importantly, we propose these spec-
ifications as methodological guidelines tightly related to ethics and the nowadays well-identified
workings of the human body and of its psyche.
Keywords: Machine Learning, Cybernetics, Cellular Automata, Neural Networks, Field-Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA) devices, Hardware Description Languages, Asynchronous Design, Simul-
taneous Parallel Processes, Wetware, Morphware Chips, Learning Algorithms, Growth Rules,
Reconnection Method Policies, Cognitive Architectures, Microelectronic Mental Properties,
Human-Machine interactions, Ethical issues in Robotics, Machine Intelligence, Artificial Capa-
bilities.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“The purpose of computing
is insight,
not numbers.”
Richard Wesley Hamming
For the past decade, machine learning (ML) has been an emerging discipline that includes
nearly all ancient and modern artificial intelligence (AI) techniques from decision trees to fuzzy
logic, through to artificial neural networks, particle swarm optimization, genetic algorithms,
genetic programming and evolutionary programming to name only a few. The field has increas-
ingly attracted researchers as neural networks in particular, sadly and world-widely forgotten
in the 1970s for a priori reasons, gained again interest in the 1980s with advances in computer
technology, progress in neuroscience and real needs for brain-like information processing [1].
“Machine Learning is the study of computer algorithms (of which the main goal is to increase
the machine’s knowledge) that improve automatically through experience” [2]. As such, it gives
good expectations about the success of data mining, knowledge handling and more generally:
right interpretation, true understanding and judicious use of information towards ‘cognitive and
thinking machines’ [3–6] as well as real-world autonomous robots [1,7–9]. These are of prime
importance stakes for the near future of our technologically advanced societies [10–12].
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Ideally, these machines should exhibit behaviours that adapt to changing contexts, highly
dynamic nowadays. To perform this, they implicitly must behave intelligently by interpreting
their own outputs, be able to self-manage, self-repair and at the limit self-replicate [13].
However, several reasons motivated some researchers having expertise both in artificial
intelligence discipline and in electronics to implement their machine learning algorithms into
hardware. Being willing to do this is mainly justified by the ability of a single silicon die to
process different structured pieces of user-meaningful information in parallel and simultaneously,
whereas microprocessors (executing instructions of software-based algorithms sequentially) do
not take advantage of this as only one piece of user-meaningful information (multi-threaded or
not) can be processed at a time serially through the single pipeline data-path.
1.1 Current State-of-the-Art
Although parallel data-paths, extensive multi-threading, and multi-core microprocessor dies
have recently been developed successfully to maturity and mainly for industrial and commercial
reasons1, the author is convinced that highly distributed and massively parallel tiny processing
units architectures largely surpass current multi-* microprocessor-software technology in most
respects, such as no single point of failure to name one only here for now. But to add more
inconvenience and computational indeterminism sometimes fatal in the software realm, other
service programmes that are vital to the operating system (OS) must be processed concurrently –
but serially in time – with the user’s information data through the pipeline. Hence,NP-complex
problems arise, such as processes scheduling and have to be subsequently tackled beside. This
kind of then necessary sophistication on top of immature software development (because of
clumsy approaches and old architectures) dramatically increases the system complexity already
significantly high.
Next to this, the advent of programmable logic devices (PLDs) such as complex PLDs
1It is secure to continue from an existing technology rather than switching to a radically novel one.
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(CPLDs) or Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) based on highly distributed and mas-
sively parallel processing units architectures, and also enabling to inexpensively re-wire their
hardware design many times (apart from the ‘antifuse-based’ ones such as some microelectronic
chips by Actel company) upon the designer’s will, aroused even more interest. For instance,
prototyping of industrial application specific integrated circuits (ASICs) became dramatically
cheaper and easier; the same holds for laboratory experiments on electronics, and especially for
original research on artificial intelligence (AI) and more particularly artificial life (Alife) with
our concerns.
Beyond this ability to “reconfigure” device’s logic, we could start to think that we should try
to entrust some tasks of reconfiguration to the device itself (self-programming software/firmware
part) [14], thus increasing the degree of freedom as well as the exploration space of the machine
learning algorithms; in other words: offering a new dimension to the learning machine, having
then (some partial or even full) control on its own corresponding architecture design.2
However, the view of most researchers in this “morphware” paradigm has been mainly to
evolve the logic hardware circuitries using genetic algorithms (GAs) in order to exploit the
reconfigurability features of the PLDs and subsequently obtain good system solutions quickly.
After having put in place a platform to perform evolvable hardware (EHW) experiments, the main
required human efforts are to define and implement a fitness function for the GA, related to a
particular problem desired to be solved. The GA then evolves the hardware, sometimes curiously
exploiting it much more efficiently than a human could do with electronic design automation
(EDA) tools, until an acceptable (based upon criteria determined in advance) solution is reached.
2This is more my own view, related to my idea that came straight from this new ability to reconfiguring logic,
rather than the view of most researchers who thought first to evolve electronics using genetic algorithms (GAs) for
acceleration purposes instead of implementing Machine Learning techniques in hardware – the original work of
this PhD –, and tend now to widen their investigation fields from this first idea. Perhaps, say here that this is rather
my own view, and that in the facts, everything started with evolvable hardware (EHW), and most of people are now
stuck to approaches drawn from EHW instead of radically novel approaches such as the one proposed in the final
chapter, preceding the conclusion of the present document.
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But this approach does not allow the device to knowingly ‘morph’ towards the improved
solution since GAs rather blindly evolve solutions, with a fitness function as single guiding
reference.
In the goals of this thesis and beyond, there are no envisions for machines to be able to replace
for example 100 engineers and scientists during 10 years along a given extensive project. This
is where the word “machine” is typically disliked. When machines can substitute jobs and do
so, often for the high interest of a minority of people in schemes where the machines are owned
by a few whereas the solution to this is evidently that the machines have no owner and also the
machines pay their users! So due to the politically impractical set up of this in actuality, the
aforementioned dislike is particularly true in disciplines such as in pure “Automation & Control
of Systems”, which covers “resources on the design and development of processes and systems
that minimize the necessity of human intervention”; resources in this category cover control
theory, control engineering, and laboratory and manufacturing automation’.
There are issues in automating tasks and processes, and possible solutions only reachable
thanks to good new approaches and envisions, here in the discipline of robotics. These issues
arise because these kinds of machines are designed to cope with problems that humans can also
tackle, including complex problems. And actually, currently the trend is a bit like on the one
hand giving ‘human faculties’ to modern computers and robots, which do not natively fully lend
themselves to such advanced functionalities – especially the control parts –, and on the other
hand reducing ‘human faculties’ of people so that they better assume specialized tasks, thereby
sadly inhibiting human creativity little by little.
1.2 Research Aim
Instead, we will aim at creating at least one sort of original intelligent agent, machine, robot,
system (whatever name it can take) that can together with humans, in a fully friendly and fully
complementary fashion (and also hopefully often fun atmosphere), solve problems too complex
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for humans to tackle alone and in reasonable time. For instance, only quantum computers might
very soon be able to find the optimal solution of NP-complex problems in seconds, whereas
currently, using modern computers allow for finding one acceptable near-optimal solution in
reasonable time: hours or days, using heuristics that sometimes require too much human efforts
to implement than a general exhaustive search however impossible to computationally run in
reasonable time.
The synergistic human-machine symbiosis [15] I am thus talking about could well do the same
job as quantum computers, but in a radically more friendly, straight and intuitivelly understood
fashion than with quantum computers, and perhaps even sooner than the quantum computing era.
This symbiosis will be the so-wished really effective and efficient power extension of humans,
providing the best of harmony with nature at the same time. The symbiosis being reached through
natural developments as well as thoroughly justified, founded, upright and fair approaches that
we feel comfortable and happy with.
An interesting observation is considering that the ‘artificial intelligent lives’ we will have
created will be able to explain (working together with us) what are their own mental processes
and minds made of as well as ours... What is understanding, and what is real-time learning (by
doing: e.g. “motor babbling” as we will see in the rest of this document).
This paper contents: [7] is well in line with my envisions, apart from their obvious military
applications where I would rather have ideals such as robotics for: domotics, medical systems
and systems accommodating disabled people, (space) exploration and handling of hazardous
areas, companion robots, resource management assistants, etc.
A key type of robots for these jobs would be ‘morphing’ robots, which would require real-
time control of morphing modular limbs. Then, a long-term goal would be that such a robot
immersed in an unusual and unexpected situation comes with an original solution. That is,
from both memorised and currently perceived information, the morphing robot creates and
generates a new (not a preprogrammed behaviour ready to be selected amongst thousands) way
to dynamically cope with this particular situation. To me, this is an example of property that the
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truly and genuinely intelligent autonomous agent dealt with in [7] should own.
I have very high interest in this kind of adventure, because to date the only comments
brought up after a robotic demonstration have been such as: “But this robot is able to perform
this feat just because it has been pre-programmed to do so...”. And to date, such comments
are unfortunately still justified because the aim of AI has been to emulate human intelligence
only, using software programmes. This is not the aim of machine learning in the context of the
present work, which is to allow algorithms to self-improve (create their own upgrade patches)
through learning while coping with new and unknown situations. Machine learning algorithms
need not be sequential programmes like in pure software programming, they can now – with
the advent of programmable logic devices (PLDs) – be massively parallel reconfigurable pieces
of physical hardware (in contrast to virtual programmes). Due to this parallel computation3
paradigm, self-reconfigurable information-driven hardware (morphware) has got tremendous
advantages over programmable software, such as being able to benefit from uncertainty and
indeterministic events, instead of being handicapped or broken down by them.
My long-term aim is to raise ‘artificial mental processes’ (here it would be about ‘mi-
croelectronic mental processes’), and then perhaps being able to observe and deal with the
emergence of a conscious awareness [16], of obviously another nature than the human one. As
part of my by-product objective given in the following section I wish I will one day be able to
sit and discuss smoothly with our amazing creation. But an even more amazing phenomenon
to observe would be this creature understanding jokes. The ins and outs of most of jokes are
about unexpected situations that suddenly clarify. A system being able to grasp objects and
(memorised past) events in a hierarchical internal structure of information, and being able to
link them creatively thanks to the hierarchical architecture of the inference system, should be
able to face unexpected situations, and therefore grasp some jokes. Hence, the ideas for the PhD
are directed towards these long-term ideals. But at the same time, the PhD will concentrate on
machine learning algorithms and novel architecture designs meant to physically support them.
3Several computing processes running at the same time, highly distributed to many different places.
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The designs should also be commercially viable as well as time-realistic to achieve within two
full years of practical project.
My current very short-term work is to show that a fixed4 architecture such as the novel one
presented in Chapter 4 and reflected in our paper – published at the IEEE sponsored IFIP 2006
conference – is able to learn and mimic an XOR gate function (which has been done before with
many other methods) as well as the well-known inverted pendulum problem. After that, I will
seek to allow the architecture to self-modify, self-reorganize, gain new habits (with flexibility
this time) and tackle more complicated problems, such as mobile robot navigation. Another
major goal is to search, find and show that doing these using our architectures, approaches and
methods is better, and better suited than with others, if any. This is described in the subsequent
chapters of this doctoral thesis.
1.2.1 Important Properties of a System such as proposed here
I divided what I call ‘properties of self’ or ‘self properties’ into hierarchical contribution of
each one. Table 1.1 summarizes this hierarchy and where each ‘self property’ plays a role.
Given this, it will be more clear for the remainder of this report to situate which property is
dealt with, and which properties must be left for future projects continuing this one, because too
much extensive (yet very interesting) to be developed along a PhD project.
1.3 Research Objectives
The main objective of this PhD project, is to design a machine that will be able to be programmed
and reprogrammed through interaction within its environment, together with humans and with
other machines. That is, a machine that can learn and remember objects and events, then
internally process them (infer, reason or think) to create original new solutions to any unexpected
and unknown situations. Only the initial hardware architecture design should be conceived,
4Fixed on purpose in order to ease experiments as well as to actually fit within FPGA devices.
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Table 1.1: Self-Properties or Self-Features.
developed and implemented at hand, together with initial (self-improvable) learning mechanisms.
Then, the machine, having authority to (partially) restructure its (at first, initial) architecture and
upgrade its learning mechanisms, should self-improve, self-optimize and self-maintain as well
as optimizing its surrounding environment including any connected problem solutions. This
environmental change in turn will be taken into account by the machine, which will think and
react, still improvingly.
The machine is considered as a cog of its world (that we will, in our real world, ultimately be
supposed to share with it). This environment-machine change cycle may last indefinitely along
an infinite loop. It is very interesting to try and imagine many possible futures after a sufficient
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number of loop cycles. The machine should have some sorts of immediate ‘microelectronic
mental processes’, but will accumulate work as the cycles unfold.
This work progress will be useful to analyse as compared to the intended functioning of the
machine in order to understand its emerging (intellectual) behaviours. Thus, as a by-product
objective I wish this may contribute to neuro and cognitive science. I insist on the fact that I will
take a radically different approach to conventional artificial intelligence (AI), of which the aim
is to emulate human intelligence using modern microprocessor-based computers (where data
and instructions stored in memories are separate from the processing unit) and writing software,
often having to write extra scripts in order to deliberately handicap the computer software system
on some aspects, such as delaying answering messages, in order for a person to believe that the
machine is truly another person. This is an example of stratagems and artefacts that have to
be thought of prior to building or after observing behavioural issues of the system. These sorts
of handcrafted sophistications simply go against nature – in which I believe physical emotions
are the ‘intelligence foundations’ –, are actually not genuinely in harmony with it, and this is
sufficient for me to understand and explain the huge pitfalls in classical AI so far.
An important question from the above is to know about the stake of these implementation
actions, if undertaken. Indeed, the primary goal in our concern is to reduce the human hardware
design efforts so that design capture is simpler and thus achievable in some cases, yet more
powerful. But at this stage, we can already claim that human hardware design expertises become
less necessary. Attracted by the flexibility of FPGA hardware, and its ability to self-reconfigure,
one can even try to entrust design tasks to the device itself, including the design tools or not. In
that extreme perspective, human hardware design expertises become superfluous, and hardware
design expert jobs are virtually threatened. Nevertheless, humans are still needed (as catalysts
maybe) to invent and create new initial architecture designs, and implement them via a chosen
design process. The FPGA design (and possibly tools) being then able to self-develop and
reach its culminating performance by itself. But if out of these designs ever emerge some
‘microelectronic mental faculties’ appropriate for artificial hardware design in their turn, human
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catalysts may not be needed any-more either...
I will not therefore take such a calculable approach, where there are operators and operands,
furthermore physically standing at different places in the system, and where software pro-
grammes are executed in a virtual (digital) world, thus involving the utilization of virtual-world-
to-physical-world mappers, leading to cumbersome and unreliable real-time control. Therefore,
I have the envision of a physical ‘hardware operating memory perspective’, where data are stored
in a distributed fashion, and truly processed simultaneously in parallel locally to where they are
stored, by distributed processing units. This physical (control) system should exhibit straight
mapping between its internal operations and its external behaviours. The absence of mapper
can guarantee easy and reliable real-time control within a real-life environment (that we are also
supposed to share).
1.4 Research Approach
The approach presented in the report is a bottom-up approach. It consists in designing an initial
cellular automata (CA) microarchitecture that, through the course of events – partially governed
by (self-modifiable) rules – will generate an emerging neural network (NN) structure. The latter
is allowed to learn about properties of its own underlying CA, such as rules5, and modify some of
them along trial-and-error processes, thereby seeking to self-manage and self-improve through
‘self-reorganization’. This system can be viewed as a dual CA-NN Self-Reconfigurable System.
It has a dual aspect in the sense that it is a ‘self-reorganizing’ NN, which can be viewed as a CA
during reconfiguration.
An obvious scenario example with our dual CA-NN self-reconfigurable system is when
it would have reached a point where stability (or global equilibrium), self-management and
consistent intelligent behaviours are ensured. At this point, we could claim the system to
be polymorphic and actually usefully, effectively and efficiently morphing. Plug this (/these)
5Neural networks are particularly good for learning rules [1].
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system(s) as a (distributed) controller(s) of a hyper-redundant morphing robot and a hazardous
(adventurous), yet highly interesting machine takes (artificial) life.
The outcome of this is that the more the design efforts are sought to be lowered down,
the less the design expertise is required. But creative invention will always be required to
produce ideas and concepts. It will always be performed by humans, but at some point in
these ascending improvement spiral scenarios, intelligent machines with some sort of ‘artificial
hardware cerebral power’ may also join research engineering teams as producers of ideas and
concepts. This being not a problem but an opportunity for mankind to improve through mutual
friendly interdependence together with machines is argued for at the end of Chapter 11.
Fears from such possible control system engineering science outcomes are quite comprehen-
sible. The most obvious fear is that machines ever replace human jobs. Another fear is being
a control engineer working hard (and being a master at controlling / dictating) to incorporate
as much as possible autonomy into machines, themselves consequently having enough ‘self-
features’ that they ironically escape out of human control and of their designers. Ironically too,
mankind might get endangered by dumb or dumbed down intelligent machines.
Actually, these are fake problems. Intelligent machines will never completely take the place
of humans, but rather come to complement humans and contribute to enjoy both human and
machine lives, within a mutual improvement then made possible. Machines will have another
intelligent nature than the one of humans.
If one fears losing control over machines (or over someone else), this is first because one
has the big initial assumption to be the master and to have full control over machines (or over
others), then possibly losing this self-granted privilege. This is false. Even though one would
think to have full control over their, say, personal computer, the experience shows that these
particular machines, yet meant to respond to commands, can sometimes behave strangely and
unexpectedly. This is just an effect of system complexity, and intelligent sophisticated machines,
such as our dual CA-NN system, also must hold a certain level of complexity, hopefully self-
consistent in our case in order to work well enough. The main difference between conventional
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computers and our CA-NN system is that our system will be able to handle uncertainty and
indeterminism. And it will actually be one of its strengths, permitting to remember experiences,
to learn, and finally to understand, mainly through prediction.
To complement this, machine inventors and users have these long tradition, deep feelings
and mentality that machines are and will always be meant to wholly and mainly serve humans
(until and including Asimo-II now). And because of this, they have difficulties to imagine and
accept the idea of machines not being servants, that is, becoming human-interdependent (even
human-independent). But there cannot be cheerful mutual inter-improvement between humans
and machines if one kind always dictates the other one in a permanent one-way fashion only.
The least we can imagine getting from that is the rebellion from the servants (or slaves?) at
some point: here the machines. Of course, as their creator, one can argue they should owe us
the corresponding respect. Yet, this does not mean we should not owe respect to them.
Hence, people are only afraid of disillusions which are actually not. One will not lose control
over someone or something since one never has got full control, but rather generally little control
over others and other things including machines.
Intelligent machines or intelligent agents being fully autonomous does not necessarily mean
being fully independent (internal resources management, external resources care). They will
actually be interdependent with each others, with their environment and with humans, as humans
themselves already are together, and are governed by laws of physics (and of societies). But
then, could they ever become human-resource-independent sometime later, after sufficient self-
improvement? This is a difficult question to answer to, but even a positive answer does not
mean humans would be threatened. The right question to ask is: what would be the overall
(long-term) interest and aim (unique if constant), the agenda, of autonomous machines or agents
having cerebral power and mental faculty through ‘artificial mental processes’ that they would
want?
The answers actually depend on many aspects, such as the architecture and functioning of
these machines, but also on things like our own definition of what is life. Like for humans, if
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machines operate according to effort/reward mechanisms, they will not have one life aim, but
possibly several life goals. They will just aim at daily happiness, aim at improving to fulfil
their ambition, but they cannot know neither define some ultimate aims to attain that would for
example put the human species in danger. Their aim, if any, will not be an End, but choosing
their way of evolution, their life quality...
Long traditions of anthropocentricism let us in the beliefs that the unique place where the
most sophisticated intelligence and form of life can sit is within human brain. Also, we have
this common definition of life from whatever is made of biological components (carbonate
chains). But let’s assume that life is no more than the combination of existence (space-time)
and ‘indeterminism through the courses of event’ (quantum physics). And actually with this
definition, life is much more than limited to biology only. In this paradigm, life is ubiquitous.
Therefore, when times come that machines are fully autonomous, which means that we do
not have internal control on them anymore, everything will need to pass through the human-
machine interfaces. And the results of any interaction undertaken with machines will highly
depend on the environment, and on the courses of event spent with them. It is then all about
politics, where machines are equally involved in because considered as friends and recognised
as whole beings, having rights and duties.
However, because the amount of prior work topics would be too large to develop for a first
year report (although I am already f amiliar with half of them because I have read and learned
while performing the literature review), I am going to fill them up in the same time that I need
to use them.
1.5 Ethical Clearance and Concerns
1.5.1 Ethical Clearance
The data, design and algorithms from this research have been solely created by the author. The
various tools utilized are open source and free to download and use in the framework of higher
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education.
1.5.2 Ethical Concerns in Existing Works
In this webpage: [17] you may watch an amazing video published in January 2006 of Asimo
demonstrating some of its abilities in a conference. Towards the end of this video, you will see
Asimo serving (with much dexterity) drinks and so to a lady seated on a sofa...
I can imagine that this is where a danger may come from. The first day this amazing little
robot6 sees the light, it is put in an obedient submissive (slavery?) position, by its own designers,
which means they already had that in mind 7, thinking that it will please the public, but perhaps
not realizing what I am emphasising here.
As past lessons have taught us, and here again under a more subtle aspect, the dangers do
not come from the processes of engineering artefacts, neither from the artefacts themselves, but
surely from the way they are thought to be used, therefore from what they are made of, and how
they are actually used. And in my rather subtle example here with Asimo position as a fateful
servant, it will be more a matter of how to respectfully interact with robots. Further robots to
come will not be as naive as Asimo...
It will be of our responsibilities (the users, or rather interacting humans) and especially of
the responsibilities of the robots designers to duly respect these robots, as we us humans owe
to respect each others. If we want to minimize the chances of bad surprises, shall we simply
consider them as ‘interdependent friends’.
In Chapter 11 on ethical issues in smart robotics, I do not only argue for building intelligent
machines, I also deal with the idea of what is called “artificial consciousness”.
6Not truly nor genuinely intelligent from my viewpoint because of the approaches taken to build it.
7I actually came across a statement that was indeed explicit enough to assume that the main goal of Asimo
designers was to build a serving robot.
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1.6 Original Contributions
The author has made contributions in the field of the theme of this PhD thesis by focusing on
electronic self-learning cognitive chip systems coupled with the ethical concerns of integration
of those systems in human-machine interfaces in the framework of loose intelligent robots as
follows.
Original Ideas: Neuro-controller chip interfaceable with arbitrary robotic bodies, ‘Seed de-
sign’ implementable by arbitrary microelectronic hardware substrate such as system-on-a-chips
(SoCs), Universal Self-Adaptable Neuro-Controller Co-Processor Chip, Exploiting Cellular Au-
tomata for useful and smart internal as well as sensory I/O ports (re-)connections of Hardware
Neural Networks, Harness of Emerging Phenomena.
Original Implementations: Made autonomous the designing and low-level code program-
ming of hardware substrates through high-level human-machine interactions, Straightforward
natural and very quick processes (excellent time-to-effectiveness), Homogeneous flexible hard-
ware architecture with self-specializing modules, No bottleneck with parallel data processes,
Asynchronous parallel operations suitable for biologically-inspired data operations, Self-settling
of dependencies between both hardware and software layers (wetware), Distributed control and
decisions: no single point of failure, New hard/soft architecture for successful self-modifying
systems, Data-driven operations do not require clinging to standard protocols, True real-time
processing effective.
Biologically Inspired Methods: Bottom-up Engineering: Cellular Computing, Asynchronous
Parallel Operations, Distributed Decisions for Cellular Automata, Non-Uniform Rules, Adapt-
able Rules (policies-based self-reorganization), Rule Discovery with Neural Network, Holarchy:
modular hierarchy of holons.
Uniquely Novel and Major Contributions to Research Knowledge: Discovered manually
manageable sets of Rules for Cellular Automata while keeping high complexity potential, Asyn-
chronous Parallel Operations of Distributed Digital System, Dynamic Rules Production, Loose
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Neural Data Signalling, Obtaining seeds (from scratch), Cellular Programme (instead of phyloge-
netic evolution with Genetic Algorithms), Fixed Modular Structures on FPGA (flexibility would
requires: over-convoluted mechanisms on FPGA or other technologies than FPGA), Viable
Radically New System, Investigated novel useful formation of neural tissue (from seed design),
Focused on making fluid, graceful motions (aesthetic value) of physical robots, Very challeng-
ing to implement true punishment-reward mechanisms both immediate (reflexes/instinct) and
anticipated (consciousness/awareness), On Hebbian Learning: Hitting a Big Wall of understand-
ing: found out and concluded there is to day no reasonable answer about the yet neurally used
information from post-synaptic neuron firing(?).
A very long-term goal of contribution to the body of science is my study of: Emergence
of intelligent behaviours through ‘machine thinking’, Eventual evidence of the agent to have
intentions and take initiatives8, Side effects when the agent merges memorised together with
currently perceived information: emergence of artificial consciousness? mind? feeling of Self?
In their turn, these will help to understand better human behaviours, and to provide answering
elements to fundamental and crucial questions which are still unclear, even though these agents
will obviously be of different nature than mankind/mammals.
1.7 Organisation and Structure of the Thesis
The remainder of this document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives the background basing
this work and Chapter 3 shows the literature review undergone in order to build up the same.
Chapter 4 delivers important prior work found in research literature relevant to this project, and
it lists examples of common machine learning applications. It also focuses on the background
of hardware implementations of machine learning techniques. And we thoroughly justify our
novel approaches also presented there. This brings motivation and establishes foundations for
8Presumably due to internal mechanisms of improvement evaluation – using information theory-based techniques,
such as entropy measures and comparisons – and of effective improving changes.
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the following chapters. That preliminary chapter also presents the initial methodology adopted
along the work, details the architecture design, gives an example of algorithm for the cellular
operation of the system, and shows early simulation results of a cellular automata forming
a neural network structure using self-organization mechanisms based on information theory
techniques. It also suggests several applications for our system. The subsequent chapters build
upon their previous ones and improve the work until and excluding Chapter 11. At the end of
each Chapter a summary of that Chapter is given including for Chapter 11. Chapter 11 focuses
on keeping reasonable the design, launch and lifetime of autonomous intelligent robotic systems
of any sorts, and it proposes a methodology for doing so. Finally, Chapter 12 concludes this
document, and perspectives on the ongoing and future works are given as well as extended and
related projects proposals.
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Chapter 2
Backgrounds
2.1 State of Mind for this Work
- State(s) of mind for this work
- Perspectives
- Aspects
2.1.1 Philosophy
The aim is to develop and build a simple small but smart application - inspired from brain
mechanisms and other relevant phenomena from the nature and physics themselves - as a very
first step towards the elaboration of a truly intelligent thinking machine [1, 3–9] in a further
future. It should not be The Application towards The Thinking Machine. Hence, we will not
aim at finding The Miracle Recipe of artificial life (Alife) through The Algorithm Development
implemented into hardware. Rather, we will aim at finding a “miracle recipe” of Alife through
a set of algorithms and electronic mechanisms as artefact supports.
Indeed, any physical being needs material support to wander within our physical environ-
ment/world/universe. Our aim is to develop and use electronics with algorithms as, respectively,
Alife skeleton with reflex mechanisms only, in order to found the basis of eventually a robot
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(or part of a robot such as the controller/brain-like part) so that it will be able to get its own
automatisms/habits on top of this basis through its experience; that is, learn.
A symbiosis between humans and machines will be a higher level of machine’s intelligence.
Machines will not necessarily be able to do the same things as humans do; rather complemen-
tary things. Hence it is the possibility to have different types of intelligent machines in the future,
which will excel each in different domains.
We hope that our application will be a good example and first step, unique, but amongst others,
in the view of this great shared goal of building a thinking machine.
Hugo de Garis in his book “The Artilect War” probably refers to such a machine when he
introduces the concept of “Godlike Machines”. Even though this theory might be valid (what I
doubt because of the inherent life effect - probably from laws of physics - which suggests that
even two exact clones of any kind of being will inevitably diverge because it is strictly impossible
for them to experience exactly the same events, just because they are not at the same place, at
each moment), the most fair aim1 to construct intelligent machines should be to have in mind, at
the design stage, what sort of tasks a given machine is supposed to be assigned to. The focus for
this should be on the mechatronics and physical body parts (to be specified), whereas the brain
or control centre should be designed as versatile as possible.
In order to be able to raise machines with consciousness and Self of human nature, the
designer would need to tackle the problem either at the life bricks level (biologists), or underneath
(physicists). The former is possible and currently researched and developed but we do not see
that as a real creative work, but rather just more as playing with available building blocks
that we already know about their potential to yield life. The latter is far more difficult to
1Fair to ourselves because it should be impossible to implement a truly versatile machine, and also fair to the
future market of “Intelligent Machine Technologies”, which should be as diverse as possible for obvious worldwide
economical reasons.
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achieve because of too many parameters to consider, but could lead to many consciousness
and Self natures, including the human one, just because this one is already made up from
physics. In some respects, one can say that both life bricks and electronic bricks are made
up of underlying physical bricks. But it is about bricks we are talking about, quite handy to
engineer and manipulate. And manipulating electronic bricks is easier as it is more a gross
manipulation, thus less accurate and possibly leading to a more restrained set of consciousness
and Self natures. But because electronic bricks are anyway made of fine physical bricks, there
will be these consciousness and Self emergence from matters into electronic systems that have
insight intelligence, mental processes, mental faculties and exhibit Alife behaviours: E-Life
(Electronic Life) would characterize living entities made of electronic systems. At human and
finer granularity levels, there is a blur limit separating “natural life” or N-Life (or even biological
life as we know it) to “artificial life” or A-Life. The limit itself can include cyborgs and DNA-
based computer chips. But at the finest granularity level of particles, there is no limit between
“natural life” and “artificial life” because this scale is lower than and up-to the biological scale of
carbonate chains. At this scale, we can not consider the macroscopic behaviours of these chains
that normally define our understanding of “living entities”. Indeed, below the lower bound,
nanobots can freely navigate between the two worlds of N- and A-Life together with molecules
and atoms. Along technological progress, we shall predict that fine grained particles will be
separated by a more and more apparent limit between N-Life and A-Life categories (through
advances in nanosciences and nanothechnologies), whereas the same limit will disappear at the
macroscopic and human level (through fusions between biology and technology). In addition,
an explicit mention of NLife vs. ALife shall help enlightening people concerned with defining
what is really “life”. I believe that the definition of “life” is the major prerequisite to support
the work presented in the remainder of this report. Later during the project, I will propose a
comprehensive definition of “life”, similarly to the definition of “intelligence” already included
(but to be still completed), and that the reader may refer to.
Hugo de Garis is convinced that his so-called Terrians, who will be a part of people against
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the idea of building intelligent machines that could overclass humans, will take this position
because they will be afraid that such machines exterminate the human species, or at least use
humans as slaves. He says that on the one hand, (1) because of their far superior intelligence,
these machines might treat us as we treat annoying mosquitoes; and that on the other hand, (2) we
should not refrain this breakthrough because it is human destiny to achieve such revolutionary
progresses, this one being a major technological advance of beings living on Earth, whether it
leads to the end of mankind or not, because these machines will represent a gratifying human
extension both ways.
I disagree with (1) because if we take his mosquito example seriously, we must ask why we
are both far more intelligent than mosquitoes and yet sometimes kill some. If we sometimes kill
a mosquito (or more) it is because we know by experience what pain it is to live with a spot (or
more) several days somewhere on the body. Then, in order to prevent that, we apply a radical
quick (stupid / naive / blind, though we are intelligent) solution that is to kill the mosquito ready
to stinging us. But we are not killing the mosquito specie. We are just stupidly killing one
that is very annoying and is not going to treat us well. We would not act this way with, say,
a threatening horse. Our first attempt would be to run as far as possible, and the last decision
would be to kill this animal, if we were armed. This decision would be comforted if we thought
that this horse had a dangerous mental disease. The same holds for dolphins for example. We
decided a long time ago to preserve many species...
With an issue like existing beings (far) more intelligent than humans, or having a comple-
mentary/different form of intelligence with/than human, it is true that this would be a first in
term of how much we would consider each other important. We respect other humans more
than any other animal, and killing any other animal is never as serious as killing someone. Hu-
mans distinguish to other animals by being able to raise complex and useful artefacts, reasoning,
speaking enhanced languages, the list goes on... We should never kill other animals, yet nature
evolved us to eat some. I believe that another kind of being (far more intelligent or not than
humans), characterized by similar abilities to humans above but not of the same nature, would
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respect us inherently to their intelligence, as we would respect them, and as we have respected
ourselves so far.
Punctual Conclusion: few local fights possible (like the ones of our past) between the
Terrians and the Cosmists who are willing to build intelligent machines, but no “gigadeath”, nor
war, as Pr. H. de Garis however states [18].
Hence, I agree with (2) but claim that there will not be any “Artilect War”, and if there is
one, this is because there will be misunderstandings, probably from precipitated conclusions,
followed by warnings such as the one of de Garis (which has promoted his publicity without
doubt), that some people (even professors from all over the world) already took more or less
seriously.
I state: “If you do not want to fear bad possible behaviours and threats from “artilects”
towards humans, you must respect them by considering them as a whole entity, even before the
very first one is created, instead of treating each of them as a mass of mechatronic components,
or, at most, as an artificial brain into a distinct physical robotic body.”
Indeed, to me, the well-known Yin & Yang do not only stand in humans, but are rather
ubiquitous in the nature.
Pr. de Garis should assume a similar principle, with regard to his stay in Japan for several
years [19], where culture promotes souled objects. It is just then a question of defining where
is situated the threshold of objects having a soul, from quarks to (multiple-)universes, through
obviously humans.
Ideas in bulk to develop:
Electronic and Control Science Engineering and Research (as well as Computer Science) is about
elaborating methodologies and automating them through implementations in electronics and in
computers. Widely used modern computers are themselves made of electronics (i.e., mainly 2D
physical silicon surfaces designed with EDA tools).
...
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Occam’s Razor principle: “Keep things simple!” Or my way of saying it: “Don’t elaborate
and automatize methodologies just for the sake of it, neither to show off.”
KISS: Keep It Simple Straightforward.
An (intelligent) automaton should not only perform automated tasks for you, but help you
taking good habits as well as itself...
Cognitive scientists have a strong common point with hairdressers, there will still be jobs for
them to do for a very long time. Indeed, the so-called daunting problem [20] which can be stated
as: “How (far and precisely) maturated thoughts from brain(s) can explain seeds of thoughts
themselves?” should not be seen as a daunting problem really, but rather as the opportunity
(thanks to some laws of physics maybe) to be able to endlessly study brains/humans. [Here my
theory of “Beneficial but tricky Side Effect of Research in Cognition”: observed observer as the
brain being the object of study.]
[21]
2.1.2 Context of this Research
[Points of view, justifications for why we have these views.]
A self-reconfigurable system is powerful in the sense that it is ideally able to reconfigure
itself in order to potentially fully adapt its behaviour to any unusual, unpredictable, unexpected
nor unknown situation it has to face at any time. That is, taking the best possible appropriate
course of actions2, eventually including accommodating necessary parts of its environment. It is
assumed to do this thanks to prior knowledge and experience (i.e., the more taught and (broadly)
experienced, the more clever and adaptable). Therefore, in order to increase its knowledge on
2We must notice that this appropriate action may in its turn be unusual, unpredictable, unexpected nor unknown.
This is the price to pay - losing some control on the machine -, but if it is not acceptable, we must then change
our aims: getting good real-time control as much as possible, without entrusting more (hazardous) control than
required to the machine. To avoid such worries, robots should be autonomous (no human or extra device required
for their operation), independent (able to operate with only little help from humans), but especially interdependent
in the new societies composed of humans and robots interacting all together.
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top of initial native knowledge, the system must be able to learn. In order to improve, this should
include learning how to learn, the so-called aptitude of meta-learning.
In our view, the quality of the available physical development platform will direct our choice
on the order of the system’s initial native architecture and knowledge [architecture bits = genome].
Next to this, we assume that the more fine the platform’s granularity (level) is, the more versatile
and immediately (with less prior knowledge required) adaptable the system will be, but the more
probably it may “explode” (soon after its power up) and the slower it may usefully grow and
develop seeking good compromise.
My initial point of view for developing intelligent systems is to start with an experimental
development platform of a given physical granularity level that can range from atomic size,
through logical gates, functional modules, cerebral states, and biological life bricks.
Quality of Physical Platform: potential performances,
Order of the System’s initial native Architecture and Knowledge: based on the hypotheses on
ability of the system to properly react to situations according to its potential performances, the
initial native architecture must include more or less artifacts, which impact on the initial system
complexity, and the initial amount of knowledge must be more or less large.
Granularity level of the Platform: the more the quantum phenomena are taken into account
and/or the closer to atomic size are modeled the subsets of physical property of the hardware,
the finer the platform grain.
Self-reconfiguration does not come without mentioning self-organization. Very first ideas
stemmed from possible approaches at high-level of conception in order to implement self-
organization using COTS (Commercially Out Of The Shelf) devices such as FPGA, and ap-
propriate tools to “program” the microarchitecture and its algorithms (in hardware) such as the
SystemC library of C++, a Hardware Oriented Programming Language compilable simply using
gcc.
Looking forward to a minimalist solution, I must admit that I am looking for a miracle recipe
for the seed of a universal and versatile, highly (self-)adaptive system.
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Designing hardware has always been a tedious task, much more difficult and risky than
developing software. In the paradigm of ‘reconfigurable logic’ it is now possible to under-
take non-risky hardware design works using pre-prototyping methodologies. But the current
available tools (that must handle hundreds I/O pins, but most importantly hundreds of thousand
internal logic gate connections) for hardware design capture, and the arbitrary knowledge of a
given human expert designer or team still leave too many efforts to deploy for achieving field-
programmable gate array (FPGA) design products along reasonable manpower-time. Hence,
means are currently researched to allow for simple straightforwards design capture fashions and
design optimizations.
Within the traditional top-down design approaches, researchers try for instance to add UML
- as a means for design capture - on top of sophisticated Hardware Oriented Programming Lan-
guages such as SystemC, sometimes also classified as HDL (Hardware Design Language). But
bottom-up approaches as in this thesis seem to give a new breath to this concern. EHW (Evolv-
able HardWare) can improve an initial architecture design by using GAs (Genetic Algorithms).
It does so by evolving populations of design. At the end of evolution, only the most appropriate
design is retained for a particular application as specified right from the start. A fitness func-
tion tailored according to the problem to be solved assesses each design candidate along the
evolution...
The next chapter reviews this and much more from the literature.
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Chapter 3
Literature Reviews
3.1 Machine Learning
As the discipline of Machine Learning [2,22] is extremely wide, this section will aim at briefly
reviewing well-known (most used) techniques and will only focus on details of those which are
relevant to the next section about “Learning in Hardware”; that is, which lend themselves to
hardware implementations.
3.1.1 Prior Work on Machine Learning
Many different machine learning (ML) techniques have been recently developed. Genetic algo-
rithms quickly evolve encoded problem solutions along natural selection-inspired processes and
can reach a near-optimal solution in many applications, decision trees are used in knowledge
engineering and data mining applications, expert systems can help tackle specific problems that
require comprehensive knowledge, and fuzzy sets can calibrate vagueness, as required for natural
human language processing.
With its strong inter-disciplinary characteristics, “machine learning is the study of computer
algorithms that improve automatically through experience” [2]. The main goal of such algorithms
is to increase the machine’s knowledge, while other goals are to allow the machine to achieve
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tasks based on the recorded knowledge (i.e. the experience) and on the currently perceived
surrounding information, and perhaps ultimately to allow the machine to think [4,7] in order to
permit the solution of complex problems that would not normally be possible to tackle.
Dynamically adopting appropriate behaviours is characteristic of intelligence, but is (obvi-
ously) not the whole definition of what intelligence is. For instance, thinking activities may
often outclass physical activities [4], as developing strategies is a wise prerequisite to beginning
any adventure, along which strategies must not only be developed, but applied too [23–28].
3.1.2 Decision Trees: DTs
Parallel search/processing.
3.1.3 Distributed Intelligence: DI
Intelligent Agents, Holons, Multi-Process Units, Multi-agent systems.
3.1.4 Inductive Logic: IL
Inductive logic programming is an interesting approach that allows for digital hardware [29] to
be rewired as it reasons according to the environmental information taken into account by the
initial programme.
3.1.5 Fuzzy Logic: FL
Fuzzy logic is usually mixed with other machine learning techniques in order to calibrate vague-
ness.
3.1.6 Combinations of the above: Cos
Combining ANNs [30].
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Cellular Computing [31,32].
Cellular Neural Networks [33–39].
3.1.7 Embryonics
[40–42]
3.1.8 (Adaptive) Expert Systems: ESes
Knowledge-based Systems.
Parameter-based Estimation: PE
Perception-based Systems: PSes
Predictive Control: PC [43]
Statistical Methods: SMes
Computing with Words: CWs
3.2 Applications
Advantages and drawbacks of each major type of MLA.
Solving NP-hard problems
Real-Time / Real-Life Control
Predictive Control (Anticipation, Emotions-aware)
Generation of rules (learning rules, evolutionary rules: defining an “overall goal”)
Machine Learning devices as effective and efficient electronic design tools
Platforms, (Self-)Reconfiguration, FPGAs/DPGAs => real-world applications
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3.2.1 Pattern Recognition and Fault-Tolerant Systems
[44]
Image Recognition
Musical Pattern Recognition
Continues brain handling of specific musical time periods (not necessarily patterns), putting the
listener in a certain mood (on top of Major and Minor modes considerations)? Timing Strategies
(like for films making)? Can lead to Automated Musical Compositions. Is music luxury or
vital? (Both, and the loop is looped.)
Knowledge in Speech and Recognition
Language Processing
3.2.2 Robotics
Hyper-redundant morphing robots [45–53].
Robot Navigation
3.2.3 Evolvable Hardware
[54,55]
3.3 Machine Learning in Hardware
3.3.1 Prior Work
Several Learning Hardware [56] approaches have been investigated and reported on in the
literature [57]. The recurrent technique is to implement neural networks into FPGAs, but different
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types of network, different methodologies for the hardware design flow and different techniques
for the neural signalling have been employed. This brings already a large set of diverse interesting
results. Furthermore, other researchers have worked along even more exotic methods for the
construction of learning hardware machines.
This section details major successes but also some defeats in the emergent, although still in-
fant, learning in hardware domain that the present PhD work fall into as well. It gives advantages
and drawbacks of each approach from the results and experiences of designers. These naturally
reflect to which application a given approach is particularly suited.
Note: there is a distinction between EHW and NNs in HW.
Neural Networks in Hardware
Kak neural network: [58]
Conventional Learning Algorithms in Hardware: “Although the hardware acceleration of
the traditional learning algorithms permits some parallelism to be exploited [59,60], the whole
training process still remains iterative and empirical. Furthermore, the learning algorithms
are not hardware friendly because of the costly multiplications needed for computing the dot-
product between the weights and the inputs to at least integer precisioned granularity. Due to
their complexity, a faithful realization of the learning algorithms in FPGA-based reconfigurable
hardware leads to huge designs which often do not fit onto the limited hardware resource. Also,
such implementations are difficult to scale-up with increased precision and neuron counts.
Although implementations of neural networks based on bit stream arithmetic [61,62] simplify
the costly multiplications, appropriate learning algorithms have yet to be devised to support
on-chip learning. As a consequence, training must be done off-line.”
ITNN: Instantaneously trained neural networks, inspired from a biologically plausible mech-
anism for short-term memory in which biological learning occurs instantaneously.
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“The Kak algorithm (prescriptive learning algorithm) is up to 200 times faster than the
backpropagation algorithms with comparable generalization capability in pattern recognition
and prediction tasks [63]”
Unsupervised learning, or self-organised learning, or self-organising neural networks and
self-organising map: [64].
Unsupervised Hebbian Learning: “Unsupervised learning algorithms aim to learn rapidly.
In fact, self-organising neural networks learn much faster than backpropagation networks,
and thus can be used in real-time. Self-organising neural networks are effective in dealing
with unexpected and changing conditions: Hebbian and competitive learning. Competitive
learning [65]. Hebbian learning [66]
Kohonen learning is also unsupervised: [67]
Unsupervised or Self-Supervised Learning: [68]
‘SOLAR’ is one of the most interesting machine learning technique found in the literature
so far, and which is similar to the present project on the aspect of self-(re)organization of
neural network [69–71]. Also, SOLAR has recently been applied to power quality classification
[72–77].
Cellular Automata in Hardware
“A literature review discusses the implementation of cellular automata using associative memo-
ries as the state machine. Some historical context is described, as are associative memories and
brief notes on hardware implementations” [78].
Cellular Neural Network in Hardware
Very inspiring CNN (cellular neural network) chips have been developed [79–83]. Also, FPGA
implementations of CNN have been carried out, such as [84].
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Evolvable Hardware is (Self-)Reconfigurable,
but Learning Intelligently?
According to a general trend, most researchers in AI get inspired from nature to come up with
new techniques. One, which directly relies on Natural Selection (NS) along evolution [85], has
been applied to hardware design [86] and uses the aforementioned Genetic Algorithms (GAs)
to accelerate and optimize the automated design process of complex systems. When electronic
logic became programmable or rather (re)configurable thanks to commercialised programmable
logic devices (PLDs) such as FPGAs, some made a link between those two techniques and had
then the idea of evolving hardware [87–89], later termed evolvable hardware (EHW) [8,90–99].
This approach initially involved GAs to evolve electronic circuits in an automated, optimizing
and accelerating manner, either in the goal of designing a complete circuit, or to tune circuit
parameters of a predefined architecture. In both cases, evolution of the circuit is performed by
viewing the configuration bit-strings of the FPGA as chromosomes. Different GA techniques
can be applied to accelerate evolution of populations of chromosomes that represent parts of the
circuit to design and/or tune. The means of the designer to get a particular solution are then to
define a corresponding fitness function that the directed driven blind GA processes must fulfil
(dictatorial policy).
A fitness function f is useful to simplify the representation of match between the obtained
solution output(s) from the GA and the desired target output(s) from the problem specification.
When there are no matches, f = 0; when there is perfect match, f = 1. Within the GA
itself, the individuals are evaluated by such a fitness function, and the ones that fall below a
defined threshold are discarded, whereas the others are selected for crossover (to generate the
next population) and mutation (to allow larger exploration of the search space than only carrying
on the current local search).
[44,100–102]
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“Modeling Nature may not lead to the Best Technological Solutions
The field of evolutionary computation has followed a long practised tradition of looking to nature
for technological solutions. The imitation of bird flying by mythological Icarus and Daedalus,
or German aeronautical engineer Otto Lilienthal who build flying models employing flapping,
bird-like, wings are early examples of such efforts. In seeking technological solutions, the
‘imitate-the-nature’ approach frequently does not lead to the best engineering results. Modern
examples of successful solutions not imitating nature include automobiles, airplanes, rockets,
computers, etc. [103]
From the overview of his LEM algorithm, one can see that R. Michalski wants somehow
to incorporate learning in the process of evolution. His approach for guiding evolution through
learning is not the one we can observe as implemented in the nature, but rather the one un-
dertaken by geneticists. In the nature, the Baldwin effect applies when a phenotype individual
modifies (hopefully improves) its environment, which will also be the one of its offsprings. This
mechanism influences evolution by performing a transfer from phenotype learned traits to the
environment of this phenotype, later inherited by the next generations that will have to accom-
modate, and then learn part of these traits (just part because of loss of knowledge quality within
the environment) in their turn from this environment that they inhabit in their turn. This is an
external mechanism to the evolution of phenotypes, as fair as the one found in the nature.
However, Michalski seems to try again to enable individuals to influence evolution, but
using Machine Learning techniques to select individuals and to produce new ones, that is, to
use a straightforward control on evolution (within genotype-phenotype mappings), in a geneti-
cist manner, but not a la Baldwin (indirect phenotype-genotype mappings, or more correctly,
phenotype-phenotype mappings). This is an internal mechanism to the phenotypes, subject of
ethical issues when it comes to mankind considerations: it is world-widely prohibited to do that
on humans because of thoughtful predicted future critical impacts; the same should hold for any
other kind of individual, even computed ones like here problem solutions that might end up to
degeneracy of solutions, that we do not want; we want a solution as good as possible at the end
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of a GA process.
‘GMOs’ in GAs: Genetically Modified ‘Artificial Organisms’
Intellectual evolution, according to Pr. Michalski, is rather knowingly modifying production of
phenotypes, like in the life science where learned geneticists can now, using artefacts, choose the
sex of a future baby to come, or even knowingly interfere in order to get an individual particularly
strong, and promised to be smart in many respects. Unfortunately, this may probably lead to
degeneracy at some point.
Intellectual Evolution: to me, this is more like when a given generation creates a new
technology from ancient knowledge, and let this technology for the new generations to play with
in their turn, a la Baldwin.
Of course, R. Michalski highlights that modeling nature does not always lead to good engi-
neering solutions, which is partially true. But what he does is modeling nature for the GAs, and
applying this LEM artefact to it. Applying such artefacts to nature itself is most likely to lead
to degeneracy as stated above. Why should it be different in nature-inspired GAs?
Furthermore:
- bird: chemical − > mechanical energy, and bird’s brain = very complex control centre
- airplane or helicopter: thermal − > mechanical energy, and pilot commands (+ now board
computers, that for example can foresee air holes, like birds do) = simple control command
devices.
Hence: be fair and faithful when claiming to inspire from nature − > knowingly do it by
ensuring a consistent approach...
e-lem:
Failure of e-LEM in H. de Garis project [104]: because of the above...
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Self-Organization is clever:
Clever compared to naive GAs (where experience is neither understood nor learnt, but only
blindly undergone and therefore naïve), because self-organization has local rules that somehow
make sense as an emergence of intelligent complex structure at the ‘human-understandable
logic higher layer’ from the ‘ruled cellular lower layer’.
SOM (self-organizing map) is amongst the most popular structures of self-organizing neural
network [105–113].
An advanced SOM algorithm has also been reported: LISSOM [114].
Spike-timing dependent weight change / learning rule: [115]
Spikes are not time-dependent in a human brain in order to overcome bad medium quality.
Nature evolved us in this way (instead of trying to improve the medium quality). We can have
good medium quality in silicon, and therefore time-dependent spikes, which will lead to higher
neural network training performances. This may comfort the idea that intelligent machines will
be more per formant (“better”) than humans.
3.3.2 Motivations for Novel Approaches
Conventional computers should be reserved to design and production jobs as well as experimen-
tal platforms (a), and not to be end user products themselves (b). This includes microcontrollers
and indeed embedded software systems, where system crashes can also occur with high proba-
bility, whereas it is unacceptable in most real-time applications. The instruction processes and
mechanisms are too prominent and lend themselves to system failure. This is inherent to CPU
architectures. Because of this, computers onboard of aircrafts have to be redundant (up to five
equivalent computers), and fault-tolerant warts have to be engineered, sought and added on to
the whole system. Why not rather inventing and using architectures that lend themselves to cope
with conditions they are intended to be immersed in?
Furthermore, from the above statements, if an artificial machine was going to be able to get an
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emerging consciousness, this machine would surely be not made of a software/microcontroller
architecture. This, simply because if emergence of global awareness there is, mutual awareness
between hardware entities and their multiple-forms of data must be; prior to, along, and after
the global emergence. Indeed, data and/or their underlying bits must be continuously updated
according to what the whole system undergoes. It is unacceptable to update them sequentially
through the pipeline of a single microprocessor for this purpose.
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Chapter 4
A Knowledgeable Authority for Interactive
Hardware Design Capture Support
The aim of this chapter is to give background information basis of the PhD work. This chapter
also examines the novel idea of a possible interactive hardware design capture support. This
is very much needed by the electronic design automation (EDA) community and the chapter
summarizes the corresponding rationale.
4.1 Introduction
Many different machine learning (ML) techniques have been recently developed. Genetic al-
gorithms quickly evolve encoded prob- lem solutions along natural selection-inspired processes
and can reach a near-optimal solution in many applications, decision trees are used in knowl-
edge engineering and data mining applications, expert systems can help tackle specific problems
that require comprehensive knowledge, and fuzzy sets can calibrate vagueness, as required for
natural human language processing.
With its strong inter-disciplinary characteristics, “machine learning is the study of computer
algorithms that improve automatically through experience” [2]. The main goal of such algorithms
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is to increase the machine’s knowledge, while other goals are to allow the machine to achieve
tasks based on the recorded knowledge (i.e. the experience) and on the currently perceived
surrounding information, and perhaps ultimately to allow the machine to think [4,7] in order to
permit the solution of complex problems that would not normally be possible to tackle.
ML techniques can also be combined. This chapter considers combining cellular automata
(CA) with neural networks (NNs). CA have potential to generate complex systems from syner-
getic cooperations of simple building blocks, whereas NNs are inspired from interconnections
of brain cells and have application in a wide range of complex problems.
Cellular Automata (CA) have properties that make them suitable for bottom-up design [6],
including the generation of emergent NN structures. In this chapter, we propose an innovative
hardware-based CA that develops asynchronously to form NN modules that also learn in an
asynchronous manner. Previous hardware implementations of CA found in the literature are
synchronous, despite global clock distribution becoming impractical [116] as the number of
interconnected cells is increased. To alleviate this problem, we propose that cell operations
are triggered not by a distributed global clock but rather by their immediate neighbours. A
second novel aspect to the current work is that each emergent NN has access to the low-level
rules of the underlying CA structure, allowing the NN to both learn about and modify them
using a trial-and-error approach, and thereby permitting self-management of internal resources,
self-specialization of NN modules and self-improvement at run-time and full speed of field-
programmable gate array (FPGA) [117] hardware.
In highly distributed, massively parallel reconfigurable machines (such as CAs), spontaneous
organization and emergence of intelligent behaviours can occur [6,70]. In the paradigm proposed
in this chapter, the self-management of resources is autonomously elaborated and knowingly
aggregated to the system during its bottom-up deployment from an initially designed architec-
ture. This results in a particularly robust solution, while minimizing the human design efforts.
Further- more, this redundant architecture lends itself to partial self-testing and also to self-
healing made possible by self-replacement of failing cells with neighbours like in [98]. Due to
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their high degree of plasticity and self-adaptive reconfigurable properties, suitable combinations
of these application-independent ready-to-specialize NN modules have application in complex
control problems where adaptive real-time incremental learning is required, such as for dynamic
intelligent control of hyper-redundant morphing robots that currently lack a suitable method for
on-line learning (or indeed any form of control) [45].
Dynamically adopting appropriate behaviours is characteristic of intelligence, but is (obvi-
ously) not the whole definition of what intelligence is. For instance, thinking activities may
often outclass physical activities [4], as developing strategies is a wise prerequist to begining
any adventure, along which strategies must not only be developed, but applied too. Yet, for
convenience purposes, also permitting effective demonstrations and performance evaluations, in
the future work we will implement our combined CA-NN hardware system as the core controller
for robot navigation tasks. Regardless of the robot mechatronics, we will be interested in ob-
serving how quickly and to what extent the robot can re-adapt when its environmental conditions
change. Cases where a physical part of the robot involved in motion is altered, such as a joint
or wheel standard angle, will be of particular interest. As self-adaptating to unusual, unknown
and/or unexpected situations is the limit to creativity, the initial system will need to be expanded
(on multiple chips) and incorporate auto-associative memories [78, 118] that will be expected
to generate commensurate original solutions at run-time when facing a new situation. A larger
system implemented on multiple chips can exhibit additional mental processes and thinking
activities. These are ideals that constitute a research direction to wich we aim to contribute.
In addition, we will also try to contribute to the cognitive and biological science disciplines,
reciprocating information we glean from the natural phenomena they describe.
In the literature, a number of authors have described combinations of CAs and NNs, termed
‘CA-based NNs’ [36, 79, 83], although the dominant area of application has tended to be vi-
sual computing [82]. CA-based NN implementations generally employ GAs to evolve units
(for example, CA rules) or entire systems (for example, NN structures) encoded in the form of
chromosomes with evolvable hard- ware (EHW) approaches [8,98] for exploiting the reconfig-
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uration features [119] of platforms such as FPGAs [120–123]. In contrast, we propose that the
systems and their constituent units incrementally progress, gain experience and improve know-
ingly through interaction, rather than being (wholly or partially) evolved by a dictatorial fitness
function driven by a GA, such as in [79] and in [124].
FPGAs combine the flexibility of software and performance of hardware (in terms of speed
and robustness), where distributed processing units truly operate concurrently. As systems grow
in complexity, there is a huge need for features such as self-management of system resources.
Unfortunately, conventional computing systems have to incorporate this feature as an additional
software application that is cumbersome or impossible to maintain. However, redundant cellular
systems are inherently scalable and self-management is straightforward to design and implement
at elaboration time, and to maintain at simulation/run time. NNs also lend themselves to self-
reorganization and can be easily restructured at run-time when formed by a hardware CA.
Finally, in NNs the knowledge is distributed, which ensures better fault-tolerance and handling
of indeterminism. However, along the development work, we will also endeavour to comparing
the results of different applications with other systems that could rival.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 details the architecture
design and gives an example of algorithm for the cellular operation of the system. Section 4.4
presents the methodology adopted along the work and shows early simulation results of the CA
forming a NN. In Section 4.5, we propose a particular application for our system, and perspectives
on the ongoing and future work are given. Section 4.6 concludes this chapter.
4.2 Design Specification
In the realm of a CA, the counterpart of a top-down engineered solution is a bottom-up scientific
seeding recipe that includes the number of cells (parametric), the CA topology (here square
cells with adjacent CA edges connected), the set of cell states (type, neural connection), the
initial conditions (random type, all cells neurally unconnected), the neighbourhood distance
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(here unity), and, usually the most difficult one to engineer, the set of rules (or laws) to govern
the CA process. Together, these parameters, summarized in Table 4.1 influence the direction of
progress of the CA, that is most sensitive to the rules meant to govern it.
In our case, the CA is meant to emerge NN structures. Operations are asynchronous, and
designing and synthesizing the system is facilitated by the use of SystemC and techniques
such as the ones presented in [125], where “specifications can be expressed at a level in which
asynchronous and synchronous designs are indistinguishable”. In addition, our system can
benefit from the increasingly simplicity and speed of asynchronous circuits [126]. Finally, we
adopt a spiking neuron approach [124,127] to take advantage of the asynchronous nature of the
circuitry.
4.2.1 Architecture Description
The initial idea behind a ‘self-(re)organizing cellular automata – neural network dual system’
was twofold. Firstly, a CA can reach useful landscapes [6], provided a ‘good’ set of rules is
available (a scientific seeding recipe very difficult to generate entirely [8]). Secondly, NNs
are particularly good at extracting and mimicking rules. They can also classify and associate
patterns, subsequently creating and generating new patterns, which in our case are the new
CA rules that we need. The NN can restructure (itself) due to the reconfigurable CA that
supports and forms it. Hence, the hardware system proposed can be seen in two aspects: a CA
architecture that provides a good (self-)reconfigurable platform and a NN that implements a self-
organizing learning algorithm similar to self-organizing maps (SOM) [128] or SOLAR [70]. At a
higher level of abstraction and considering both aspects, there should be another self-organizing
mechanism: the NN that learns the rules of its own underlying CA, and amends them in order
to provide improvement in the light of the current situation faced (cf. ‘conditioning’). Indeed,
these (asynchronous) cell rearrangement phenomena successfully occur in nature, such as in
brains.
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4.2.2 Cellular Automata Aspect
One way of viewing the initial architecture of this system is to consider that each NN module is
a ready-to-specialize NN, whose fundamental component is the state of a cell. A cell, shown in
Figure 4.1, is an individual entity amongst a population of cells that form an underlying CA to
the NN. Clearly, the cell type state defines the type of the corresponding NN component, namely
one of neuron, dendrite, synapse, axon, or unused.
Our system is different from CNNs, SOM, SOLAR and [124]. These are minimalist NNs,
meaning that each cell is a neuron only. Our architecture can be considered as a superclass of
these, because it can be configured as a CNN or as a SOLAR for example, but also as any NN
topologies based on the five brain-inspired building blocks: neuron, synapse, dendrite, axon or
empty space. Moreover, these architectures differ from the CAM Brain Machine [8], where,
for example, multiple cells are needed to form a single synapse. As in SOLAR, our cells are
totipotent cells (each and every cell has the same potential to ensure the selection of a function
from a set of predetermined functions), but they are not limited to ensure a particular neuron’s
activation transfer function only (whether excitatory or inhinbitory). In our model, a cell type
is selected prior to its function. According to type, a cell will then further select and ensure a
function. For example neurons can have a sigmoid, a sign, a step, or a linear activation transfer
function, etc. They can be excitatory or inhibitory.
A dock state can be exclusively unconnected (dockcardinalpoint = 0), inward (dockcardinalpoint =
1) or outward (dockcardinalpoint = 2). Neurons and synapses have a single input and a single
output, whereas dendrites can have up to three inputs and axons up to three outputs. When a rule
or a neural signal invokes a change in a cell, the neighbouring cell parameters (for example, in
Figure 4.1 typestate, settled and dockeast of cell W ) are passed to the cell through a permanent
SystemC scsignal channel for control communication, and are received as an object (for example,
in Figure 4.1weststate of cellC) by the cell. With this updated information about its neighbours,
the cell is ready to trigger, that is, to change its type state and/or dock state, and subsequently
inform its relevant neighbours (from two to all four) about its new configuration in the same
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Figure 4.1: A cell C and its internal parameters, showing the connection with its neighbour W to
the west. The solid arrows are the neural connections, while the remainder represents permanent
CA control communications.
asynchronous manner as above.
Table 4.1: Cellular Automata Ingredients
The set of possible neural connections between cells dramatically increases the total number
of cell states to 81 as illustrated by Figure 4.2, but dock states cannot be amalgamated into type
states as it would lead to considerable loss of meaning.
To make apparent the potential complexity of the system that can be produced, the previous
example of 81 cell states, each with four neighbours in addition to the cell itself, gives rise to 815
(almost 3.5 billion) patterns in total. Due to ‘dock state’ incompatibilities, not all patterns are
neurally valid, and far fewer patterns need be considered in practice. For example, the top left
axon state on the grid shown in Figure 4.2 is neurally compatible with seven axon states or three
synapse states (10 states in total) with respect to each of its North, East and South neighbours,
as well as twelve axon states or three neuron states on its West. The total number of possible
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of total possible cell states. There are actually four versions of each of
these 20 functional cells when taking into account the three other cardinal orientations of the
black arrow (showing dock state of neural connection; permanent CA control connections are
not shown), here from West to East. Hence, a cell can be in one out of 80 states, plus one state as
unused (blank) cell: total = 81 possible states. In the figure, n=neuron, s=synapse, d=dendrite
and a=axon.
patterns is thus 1*10*10*10*15 = 15,000 (where the ’1*’ is used to indicate we are looking at
one cell state amongst 81, here the top left axon state), which, while being far less than 1 ∗ 814,
still requires far more transition rules than would be feasible for manual coding. Of course, once
all cells in the grid are taken account, it is apparent that many more patterns are possible; in fact
the total number would be in the order of 107.
Figure 4.3.a shows the second axon of the grid (cf. Figure 4.2) as being the central cell of
a pattern. If an event occurs, such as the synapse undocking and the neuron changing its type
state into dendrite, a basic rule should dictate this central axon to become a neuron connected
to the dendrite to its West and to the (other) axon to its East. As this example demonstrates for
our CA-NN model at the pattern scale, a pattern has a very limited number of choices for the
new state of a central cell. In general, there is no decision to make for the new state as only
one solution is neurally compatible. This allows for a manageable set of rules (mainly one or
two transition rules per pattern), yet permitting sufficient CA flexibility at a higher scale than
pattern. Figure 4.3.b shows the second neuron of the grid (cf. Figure 4.2) as being the central
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cell of a pattern. This example clearly demonstrates that some central cells, such as neuron here,
are concerned with two neighours only (instead of three or four), which further reduces the total
number of transition rules to consider compared to the one indicated by the above calculation.
Table 4.2: Neural signalling process depending on cell type states, with abstraction of cardinal
orientations.
Figure 4.3: Generic cellular pattern examples, with an axon state (a) and a neuron state (b) as
centre cells.
4.2.3 Neural Network Aspect
As summarized in Table 4.2, according to a cell’s type state, the neural signalling process of
this cell acts either as the activation transfer function of a firing neuron, the scale factor (weight)
of a synapse, the input sum of a dendrite, or the propagation delay, attenuation rate and output
distribution of an axon.
In addition, the four cardinal dock states, represented as switches in Figure 4.1, indicate to
the same process how to direct the neural signal.
The raised NN will have full learning access to all the rules in order to gain its own rep-
resentation of partial sets of CA rules. However, it will have permission to inhibit only the
soft rules so that it can virtually modify them by inserting new automatically generated ones
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instead, in its own neural representation (e.g. instead of IF-THEN rules pre-coded in SystemC).
Finally, the NN will try to discover crucial missing rules, experiment with other rules to seek to
improvements and be allowed to add them to its own set and apply them. To enable improvement
(against any job being achieved), we will consider developing strategies to incorporate on- chip
‘improvability evaluation’.
4.3 System Behaviour
The set of CA rules included in the current system are as follows.
• basic rules dictate that, in a state, transitions to a new state are neurally compatible with
at least two neighbours;
• constraints are dock-state transitions that satisfy the above architecture description of
inputs and outputs, and comply with consistent NN connections;
• growth rules cardinally prioritize neural connections between cells and guide the CA
towards an effective NN structure;
• application rules specialize a NN region or module to perform a particular task;
•NN self−organizing learning rules select – based on data from both currently perceived
surrounding information and recorded events (including activities of lower level CA rules for
the NN to extract them) – a NN topology and learning algorithm to train weights, propagation
delays, attenuation rates, activation transfer function and thresholds.
The interconnection of CAs should be able to generate the appropriate NN sequence, as given
by:
sysnapse− > dendrite− > {dendrite− >}neuron− > axon− > {axon− >} (4.1)
here with abstraction of input/output multiplicity and cardinal orientations.
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4.3.1 Cell Behaviour
Each cell incorporates an identical five-step algorithm that implements these rules. Step 1 is
type-state transitions, step 2 is dock-state transitions and single inputs/outputs that must have
priority over multiple inputs/outputs, which are solved in step 3. Step 4 settles a cell when
operational and step 5 triggers the relevant neighbours if an update occurred in any of steps 1 to
4.
Algorithm 1 [Example of basic Top-Level Algorithm for a cell C]
When a cell C is triggered or self-triggered (respectively because a neighbour cell has just settled, or C could not
settle even after a finite number of attempts to trigger neighbour cells){
0) if trig < persist AND settled = true, trig ++; return 0;
1) C := new type state based on C current type state and on those of its four nearest neighbours; trig := 0;
2) C tries first to resolve its single input (for axons and neurons) or its single output (for dendrites and synapses);
a) Single inputs will try to dock in priority to the west neighbour, else to the north or south ones with a
random probability of 1/2 for each one, else:
• if C = axon, try to dock the single input to the east neighbour provided it is also an axon, not a neuron,
if unsuccessful, assign a constant value to this input;
• if C = neuron, call a subroutine that, based on more detailed parameters (such as detection of endless
loop in this step 2), either assigns a constant value to this input, or makes it available to the modules
external interface, or performs C := synapse and jumps back to 2;
b) Single outputs will try to dock in priority to the east neighbour, else to the north or south ones with a
random probability of 1/2 for each one, else:
• if C = dendrite, try to dock the single output to the west neighbour provided it is also a dendrite, not a neuron;
• if C = synapse, call a subroutine that, based on more detailed parameters (such as detection of endless
loop in this step 2), either makes this output available for later or to the modules external interface,
or performs C := neuron and jumps back to 2;
3) C tries to resolve its other end(s) as either multiple/single output(s) (for axons/neurons) or multiple/single input(s)
(for dendrites/synapses);
c) Similar to 2.b but deals with a multiplicity of ports;
d) Similar to 2.a but deals with a multiplicity of ports;
4) if C is fully connected and operational, settled := true, else settled := false
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5) if at least one update has been performed through 1 to 4, the neighbour cells concerned are triggered and
receive updated information about C: new type, docking, settling, etc; }
What Algorithm 1 does at a given stage is always justified, such as in the example of axons
that obviously need to dock their single input prior to their multiple outputs, which have indeed
more chance to be resolved, even later on. If docking an input was impossible, then assigning
a constant value in the manner of a neuron’s threshold is feasible. More importantly, inputs
and outputs that could not dock to any neighbouring cell are allocated to the peripheral I/O
ports, permitting interaction with actuators and sensors. The inner data- driven system operates
asynchronously, but this does not necessarily mean that, for instance, a sensor’s input data are
not sampled along a clocked input port. Indeed, real-time visual data can be captured in the
manner of eye saccades, sampling on average three images per second. This peripheral clock
does not have to be (extensively) distributed and will not affect the performance of the system.
Also, as each cell runs this algorithm as an asynchronous process concurrently with the other
cells (along CSP methods), numerous basic rules may be self-resolved (without having to insert
them neither manually, nor automatically) due to beneficial asynchronous parallelism effects (cf.
theory of parallelism: the CSP approach). These can even be modelled and controlled due to the
availability of process description and monitoring at a high-level of abstraction with SystemC.
4.3.2 Overall Behaviour
Actually, in the above algorithm there is an idea of creating a neural signalling path globally
oriented from West to East, simply in order to favour a structured organization for ease of
experimentation. Variations of this algorithm include aiding a slight orientation from South to
North in order to assess the eventual resulting increase of organization, and link it to any changes
in performance, scalability, flexibility and robustness of the system.
One can also use constraints to force the CA into forming long chains of axons (in order to
reach distant nets) and to connect to groups of dendrites (in order to dramatically increase the
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number of neuron’s connections). These types of strategy should result in a more structured
network whose operations should be easier to observe and understand.
In addition, one can for example implant ‘growth phases’ to this system in order to allow for
further exploration of performance domains, both of the CA-NN agent itself and of the problem
solution it is connected to. To do so, persist can be reduced, and then later increased when
changing phase again. Successive modifications of persist can be pre-programmed as ’growth
rules’.
The parameter persist is a form of human control over the entire system that is otherwise
mainly data-driven. CA rules with high level control parameters, such as ‘neuron density’, can be
manually changed (re-programmed) inside of an (initial) architecture at elaboration time, before
the system starts to operate. Thus, one can also see how a given set of rules and parameters
influences the system progress, and use that knowledge to rapidly customize the system for
specific tasks.
The grey dashed link in Figure 4.1 – bridging CA control communications with neural sig-
nalling connections – depicts an imaginary ‘feedback loop’ that will allow the NN to learn about
the CA and adjust its operation. Far more sophisticated, but analogically similar to an op-amp
circuitry with feedback loop, we believe that sets of appropriately tuned initial parameters and
rules exist for such a dual intelligent system to become and remain stable (cf. equilibrum condi-
tions: [36]) and further self-improve by discovering and elaborating new learning mechanisms
by itself.
Finally, at the global level, with a sufficient number of cells in the system, local errors from
inappropriate cell transitions should not convert into overall (or even local but significant) faults.
Instead, they might contribute to exploring new pattern associations along in an ‘error-based
learning’ fashion.
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Figure 4.4: SystemC design flow down to FPGA for the bottom-up creation of the initial CA-NN
agent architecture and rules.
4.4 Preliminary Experimental Results
4.4.1 Methodology
The current work has adopted SystemC as the modelling HDL to capture an initial CA-NN agent
with few necessary but sufficient initial rules. The design flow depicted in Figure 4.4 involves the
use of Synopsys Cocentric System Studio [6] design and debug environment as well as Celoxica
Agility Compiler [116] for synthesising the SystemC code and targeting our Xilinx Virtex-II
FPGA [117].
The advantages of using the emerging SystemC hardware-oriented programming language
include its ability to provide an abstract level description of system design (transaction-level mod-
elling or TLM), eventual reuse of C++ knowledge/expertise and algorithms (scripts), straightfor-
ward hardware/software co-design and co-simulation, ease of design capture compared to tradi-
tional hardware design languages (HDLs), high simulation speeds and the ability to perform fast
simulation of some portions of the design, while allowing debugging of other portions. Here, we
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will also appreciate the opportunity afforded to easily evaluate our hardware implementations
against software versions. SystemC cycle-accurate models of designs allow for both hardware
synthesis and the production of a software exe- cutable binary file for its simulation/emulation
(equivalent to software implementation in term of execution time and performance) without
having to write additional scripts.
4.4.2 Simulation Results
Figure 4.5 depicts the results of a simulation of a twelve-celled CA performing steps 1 and 5 of
the algorithm. The emphasised channels illustrate the possible dock states and settling that may
result when executing steps 2 to 4 of the algorithm. Although only a small CA is shown here,
practical CA may contain many more cells and in some cases exhibit unexpected behaviours.
Although some of these behaviours will be useful, those making damaging contributions need
to be sought out and eliminated.
Figure 4.5: A small CA landscape structured as a NN.
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4.5 Future work
4.5.1 Proposed Application
The electronic design automation (EDA) community currently suffers from poor hardware design
capture means. Traditional systems, designed along top-down approaches, are still desirable,
yet cumbersome to capture manually as technologies of ever-increasing complexity are dealt
with. Being versatile, our CA-NN system can be tailored to usefully and supportively interact
with a given EDA tool and a designer as depicted by Figure 4.6. Such a specialization can be
directed early, during bottom-up development of the CA- NN agent, by (manually) providing it
with application rules. These rules are preliminarily extracted from EDA tool documentations
and application characteristics, such as the ones detailed in Table 4.3. Further refinements of
rules will occur at interaction time, where high-level data are exchanged.
This work will investigate the suitability of the CA-NN agent as the authority of a particular
EDA tool at the stage of optimization of a given software/hardware design point; thus allowing for
aware micro-architecture space pruning as detailed in Table III towards a near-optimal solution.
Table 4.3: Micro-Architecture Space Pruning.
For initial demonstration purposes, the application we are currently implementing involves
training our system against an XOR gate. The system will be able to self-learn and mimic the
XOR logic function. Performance in learning speed, power consumption and robustness will be
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Figure 4.6: (User-friendly) Interactive design capture scenario.
particularly regarded. Implementing the larger applications above will then help us focus on the
scalability aspect of the system.
Unlike most of NN architectures (CNNs, SOM, SOLAR, etc), our CA-NN is not pre-
structured along homogeneous neuron layers. However, neuron arrangements amenable to
layering may emerge under forms more appropriate (than rigid layers) to the application the
CA-NN is trained against. For instance, once the CA-NN has successfully learned the XOR
logic function, there should be an arrangement of at least three layers of neuron [1] between the
two inputs and the single output of this small system, while ensuring a near-optimal exploitation
of the FPGA resources; this naturally due to the inherent self-reorganizing mechanisms of the
system. Because, in our approach, we follow principles such as Occam’s Razor, minimalist so-
lutions are sought and superfluous layers of neurons should not be formed. Due to the software
execution available under SystemC, simulation of the hardware implementation of this CA-NN
and monitoring these arrangements of cells including neural layers is feasible.
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4.5.2 Perspectives
One of the perspectives of this work will be to compare the performance of this system to other
different machine learning techniques when tackling several tasks. The results of these compar-
isons will be presented in later chapters together with details of the FPGA implementation and
results of our self-reorganizing learning algorithm for asynchronous spiking NNs. Presentation
of the work about the effects on the system when the NN modifies CA rules will follow. Making
links between local cell behaviours and emerged overall system behaviours will be investigated.
In addition, to achieve the online ‘improvability evalutation’, more advanced algorithms
such as self-organizing learning algorithms based on local and/or global measures of information
entropy will be developed. We will also consider applying finite state machine (FSM) techniques
[129] (supported by our System Studio environment) to ML for this system and will also make
use of Petri nets for this [130].
Finally, once a fully working system exists, we plan to relax the orientation constraint on the
neuron and synapse cells so that they are free to connect in any orientation, not only from West or
to East neighbours. This will dramatically increase the learning flexibility of the system, but also
the number of CA patterns that need to be managed. However, this should be achievable with our
approach of generalizing rules through algorithms such as Algorithm 1. In the longer term, we
will consider 3D cells instead of the current 2D cells, and seek hardware implementation of them
as well (becoming realizable with the advent of reversible circuits [94]). Incorporating fuzzy
techniques also seems useful for increasing the decision making power of NNs, and a ‘cellular
automata neuro-fuzzy network dual system’ may be a fruitful avenue of research to follow.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we have described a novel CA architecture and the strategies planned for the
investigation of intelligent automatic modification and creation of CA rules at run-time and
full speed of FPGA hardware. The desired CA landscapes form structures of NNs, which,
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once sufficiently trained, will modify and enrich the rules of their own underlying CA. Training
need not be limited to the adjustment of synapses’ weights as in classical artificial NNs, but
should also include the selection of a particular activation transfer function (whether excitatory
or inhibitory) and the firing threshold for the neurons of a given NN region. Moreover, future
solutions will allow trainable axon propagation delays and attenuation rates as well as permitting
the implementation of a range of NN learning algorithms, such as back-propagation, Hebbian,
Kohonen, Bayesian and Kak.
We will seek distributed knowledge as partially represented by axon’s attenuation rates.
But especially during neural signal process- ing (when neurons fire), axon’s propagation delays
should play a role in a global perspective, instead of being a latency handicap. Our CA- NN
system is not simply a conventional ‘CA-based NN’, but also a ‘NN-dependent CA’ in the sense
that the NN can learn CA rules, modify and generate them as well as having some control on
the CA behaviour. Consequently, the system can be considered to lie within a data- driven dual
paradigm. Furthermore, asynchronous neural signalling with spiking neurons and interaction
between cells ensure that the system is paced by external stimuli, not by an internal distributed
clock, improving power efficiency in practical applications.
To date, the work has validated the use of Synopsys System Studio design, debug and simula-
tion environment (www.synopsys.com) and the SystemC description of our design (www.systemc.org),
as well as verifying the asynchronous operation of the system. The primary goal of the future
work is to tackle the problem of rule generation, but also to allow the system to benefit from
further self-(re)organizing mechanisms discovered through rule learning that will subsequently
allow both self-improvement of the system itself and optimization of the connected problem
solution to a near-optimal point. Suitability of this system as an interactive supportive agent
for micro-architecture space-pruning will be investigated and a SoC solution – with embed- ded
FPGA for the dynamic reconfigurable portion of the system – will be considered.
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4.7 Summary
After a brief review of different machine learning (ML) techniques and their applications, this
chapter describes an innovative strategy to combine cellular automata (CA) with neural networks
(NNs), leading to a self-reorganizing ’CA-NN’ paradigm. The work suggests different appli-
cations, including a highly adaptive core controller of navigating robot for (dynamic) real-time
incremental learning and an interactive intelligent authority to assist design experts, accelerate
expertise gain and ease traditional electronic design capture. The ML system proposed can be
easily customized, can self-adapt, self-manage its resources and self-improve on-line against
a range of complex problems, while optimizing their solution. Along the bottom-up design
approach presented, a CA asynchronously forms emergent NN structures whose operations in-
cluding spiking neurons are also asynchronous. In addition to this novelty, the emergent NN can
learn rules of its own underlying CA and change them locally, towards overall self-reorganization
due to an information theory-based technique permitting ‘improvability evaluation’. The ini-
tial cellular architecture is described in SystemC, allowing for fast cycle-accurate simulations,
and high-level synthesis targeting field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). Our CA-NN design
is intended to take advantage of the flexibility of ‘soft-hardware’ FPGAs whose for example
dynamic and partial self-reconfiguration features are becoming available, but are cumbersome
to exploit through more conventional FPGA implementations of soft CPUs or DSPs.
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Chapter 5
Self-Adaptive Compact Neuro-Controller
for Natural Interaction and Training of
Autonomous Communicating Robots
The aim of this chapter is to explore the utilization of the idea in the previous chapter to novel
applications in next generation of advanced robotics.
5.1 Introduction
Showing dynamic dexterity off mobile robot navigation acrobatics is incontestably one of the few
best external indicators on the level of internal intelligence an autonomous manoeuvring machine
may possess. Therefore, applications in mobile robotics is of greatest interest for conveniently
demonstrating such intelligence, beside also applicable for less apparent but certainly even more
useful and powerful logical inference and reasoning feats.
This work is oriented towards the ultimate aim of a highly self-adaptive hardware digital
design implemented on in-house dynamically partially reconfigurable system-on-a-chip (DPR-
SoC) as the control system of robots or machines of any forms. This ever self-upgrading initial
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kernel design is supposed to make the whole native control system – newly connected to an
arbitrary robotic body – (1) self-learn about using the sensors and actuators attached to the body,
(2) gradually learn about the environmental surroundings perceived through the sensors and
experienced using the actuators as well as learning about its own body in the same manner, (3)
maintain and improve its internal and proximate external resources, and (4) learn on-line (i.e. at
run-time) specific tasks through action-reward-based training and achieve them with real-time
constraint.
Following cybernetics and 2nd order cybernetics points of view [131], and in the intent of
direct applications into humanity services such as cheerful education, the learning scale has been
framed to real-world constraints. Hence, the action-reward loop will be of real-life dimension.
E.g. instead of evolving populations (exo-phenotype phylogenesis) of such robots off-line in
software simulations à la Darwin, it is preferable to encode cellular programmes [32] – in silico
into the same unique real (and costly!) phenotype system – as well as roboticist mechanisms
for showing new tasks and teaching corresponding skills to the robot in situ; this never-ending
learner then requiring bare, or even better, no low-level human-coding intervention, but being
taught through action-reward experiences.
The traditional artificial intelligence (AI) approach, with its well-known rapidly exploding
algorithmic programmes typically implemented as sequential software has arguably now reached
a stagnating stage, thus withholding the promises it was initially meant to satisfy. Yet, on the
one hand plausible quantum computers might allow for elevating “weak AI”, and on the other
hand in order to realize “strong AI”, we must take a radical approach as the one proposed
in this chapter, therefore having to rather name future achievements after “bio-inspired highly
self-adaptive complex systems” for instance.
Conventional software AI is held behind because the host hardware computer machines it uses
are data instruction processors and are therefore natively very well attuned to calculation tasks,
yet unable to naturally deal with semiotic and linguistic constructs. Nevertheless, paradigms
such as SystemC and Handel-C from electronic design automation (EDA) community are now
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available and allow for conversion of sequential algorithms written in C++ into parallel algo-
rithms generated in hardware description language (HDL), usually yielding significant gain in
computation acceleration for some algorithms (e.g. data vectors and meshes) as well as strength-
ening fault tolerance of the system. Such parallelized AI systems typically exhibit enhanced
performances once implemented in real hardware and several colleagues devote to this avenue
of research, while in this chapter we right away consider bio-inspired parallel mechanisms and
directly describe them in the Balsa language that we find to give the maximum freedom for
creativity when compared to the other HDLs, probably due to the fact that asynchronous design
– the very reason for Balsa to exist – encompasses the whole spectrum of possible hardware
designs, thus covering the comparably tiny set of possible synchronous designs as well.
5.2 Motivation and Framework
On-chip hardware vs. embedded software: Software usually runs on hardware and when one
looks carefully at the hardware fabrics of microprocessor-based computers or microcontrollers,
one can see the limitations, cf. Subfigure 5.1(b), that are due to the very nature of the typical
architecture of such systems. Indeed, on-board buses (that interconnect ICs) constitute perma-
nent speed bottlenecks of the whole system. Not only because the frequency of these buses (up
to a GHz) is reduced as compared to the one of on-chip cores (several GHz), but mainly because
on-board circuitry means discrete circuitry, which in turn means a very small integration density
of these buses that translates into having to highly serialize data transfers. On-chip standalone
microcontrollers also make their hosted embedded software suffer due to fixed separation of
pre-dedicated modules such as memory and CPU since communication also has to be serialized
through buses that interconnect these fixed distinct modules. These examples of key problems in
computer engineering will always remain since they come from the very nature of the modules
and systems architectures designed for conventional sheer top-down engineering methodolo-
gies. For instance, one can consider a memory array module as a huge pocket for data, but with
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comparably extremely limited access port, thus insufficient and ruining performance potentials.
Similarily, conventional CPU microarchitecture also causes such undesirable effects. These
lead to untruly real-time robot control systems, therefore not reliable for the real-world tasks
that embedded software engineering is therefore (1) mistakenly supposed to achieve seamlessly
and (2) with utopian expectations of high level of professionalism.
Figure 5.1: (a) Flexible hardware FPGA insight with its homogeneous mesh of CLBs (that can
nicely implement auto-associative internally processing NN memory emerged from CA neural
tissue) and surrounding digital I/O ports; and (b) typical heteroclite hardware microarchitecture of
CPU (meant to host conventional OS and software) and its permanent tremendously bottlenecked
buses shown as arrows that interconnect very limiting access ports of comparably immense
contents of modules such as the memory array. (Note that (a) can implement (b), typically for
purposes of CPU prototyping on FPGA.)
In contrast, within any living system, the very act of cells recognizing between themselves
and taking care of themselves by identifying nutrients, poisonous substances, neutral elements
and by-products while absorbing the former only – all this also with the top-to-bottom feedback
help of the whole organism that the cells together constitute – is perhaps the major key in
understanding how life self-sustains and flourishes. Indeed, co-evolving living cells are open
systems and therefore do not violate the 2nd law of thermodynamics since each cell ejects
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the entropy it generates, thereby keeping stable internal states of necessarily high complexity.
Understanding of biologic organisms as well as engineering of bio-inspired beings both reside in
the study of the cooperative behaviours of their quite clever constituting cells, be they composed
of chemical molecules or electronic gates as underlying functional primitives.
Hence, amongst the recent advent of numerous diverse machine learning techniques (e.g.
expert systems as in [132]) and research approaches to adaptivity, a cellular automata (CA)
model naturally appeared of prime choice for the proposed system kernel. Furthermore, 2D CAs
nicely map directly onto commercially off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware devices such as CPLD
or FPGA, cf. Subfigure 5.1(a). In addition, despite synchronous design being still the current
industrial reality due to political reasons as well as traditional beliefs, alternative pacing styles
such as GALS or purely data/event-driven asynchronous protocols have become indispensable
– especially concerning embedded systems – as global clock issues are now overwhelming
(e.g. clock distribution, power consumption, overheating, etc issues). Similarly, sequential
processing has remained the dominating thinking in electronic systems engineering, whereas
complex systems based on highly distributed, massively parallel, simple, interactive processing
units ultra densely interconnected – devoid of single point of failure – are imperative in a
wide range of demanding applications such as true real-time reliable embedded robotics for
multitasking or entire missions, upon which vital stakes depend. As defective, damaged or faulty
units are replaceable with idle neighbours during run-time, self-healing and therefore extreme
robustness is inherent to these then very attractive and promising control system architectures
of the cellular programming paradigm [32].
Several updating schemes exist in the realm of 2D asynchronous CA [133]. Our attention
was immediately drawn unto the self-synchronizing fashion since it represents the perfect digital
candidate for modelling neural tissue [133]. To this end, the proposed CA landscape, e.g. Figure
5, Column 1, Page 5 of [134], consists of totipotent cells, each cell, e.g. Figure 1, Column 2,
Page 2 of [134], interacting with its four local neighbours at its cardinal points1, allowing it to
1Taking into account the four other local neighbours along its two diagonals exponentially increases the com-
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make correct decisions on the state it should adopt based on hard-coded basic local transition
rules that ensure neural compatibilities between adjacent docked cells. Unlike in [71] and [135]
where every cell is a neuron and therefore biologically implausible, in our proposed model –
also intended to help reciprocate knowledge we glean from biology – a cell can morph into one
of five states and assume the corresponding role (neural signalling process), which is either of
neuron (activation transfer function), synapse (weight), axon (output distribution, attenuation
rate and propagation delay), dendrite (input sum) or blank (empty spaces are to NN structures
what silences are to music scores: essential). Docked cells at the CA level are liable to exchange
spikes of signal – through the then active neural channels – as for the neural communication
at the above NN level. The asynchronous circuitry constructs in Balsa [136] can implement
handshake protocols that nicely support spiking communication, which has been found most
effective and efficient in biological neural network operations [137,138].
During the past few decades, CAs have been tremendously studied [6, 139] and therefore
the literature reports endless lists of various CA configurations with diverse sets of local rules
associated with the global emerging behaviours and dynamic phenomena they generate including
very interesting ones such as self-reproduction [140]. Hence, automating the production of
relevant and useful sets of local CA rules has appeared necessary to us and we have found it
possible to engineer as long as guiding criteria for run-time evaluation are in place. In the case
of the proposed CA, the number of possible neurally valid pattern states (each composed of a
central cell state, its four local neighbours’ states and its four docking states) is in the order of
107, each of which requiring a transition rule, the total set of rules being visibly unmanageable
to code at hand [6, 141]. Furthermore, coding all rules manually would mean a fixed set of
behaviours of the emerged system, whereas leaving this microscopic tedious job to the system
itself through automated rule discovery and learning also has the advantage of making it able
to adapt to unusual, unexpected, unpredictable or unknown macroscopic situations, often even
plexity, whereas considering non-local remote cells has the same effect while making the CA exhibit interesting
and quite useful non-classical (quantum) phenomena as well.
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changing dynamically.
Technique (loop of epigenesis and ontogenesis phenomena mutually affecting and enhancing
each other): given an initial emerged NN sufficiently grown to perform primary basic tasks of
recognition:
1. rule discovery (NN discovers useful CA rules and recognizes relevant patterns through
inductive inference),
2. rule amendment or implementation (NN rewrites, overrides or writes new CA rules that
have been discovered and for which the CA behaviour was found useful while discarding
useless or harmful CA rules),
3. let the NN behave and let the active neural tissue grow further,
4. note this is a parallel algorithm so there is no GOTO 1) here; 1), 2) and 3) run concurrently,
thus, the NN is the programmer of the rules that dictate the behaviours of its own underlying
CA.
This advanced approach of harnessing emergence for self-upgrade of standalone neuro-
controller has obvious applications in DPR-SoC for neuro-robotic control and for powerful
machine logical inference [142] with deep understanding, leading to the concept of a standalone
‘Robot Theorist’ with physical aptitudes e.g. [143]. One major factor governing the way of
development and adaptation of our cross-platform transferable neuro-controller system is simply
the type of robotic body (and its features) it is interfaced with. The envision is therefore to
interface our neuro-controller systems in their seed form with various robot bodies such as
security, medical, care, companion, inspection, education, coach, rescue or hazardous duty
robots, and the potential list goes on. Furthermore, alternative techniques to controlling emerging
behaviours such as graph grammar bottom-up engineering have already proven successful [144].
Gradual event-based self-(re)programming and bottom-up (re)design of whole robot control
system through real-time, friendly, intuitive and fun interactions (that do not require human
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coding) at the global level is surely one of the most important ideals of this proposed self-
adaptive and self-organizing system.
5.3 Hardware Digital Neural Tissue
Building up on our prior work [134], we recall that the proposed model is (evidently) based upon
the four well-known (commonly accepted) main fundamental neurally functional elements found
in biological nervous systems, that is, synapse, dendrite, neuron and axon [127]. In addition, as
for a 2D model of digital system composed of discrete 2D elements, the mandatory introduction of
a fifth fundamental but neurally non-functional element becomes obvious; that is, 2D four-edged
blank (unused) cell. In fact, even in 3D biological nervous systems, where neurally functional
3D elements are connected together in a very compact way, dynamic physical modifications of
the connections imply the presence of neurally non-functional (but indeed physically functional)
“interstices” that leave (sufficient) room for manoeuvre for the neurally functional elements to
reconnect.
Figure 5.2: Twenty distinct neurally functional elements, plus three other distinct cardinal rota-
tions of each (not shown here), and the neurally non-functional (b=blank) element; giving rise
to a total of 81 distinct fundamental types of element.
Figure 2, Page 3 of [134] recalled here in Figure 5.2 illustrates 80 distinct neurally functional
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elements (when taking into account the exhaustive list of docks states for each of the aforemen-
tioned four fundamental elements, which leads to the 20 elements of the picture as well as when
taking into account the four cardinal orientations of a 2D [Euclidean] plane, which leads to the
80 elements), one of which a cell of our neural tissue design can morph into, in addition to the
blank element. By virtue, this last element does not possess any docking connection. This leads
to 81 distinct fundamental types of element.
Figure 5.3: Twelve distinct additional fundamental types of elements: the joining cells. The
top four are necessary in big designs, the other eight enrich the list and allow for more compact
implementations of 2D CAs composed of square edged cells.
Furthermore, twelve additional fundamental joining types of element shown in Figure 5.3
are introduced to either compactify or enrich neural tissue, or indeed make some 2D neural
network patterns topologically possible to form at all. Therefore, the total number of necessary
and sufficient distinct fundamental elements in our model is 93. We recall that an elementary
2D cell pattern is composed of five cells: a central cell and its four local cardinal neighbours.
Hence, the total number of possible patterns (including both neurally valid and neurally invalid
patterns) is exactly 935 = 6, 956, 883, 693 (almost 7 billion).
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Table 5.1: Potential complexity of a system that can be produced from the fun-
damental elements.
Five-cell
patterns
statistics
Total num-
ber of possi-
ble patterns
Number of
neurally valid
patterns
Number
of neurally
invalid pat-
terns
Richness: 1
valid in ###
invalid
Ratio: per
thousand
(‰)
Initial list 815 =
3,486,784,401
7,844,797 3,478,939,604 1 in 444 2.2498‰
With cross
junctions
855 =
4,437,053,125
12,667,213 4,424,385,912 1 in 350 2.8549‰
With cross
and compact
junctions
935 =
6,956,883,693
23,629,269 6,933,254,424 1 in 294 3.3965‰
We have calculated the total number of neurally valid patterns when also taking into account
the three other cardinal rotations of the 20 neurally functional elements in the picture of Figure
5.2, plus the 81st blank element, in addition to the twelve junction elements of Figure 5.3. That
total is exactly 23,629,269 neurally valid patterns. Last row in Table 5.1 summarizes the results
of these calculations. The table clearly shows that the number of neurally valid patterns (that
may be formed) is tiny as compared to the number of neurally invalid patterns (that must be
prevented from being formed). Nevertheless, the number of neurally valid patterns in the order
of 107 is huge enough to prevent from practically coding at hand the CA transition rules for
attracting invalid pattern states into valid ones by attempting to change incompatible state of the
central cell only as in typical CA. Furthermore, the search space is of gigantic size of 935 (mostly
resulting from the number of neurally invalid patterns). Alas, these statistical results as well as
the ones reported in [141], in addition to the exhaustive work on 1D synchronous elementary CA
in [6] and its corresponding book with over a thousand pages of rules and associated behaviours,
all together undeniably prove the impossibility of manually coding basic and growth rules,
respectively for validity and usefulness of CA. However, in our context of self-capable systems,
entrusting as many self-* properties (and therefore autonomy) as possible to such systems should
be commonplace.
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Hence, the above firmly encourages the automation of the production of ‘valid and useful’
rules for 2D asynchronous CA in view of the formation of digital neural tissue. Ideally, this
should be done on parallel hardware devices such as FPGAs, both for processing speeds and ASIC
prototyping reasons. Indeed, ASIC implementation of self-adaptive and self-reorganizing digital
neural tissue would render both fastest processing speeds and higher biological and physical
plausibility of NNs, including neuro-modulation [145]. In addition, parallelism inherent to
hardware implementation makes straightforward the handling and processing of non-uniform
rules over the CA landscape. Non-uniformity of rules is necessary for the differentiation of
natively totipotent cells, and for the specialization of CA regions.
The literature poorly reports successful work on automation of production of such CA rules,
because the obvious method that one would (and has) naively follow(ed) for this aim involves
the use of genetic algorithm (GA) techniques, which actually do not work well for this specific
problem [8,141]. Instead of using GA for evolving populations of distinct couples {CA,rules} at
the end of which only one (fittest) couple is kept (and the rest wasted), we use a technique based
on cellular programming [32] in order to evolve a population of couples {cells,rules} at the end
of which the whole population that represents the (best found) CA solution (as neural tissue
pre-adapted to the interfaced robot body) is kept (and nothing wasted). Besides, the literature
reports extensive work on rule discovery with neural networks [146]. In particular, feedback
(recurrent) NNs are directly usable as associative memory due to their convergence to stable
states as mentioned in [147]. By associating neurally valid CA patterns with their stable states,
a feedback NN (based on our 2D asynchronous CA as neural tissue) can readily perform the
desired production of valid CA rules. This background comforts our proposal in Section 5.2 of
using a sufficiently grown NN on our asynchronous CA-based neural tissue so that this NN as
an associative memory pairs local CA rules with global CA behaviours. We recall that the NN
itself is based on that very same CA as well.
Such similar work where the results of NN processes drive the growth and pruning of that
very same NN, thereby inevitably modifying in turn some NN learning processes as well, has
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already been successfully achieved [148]. Both the aforementioned proposal and [148] enable
a looped bridge between ontogenetic (growth and development) and epigenetic (learning and
processing) phenomena, exhibiting speeds that dwarf phylogenetic evolution (à la Darwin).
While [148] looks at the NN level only, we propose to also tackle the problem of generating
rules at a lower CA level, by using the NN composed of that very same CA, thereby enabling
the equivalent of effective and efficient automated low-level coding, which has remained sterile
within the conventional software coding dogma [149], but with interesting effects in a recently
renewed era of self-modifying codes [150].
5.4 CA Rules
Generally in CA, the number of rules to be specified depends on several factors such as the
number of cell states, the size of cell neighbourhood considered and the level of adaptivity of
the algorithm that determines the new state of the central cell based on information about the
neighbourhood. The number of rules to be specified typically increases with the number of
cell states and the size of the neighbourhood, and decreases with the level of adaptivity of the
algorithm.
“1001 neighbourhoods”: In practice, we only need to know the number of rules that have
to be pre-defined, and keep this number as small as possible for practicability reasons, given the
algorithm that we intend to use. If central cell implements an algorithm that considers the state of
each neighbour as given by both together its type state (here A,D,N,S, or T: st = 5) and its dock
state (input or output: dp = 2) to/from central cell only (not to/from farther neighbours, even
though it may also be able to record these three other docks states [of each of its four neighbours:
kp = 4] for later uses or to help settle ambiguities), considers undocked neighbours as type state
‘B’ (even though it may also be able to record the actual type state of such neighbour as well
as its three other docks states for later uses or to help settle ambiguities: bp = 1), and can treat
interchangeable neighbours as equivalents (use of Γ for counting unique cases), then the number
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of rules that can be specified in practice, which is also the number of unique neighbourhoods is
rp = Γ
k
sp = Γ
k
st∗dp+bp = Γ
4
5∗2+1 = Γ
4
11 = 1001. 
The multiset coefficient Γ is related to the binomial coefficient – the “choose function” Ckn
– that gives the number of unique ways to choose k elements from a set of n elements when repe-
titions are not allowed unlike in multisets, but when order is unimportant (and therefore counted
only once) like in multisets. The relation between both coefficients is Γkn =
 n
k
 =
Ckn+k−1 =
 n+ k − 1
k
. Given the well-known expression Ckn =
 n
k
 = n!
k!(n−k)! , we
draw Γkn =
 n
k
 = (n+k−1)!
k!(n−1)! by substitution.
However, not all of these 1001 unique neighbourhoods are neurally compatible in that some
do not allow a state (not any out of the 93 fundamental elements) for the central cell neurally
valid with each of its four neighbours at once. The total number of unique neurally compatible
neighbourhoods must be calculated by composition as follows:
The first axon element in Figure 5.2 (as well as its three rotative symmetric copies, which
in this case are equivalents as we will see in the following and therefore are not counted) has
one input dock and three output docks. The input dock of that axon – axon considered here
as a central cell of a 5-cell pattern – is neurally valid with its neighbour having either of axon,
neuron or junction as type state and an output dock as dock state only (dockable to the input of
the central cell; output or unconnected dock states for this neighbour is not neurally valid with
the input of the central cell). The input dock is therefore neurally valid with ai = 3 types of
neighbour as viewed from input i of the central cell a. Independently from this, each of the three
output docks o of a is neurally valid with its neighbour having either of axon, synapse or junction
as type state and an input dock as dock state only. Each output dock is therefore neurally valid
with ao = 3 types of neighbour as viewed from this output o of the central cell a. Since some
cases of neighbourhoods for the three outputs of the central cell are interchangeable, we need
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to remove them from brute calculation aoko in order to count them only once as required for
counting with equivalents. Thus, the number of unique neighbourhoods for the three ko = 3
outputs o of a is aooo = Γkoao = Γ
3
3 = 10. Therefore, the number of unique neurally compatible
neighbourhoods with an axon element as central cell having one input and three outputs is
aiooo = ai ∗ Γkoao = ai ∗ aooo = 3 ∗ Γ33 = 3 ∗ 10 = 30.
Any of the second, third and fourth axon elements in Figure 5.2 as well as their three rotative
symmetric copies each have one input dock, two output docks and one unconnected dock. This
gives aioo = ai ∗ aoo ∗ b = ai ∗ Γkoao ∗ b = 3 ∗ Γ23 ∗ 1 = 3 ∗ 6 ∗ 1 = 18.
From this also, any axon elements that have one input, one output and twokb = 2 unconnected
docks are neurally valid with aio = ai∗ao∗Γkbb = 3∗3∗Γ21 = 3∗3∗1 = 9 unique neighbourhoods.
The same figures are found for dendrites, with diiio = Γkidi ∗do = diii ∗do = Γ33 ∗3 = 10∗3 =
30, diio = Γkidi ∗ do ∗ b = dii ∗ do ∗ b = Γ23 ∗ 3 ∗ 1 = 6 ∗ 3 ∗ 1 = 18 and dio = di ∗ do ∗ Γkbb =
3 ∗ 3 ∗ Γ21 = 3 ∗ 3 ∗ 1 = 9.
For neuron and synapse elements we find nio = sio = 2 ∗ 2 ∗ Γ21 = 2 ∗ 2 ∗ 1 = 4, while the
counting for blank elements gives buuuu = Γ
kb
b = Γ
4
1=1.
Finally, any junction elements have two inputs and two outputs. Covering all possible unique
neurally valid connections for first output given its dependant first input (e.g tia = 3 means input
connected to axon involves 3 possibilities for related output: axon, synapse or another junction) of
a junction as central cell, we find that the number of unique neurally compatible neighbourhoods
with a junction as central cell is tiioo = Γkttio = Γ
kt
tia+tid+tin+tis+tit
= Γ23+3+2+2+5 = Γ
2
15 = 120.
Hence, the total number of possible unique neurally compatible neighbourhoods (always
neurally valid with a type of element as central cell and a docking configuration), which is also
the number of rules whose outcome is unambiguous and should be activated in f ixed values of
corresponding rule table entry variables, is rfv = aiooo + aioo + aio + diiio + diio + dio + nio +
sio + buuuu + tiioo = 30 + 18 + 9 + 30 + 18 + 9 + 4 + 4 + 1 + 120 = 243. 
The remaining 1001− 243 = 758 neighbourhoods is composed of two kinds of neighbour-
hoods. The first kind is neighbourhoods for which there exist more than one couple {type,docks}
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states neurally valid for the central cell. The associated rule for such a neighbourhood must have
a (uninitialized using new type state ‘P ’ for probability) variable as entry value for the rule
transition outcome. The value of such variables may be chosen (and may be changed again
and again) at run-time by dedicated NN outputs (the NN having authority on and having gained
knowledge about its own constituting CA should preserve the system integrity as well as im-
prove its performances through those higher-level “meta-ruling” processes, concomitantly with
external sensory-motor interactions). The second kind is neighbourhoods for which there does
not exist any neurally valid couple {type,docks} state for the central cell. The associated rule
for such a neighbourhood must either be inactivated (made passive by simply being absent at
all of the rule table) so that the state of central cell remains unchanged, or be activated with
value ‘B’ as entry value for the rule transition outcome in order to force neighbours have their
state adapted instead. The proportion of inactivated rules throughout the whole CA landscape
must be governed so that the global regime of CA evolution stays within the ‘edge of chaos’,
thereby avoiding the CA to freeze at all (complete deadlock of CA evolution) or oppositely
to irremediably affect its integrity and ongoing adequate overall operation (purely chaotic CA
evolution).
5.5 Methodology
Biological nervous systems exhibit operations and communications asynchronously, i.e. there
is no global clock purposely distributed in the system unlike in conventional computer systems.
Asynchronous design was one of the novelties of our previous work reported in [134], and was
using the SystemC language with its asynchronous package called ASC. However, even though
SystemC has proven useful for microelectronic hardware design modelling purposes, there is still
currently a consensus agreeing that SystemC is not mature and perhaps will never be sufficiently
adequate for simulation and implementation purposes. Therefore, the work presented in this
chapter has adopted Balsa [136], which is at the same time a hardware description language
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(HDL), a comprehensive development and simulation environment, and a synthesis system
(hardware design flow) that can produce Verilog code as well as EDIF netlists – that for example
can be used in ModelSim to validate our designs, or that can be fed to lower level electronic design
automation (EDA) tools in order to physically target reconfigurable devices such as our Xilinx
XCV2000E and Spartan3E FPGAs. Balsa [136] is a very strong hardware design, simulation
and implementation system for asynchronous microelectronic circuits, and this suite of tools
has proven very successful and useful since the work of Furber et al. [126,151].
The Balsa manual [136] gives a simple example of a 1-bit wide, one-place buffer with asyn-
chronous operations and their corresponding handshake circuit graphs (that very interestingly
closely resembles Petri-Net diagrams). In Balsa, a handshake circuit is composed of Balsa hand-
shake components (all listed in Appendix of [136]). In particular, data channels may be either
push or pull. For instance, an asynchronous simple cell A designed with Balsa and having its
data input interfaced with another cell B via a pull data channel will request cell B to send data,
this whenever cell A decides so. This type of asynchronous communication is control-driven
and is not seen in the Nature nor in biological nervous systems. Indeed, if cell A represents a
sensory input nerve, and by thought we replace cell B by the outside world, it would mean that
for instance, human fingertip nerves actively probe the external surrounding objects in contact
with the hand in search for sensory data. Of course, this is typically not the case. Now if the data
input is interfaced via a push data channel, cell A passively waits for a request from cell B and will
receive data whenever that request is triggered by cell B, and provided that cell A is ready. This
type of asynchronous communication is data-driven and is pervasive in the Nature and in bio-
logical nervous systems all the way from sensory inputs through to motor driver outputs. Hence,
our current work exclusively uses Balsa push data channels for modelling and implementing all
well-known asynchronous passive communications observed in biological systems.
In the above examples we insinuate the connection and asynchronous communication of
multiple cells (i.e. cell A connected to cell B or interfaced with the outside world). The Balsa
manual [136] shows a method to elegantly instantiate (reused) one-place buffers parametrically
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so as to form the cheapest possible control-driven pipeline composed of n-place parametrized
buffer. The pipeline length n is a constant of integer value supposed to be chosen at design time.
Deriving from the Balsa example of an asynchronous 1-bit wide one-place control-driven
buffer, in a low level text file that we created and named description.balsa, we first
described a single simplest possible data-driven cell for our model. One that, by requirement
for proper cellular operations, can hold a little bit more than one piece of 1-bit wide data. First
of all, the cell must possess one variable that stores its current state. This variable may be
of Balsa enum (enumerated) type, very similar to that in C/C++ programming language. Our
3-bit wide enum list is B(=0), D(=1), A(=2), T(=3), S(=4) and N(=5), respectively for blank,
dendrite, axon, junction, synapse and neuron as available finite states for the cell. Next, the cell
must have variables of the same enum type for storing latest known states of neighbour cells.
Then, it needs a variable of again the same enum type in order to store the result of the decision
produced by the basic state transition rules along with the main looped process within the cell.
As in asynchronous CA generally, the decision is made based upon the latest known states of
neighbour cells, the current state of this cell (when desired), and the active transition rule. The
fixed list of 243 active basic rules is hard-coded in the first private part of the looped process
within the cell. That first private part is dedicated to CA control, which in this case is distributed
over cells, each having a copy of that code (which also includes changeable rules – from 244 up
to 1001 – potentially leading to useful self-differentiation, self-specialization of cell modules in
non-uniform asynchronous CA); whereas the second private part handles both orientation and
processing of neural spike signals. Finally, our cell may have more than one input data channel
as opposed to the exemplary Balsa one-place buffer in [136]. Indeed, at least two input channels
are required in view of bottoming up an experimental 1D elementary CA with multiple instances
of our cell. In the case of our model, a cell has West, East, North and South neighbours and
therefore requires four input channels.
Next, we instantiated several (n ×m) above cells in a higher level text file that we named
instantiation.balsa by importing the previous lower level file and connecting cells by
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naming and in a parametrized way (so as to easily change the value of the constants n andm) as
suggested by the above exemplary n-buffer pipeline [136]. We also created a second field of data
for the type of our variables. Indeed, we needed this additional field to store unique identity of
cells. Therefore, the new type had to be changed from our enum type above into a Balsa record
type, very similar to that of structure in C or class in C++ programming languages. That record
type has as its first member our previous enum type, and as its second member a numeric type
that we chose to code over a byte of hardware, which is sufficient for holding enough unique
identity numbers of cells for most of our future experiments.
Interestingly, ininstantiation.balsawe then double closed-looped such a 2D matrix
of cells by connecting the m output (resp. input) data channels from the right hand side of the
nth × m cells to the m left hand side input (resp. output) data channels of the 1st × m cells
in the matrix. We did the same for connecting together both horizontal edges of the matrix as
to obtain a 2D hyperplane (or virtual 3D torus). We wrote an input file that just on one line of
text contained the initial state and the unique identity number (such as {{B,10},{D,11},{A,12},
...,{etc,n ×m}}, which is considered as a single valid piece of data by the Balsa test harness
interface) of as many cells as specified by n and m within instantiation.balsa. We
named that input file conds.ini to reflect its role of providing an asynchronous CA with
initial conditions. In addition, conds.ini needs to be read only once by the Balsa test
harness and fed to our 2D asynchronous CA (matrix of n×m cells), right at the beginning of a
simulation. To our surprise from those several changes, whose some are a little bit adventurous
such as the double closed-loop matrix of cells (that we recall operate in a double-way fashion
unlike more conventional looped shift registers in modern asynchronous designs, e.g. [126]),
several simulations validated the asynchronous operations in that they made the cells correctly
obey our set of fixed basic rules throughout the 2D hyperplane CA.
Figure 5.4 depicts a learned and configured neural XOR function on 2D closed (hyperplane)
CA as neural tissue. We preliminarily obtained concomitantly both the desired neural XOR
topology and the correct values of its synapses’ weights and neurons’ thresholds through off-
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line simulations (in software) of our model that includes our cellular programme as well as our
NN learning algorithm based on particle swarm optimization. (Next stage of our work will be
to implement those two processes for on-line – more autonomous and much faster – execution
together with the following, which already runs on-line.) We transcripted this learned and
configured CA landscape in our conds.ini file, but experimentally realizing that the Balsa
interface for test harnesses cannot cope with single lines of piece of data above a certain size (and
thus above our needs), we had to transcript the initial condition of one cell at every one line of
the file. For instance, the first line looked like {0,0,I,U,O,U,21,A,10}, where by convention the
first member represents the value of a neural spike, the second member represents a parameter
such as weight (resp. threshold) value for synapses (resp. for neurons) (displayed at the bottom
right corner of every synapse (resp. neuron) cell in Figure 5.4), the third through to the sixth
members are docking states of the cell respectively to the West, North, East and South of that
cell. Value ‘U’ means that the cell is neurally unconnected to/from the cardinal direction given
by the dock state having that value (docks North and South are therefore unconnected in this
exemplary cell of identity number 10). ‘I’ means that the cell will receive and process neural
spiking signals from the cardinal direction given by the dock state having that value (dock West
for that same cell number 10). And ‘O’ means that the cell will eject any spike signals to the
cardinal direction given by the dock state having that value (dock East for still that same cell
with ID number 10). The seventh member is the value of a timer counting down to ten, after
which the cell is in ‘changeable state’ mode (introduction of private local timers for each cell
e.g. [152–154]). The eighth member holds the value of the type state of the cell and the last
member represents the unique ID number of a cell (then 10 for this cell) throughout the CA
landscape.
For each cell concurrently, the first part of our code that holds the basic rules indescription.balsa
is first executed: the type state of the cell is changed if applicable and the connectivity of the
cell’s four docks is accommodated to that of its four compatible neighbours’ (the cell’s four
docks are each set to ‘U’ if cell type is ‘B’ and/or if neighbourhood is incompatible, so the effect
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is that this central cell will force its surroundings to change states and give a chance to eventually
get a compatible neighbourhood later on), the timer is reset up to its initial ‘cell lifetime’ value
(21 for yet again our same cell with ID number 10), and then the second part of our code in
description.balsa that describes the neural behaviour of a cell is executed – the cell is in
unchangeable mode – until the timer reaches again our bottom value chosen as ten (for purposes
of making our log files readable), at which time the cell switches back to changeable mode so
that rules are obeyed (while spike signals may be dropped but without adverse effect on the
whole system, unlike in conventional control-driven systems), and so on.
The compilation time is negligible. The simulation run-time is ridiculously small on the over
2GHz workstation that Balsa is running on under Linux (Fedora Core).
5.6 Experimental Results
In order to illustrate the functioning of the kernel of our system – and give a grasp of its potential
full capabilities following supposed sufficient growth of enough modules –, after Balsa on-line
emulation of an on-chip 9x6 2D CA as single (exemplary) module initialized with configuration
file conds.ini depicted by Figure 5.4, using Matlab we extracted from the generated output
file only the values of spikes over all cells and all local time steps; that is, we considered only
the first member of the type record field for our current state variable of every cell. We stored
those values over 2D matrices over emulation time steps into a 3D matrix under Matlab. Each
subfigure in Figure 5.5 depicts the final stage of the progression animation of the landscape of
our 9x6 2D CA under emulation. The first Subfigure 5.5a actually starts with input cells 28 and
46 having value 0 and 0 (respectively 0 and 1, 1 and 1, and 1 and 0 for Subfigures 5.5b, 5.5c, and
5.5d). As time steps progress, the spike signals propagate from cells to cells in an asynchronous
and parallel mode of operation, unlike in [155].
First of all, each subfigure shows that the resulting value of the output neuron 44 holds (and
maintains, even though the rest of the values corresponding to later time steps are not shown)
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the expected XOR output value in accordance with the values of the input cells and the XOR
discrimination. Secondly, during the establishment of the values throughout this neural XOR
function, the output neuron does not undergo any transient for all four cases of input vectors:
00, 01, 11 and 10. And thirdly, the time necessary for the XOR function to switch is the smallest
possible with regard to the distances the spikes have to travel along the 2D plane, following the
docked connections recalled in Figure 5.4. In fact, the values of spikes that can be observed
are those within neuron, synapse and dendrite cells. Indeed, axon cells typically contain spikes
within value of unity, and can hardly be observed in this figure given the scale of the Z axis of
the subfigures (actually, if one exagerately zooms in a subfigure within the electronic version of
this document, one can observe values as small as the unity. Indeed, in Matlab flat graph bars
with bolder and darker outer black box have non-zero value, zero otherwise.)
5.7 Conclusion
The work presented in this chapter has defined the framework of autonomous design of intelligent
true real-time controllers for communicating and performing machines such as robots. It was
in view of minimizing debugging requirements and ultimately set human designers free from
debugging tasks, which has implication in trust in autonomous machines and robots (mostly
based upon perceived inputs; upon experiences with outputs – let’s be cautious with potentially
harmful robot bodies – and feedbacks to inputs through the external real-world; upon internal
entities, rules and other mechanisms precoded and predesigned; and almost negligibly but most
concerning, upon internally emerging data and processes) philosophized in [156–159].
Meanwhile, it seems mostly salutary to build (artificial) helpers in view of going higher, get-
ting better: lords of the universe [160]. It also seems fair enough to try and understand our brains
and associated cognitive phenomena by building communicating and performing machines in
which we can observe similar phenomena and which may even explain these phenomena to
themselves as well as to us. However, actual current level of intelligence of such a machine or
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robot will be limited (and be equal to a fraction of its theoretically predicted maximal level of
intelligence) by its actual current available access to external resources.
We recall that one may not lose control that one does not initially have. Assuming that one
has little control (Type 0 civilizations cannot even control the Earth weather [160]), we should
perhaps first draw a list of currently human-controlled entities and objects, and only then argue
such as in [157] whether we should hand over the control of some of these entities and objects
to such highly autonomous machines.
5.8 Summary
A biologically-inspired asynchronous non-uniform cellular automata-based spiking neural net-
work module can grow and self-reorganize in state-of-the-art microelectronic hardware: dy-
namically partially reconfigurable system-on-a-chip (DPR-SoC). Such low level modules im-
plemented on DPR-SoC are interfaced with external sensors and actuators, and adapt their
behaviours on-line to match with required and rewarded basic task skills.
The system can be scaled up to levels of required and rewarded entire goal accomplishments
by recursive instantiation of similar but higher level neural modules – recursively up to the
utmost module for highest decisions as necessary –, which filter neural information throughout
modular hierarchy, thereby coordinating perceptions, memory storages and retrievals, decisions
and actions together as well as inherently solving the well-known open problem of sensor fusion.
The main novelty of this work is the never-ending evolution, adaptation and learning of
every totipotent module – and therefore of the entire system – due to authority of neural network
process results to modify any local rules of its own underlying non-uniform cellular automata,
leading to different growth styles and thus to formations of new neural network patterns, in turn
changing neural network processes and therefore results as well, and so on.
These mutually intertwined phenomena between neural network and cellular automata ensure
both mapping of module behaviours and growth styles with corresponding active rules; and self-
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tuning towards overall self-improvement of the system against its surroundings and its goal.
The created and adopted framework involves development of an evolvable microarchitecture
of neuro-controller with capability for self-tuning to interfaced robot bodies of arbitrary shapes as
well as with programmability of behaviours through high-level interactions rather than low-level
coding.
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Figure 5.4: Neural XOR function on 9x6-cell asynchronous system with reorganizable topology
and spike signalling capability, in its initial condition state – given by the actual initial numbers
at the bottom right of each cell: weight for synapses and threshold for neurons, by the actual
initial dock state of each cell, and by the actual initial type state of each cell. Only actual initial
values of spikes are not shown, but are ‘1’ for cells 10 and 37, which act as the bias inputs of
that ‘neural XOR’; can be chosen as ‘0’ or ‘1’ for each of cells 28 and 46, which are the ‘neural
XOR’ inputs, and are ‘0’ for each of the rest of cells including the ‘neural XOR’ output: cell
45.
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(a) Input vector 00 (b) Input vector 01
(c) Input vector 11 (d) Input vector 10
Figure 5.5: XOR illustrations of final state for each of the four landscapes – emanated from the
four unique input vectors at initial state – showing the NN-internal transients and the correct
settled output for each case: output neuron as a non-null red coloured cell is firing.
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Chapter 6
Autonomous Design in VLSI: Growing
and Learning on Silicon and an In-House
Universal Cellular Neural Platform
This chapter focuses on establishing a new standard digital platform for the investigation of
plausible autonomous on-chip design of useful learned functionalities.
6.1 Introduction
This chapter presents refinements of our prior work [161] and exhibits potential utilization of
our platform [162]. The minimalist approach described helps keep the initial “seed design”
proposed necessarily simple enough. Yet, we show that the useful complexity of systems that
can self-develop from initial simple conditions on the seed is considerable. The chapter also
makes apparent the differences between this and earlier approaches, such as CellMatrix [163]
and evolvable hardware [92]. We had preliminary found that machine learning techniques that
revolve around neural circuits are excellent candidates for on-chip VLSI self-modifying systems,
and this marriage has therefore high likelihood of ultimately leading to effective and efficient on-
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chip intrinsic autonomous digital design of controller for performing machines that can smartly
handle unexpected, unpredictable, unknown, new situations.
This chapter presents a simple yet efficient novel self-reconfigurable hardware architecture
that reconfigures the implementation from within the device based solely on on-line data input
pattern sequences supplied in an open-ended manner at run-time. The dynamically reconfig-
urable building blocks of this self-adaptive structure are deliberately constrained to form neural
circuitry rather than logic as in field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). The following are
discussed. Firstly, a simple seed design is described from which systems of considerable com-
plexity can self-develop. Secondly, the results obtained so far from an early prototype are shown
to both validate the approaches undertaken and demonstrate the practical functioning principles
of on-chip autonomous reconfiguration. Finally, the preliminary results confirm that machine
learning techniques that revolve around cellular neural circuits are excellent candidates for on-
chip VLSI self-modifying systems and that this approach represents a promising solution to
effective and efficient on-chip autonomous digital design1.
6.2 Background Work
Along the project work a platform has been developed with which to grow, prune and refine
hardware cellular neural seeds for formation of digital discrete neural tissue with spiking neurons
[127,164]. Various parameters have been made available for the user of the platform (the seed
creator) to conduct experiments. For instance, the sizes and number of seed modules can be set
1The work primarily involves autonomous function learning for robotic control. That is, new functions au-
tonomously learned by highly adaptable on-chip neural circuits from input data fed by physical sensors; and at
present those functions are limited to the control drive of physical actuators aimed at the external real-world. How-
ever in the near-future after sufficient self-development and training of the above, the learnt functions may apply to
the very chip-internal microelectronic world holding them as well, giving rise to apparent spontaneous autonomous
function learning for internal inference reasoning and then natural language/object processing: artificial intelligence
(AI) at the end of the chain, where it should be.
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in advance or self-learned in a more advanced version, and the cellular rules that encode kernel
properties can be set in advance as well or also be changed dynamically by the system according
to a thermostat and respectively to policies in order for seed module applications to remain
in equilibrium and respectively to improve against their imposed tasks. But also, as an open
platform, properties of the system kernel can be modified, which is useful mainly for research
purposes. Biological nervous systems exhibit operations and communications asynchronously,
i.e. there is no global clock purposely distributed in the system unlike in conventional computer
systems. Asynchronous design was one of the novelties of this work [134]. To this end the project
adopted Balsa2. Balsa is a very strong hardware design, simulation and implementation system
for asynchronous microelectronic circuits, and this suite of tools has proven very successful and
useful since the work of D. Edwards et al. [136].
6.3 Biologically-Realistic Cellular Neural Model
The proposed model is based upon synapse S, dendrite D, neuron N and axon A fundamental
neurally functional elements. In addition, as for a 2D model the mandatory introduction of a
fifth fundamental but neurally non-functional element blank (unused) cell B becomes obvious.
Finally, in 2D landscape, a sixth fundamental element is necessary in order to allow paths
to extend beyond their own enclosures, and we call that element a junction T. Based on the
properties of each of these fundamental elements and their variations, the total number of distinct
fundamental elements in our model rises to 93. An elementary 2D pattern is composed of
five cells: a central cell and its four local cardinal neighbours. Hence, the total number of
possible five-cell patterns (including both neurally valid and neurally invalid patterns) is exactly
935 = 6, 956, 883, 693 (almost seven billion). A generic neurally valid 1D sequence of our
2Balsa is at the same time a high-level hardware description language (HDL), a comprehensive development and
simulation environment, and a synthesis system (hardware design flow) that can produce Verilog code as well as
EDIF netlists in order to physically target reconfigurable devices such as our Xilinx XCV2000E, Spartan3A and
Virtex5 FPGAs for prototyping our universal cellular neural platform.
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elements aligned with either of horizontal or respectively vertical direction can be described in
BNF as
..S → T ∗ → D+ → T ∗ → D∗ → T ∗ → N → T ∗ → A+ → T ∗ → A∗ → T ∗ → S..
Furthermore, one or more blank cell elements B, adjacent to each other or not, but never
adjacent to a junction element, can be inserted in that sequence. In that case, a non-B cell
adjacent to a B cell must have a dock connection ↑ in the other vertical or respectively horizontal
direction (not shown here in 1D).
6.4 Self-Learning on PSoC: a holarchical learning model on
digital neural tissue
The cellular automata-based neural network (CA-NN) sampled in [155] (once sufficiently grown
further) is meant to discover and discriminate global laws of physics gathered from the outside
world (as in typical applications of conventional NNs) and associate them to useful rules at
the lower local cell level. This external-environment-oriented task and the previously detailed
internal-system-oriented phenomena [155] must evolve concomitantly as in cellular program-
ming [165]. As a result, this never-ending learning, growing, pruning and self-reorganizing
hybrid CA-NN system (1) self-extends so as to become adequate to its static surroundings
– self-upgrading property of holarchical digital neural tissue on programmable system-on-a-
chip (PSoC) – and then (2) unceasingly self-adapts to dynamically changing environments it
is exposed to (autonomous self-upgrading processes in place of conventional remote firmware
updates). Universal self-extension is extremely interesting in that a robot (neuro-controller)
having this faculty starts learning human linguistic and semiotic constructs from near-scratch
points, and then keeps on enriching them so as to catch up with proper human communication.
Meanwhile, the same machine can self-extend its skills in the same manner, but for tasks humans
are poor or very poor at, and/or which are physically threatening, dangerous or lethal for any
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carbon-based organic being to tackle3.
6.5 Rule Adaptation Method
The literature poorly reports successful work on automation of production of cellular automaton
(CA) rules, because the methods that have been followed for this aim involve the use of genetic
algorithm (GA) techniques, which do not work well for this specific type of problem, such as here
the exploration and findings of 20,000,461 neurally valid five-cell patterns within seven billion.
However, we have managed to boil the number of single rules per cell down to 495, of which
60 are obvious and should be predefined. Furthermore, the literature reports extensive work on
rule discovery with neural networks [146]. In particular, feed-back (recurrent) NNs [166] are
directly usable as associative memory due to their convergence to stable states. By associating
neurally valid CA patterns with its stable states, a feed-back neural network (NN) based on our 2D
asynchronous CA as neural tissue can readily perform the desired valid cells’ rules production,
which is another main novelty of this work. Thus, once sufficiently grown NN modules on
our asynchronous CA-based neural tissue, higher level NN modules as bidirectional hetero-
associative memories (BHAMs) pair local CA rules of their lower level (child) NN modules
with higher and global CA-NN behaviours [33,78]. We recall that in the flattened view of the
system, the NN itself is based on that very same CA as well4.
Such similar work where the result of NN processes lead to the growth and pruning of that
very same NN, thereby inevitably modifying in turn some NN processes as well, has recently
been successfully achieved [155]. Both works enable a looped bridge between ontogenetic
(growth and development) and epigenetic (learning and processing) phenomena. While [155]
3In that line of philosophy (more distant from AI), super machines would emerge as both able to smoothly
interact with humans and other animals (and indeed between themselves), and hopefully help in missions such as
understanding (and ultimately harnessing) space-time and the universe. So far nobody has managed to do so: “no
one is smart enough”, M. Kaku [160]. These machines could either help accelerate progress of such missions, or
indeed make most addressable at all.
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looks at the NN level only, we also tackle the problem of generating rules at a lower CA level,
by using the NN composed of that very same CA. When doing so, similar phenomena as above
arise, accelerating maturation and bypassing time-consuming long-term phylogenetic iterations.
Figure 6.1: Birth of the CA-NN-based XOR seed: cells are spawned asynchronously and in
parallel along the Balsa simulation time line. One picture is the representation of the seed state
at one step of the Balsa simulation time. Thread of pictures in the figure must be read in the
same order as thread of text on a page. Axon cells are blue, synapse brown, dendrite deep-blue,
neuron red, blank cells aqua and first-time born-to-be cells white. Grey connections between
cells indicate the state of their neural docks.
Once a cell’s rule outcome has fired, our algorithm (one instance per cell) accommodates
the four docks of the cell with its four neighbours’. If some central cell’s docks cannot find
compatible state with neighbours’, it means the fired rule was a free one, which has the effect of
4In contrast, in Neurex [167], NNs were designed through an expert system (ES) [132]. ESes are less suited to
learning from experience and to redesigning at NN run-time than NNs, and this limitation prevents the formation
of sufficiently big NNs for them to be useful in real-world robotic applications. Hence our choice was to use a
CA-NN-based BHAM (in place of ES) for the dynamic design and open-ended self-learning of how to design
CA-NN modules: NNs mutually learn how to and design other interconnected NNs based on cellular programming
techniques [165].
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instead forcing neighbours to adapt to that central cell, now settled for longer time than most of
its neighbours due to local cell’s life- span credits, thereby propagating growth of NN patterns
across the CA landscape then becoming a proper digital discrete neural tissue, e.g. cf. sneak
preview in 6.1. The average number of activated free rules throughout the CA must be kept –
by self-regulating thermostat – within boundaries that ensure the CA activity to remain within
an ‘edge of chaos’ regime, away from freezing or oppositely destructive regimes. This number
is interesting to trace, study and analyse relatively to the self-development direction and ALife
style of the neural tissue.
6.6 Growing Design in VLSI: refinements
The above self-learning scenario requires an operating substrate. Here we make clearer and add
a new scheme to the cellular neural substrate delineated in our prior works.
6.6.1 Compatible Neighbourhoods
In our paper [161], we gave the total number of unique neighbourhoods5 NH of any cell λ as
|NH|λ = nhλ = Γksp = Γkst×d+b = Γ45×2+1 = Γ411 = 1001
The 1001 neighbourhoods
We also calculated by composition the number of unique (compatible) neighbourhoods NHC
⊂ NH, for each of which a neurally valid central cell λ c exists as
|NHC|λc = nhcλc = aiooo + aioo + aio + diiio + diio + dio + nio + sio + buuuu + tiioo
= 30 + 18 + 9 + 30 + 18 + 9 + 4 + 4 + 1 + 120 = 243
Finally, we only considered the scheme in which two junction elements can dock together
directly and therefore we counted neurally valid any junction element as central cell having one
or more other junction elements in its localmost neighbourhood. But the new* additional scheme
we introduce as a mean to prohibit at will adjacent junction cells also involves a change in the
number of unique neurally compatible neighbourhoods with a junction as central cell previously
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calculated as tiioo, cf. Page 6, Column 1 of [161]. Now in the case where a junction cell cannot
be directly connected to a junction – as central cell –, we have t∗iioo = Γ
kt
t∗io
= Γktt∗io+t∗id+t∗in+t∗is+t∗it
=
Γ22+2+1+1+0 = Γ
2
6 = 21.
6 Hence, the new* total number of possible unique neurally compatible
neighbourhoods (always neurally valid with a type of element as central cell and a docking
configuration) is
nhc∗λc = aiooo + aioo + aio + diiio + diio + dio + nio + sio + buuuu + t
∗
iioo
= 30 + 18 + 9 + 30 + 18 + 9 + 4 + 4 + 1 + 21 = 144
6.6.2 Neurally Valid 5-Cell Patterns
Besides, we have recalculated – by composition – the new* numbers (now smaller) of neurally
valid five-cell patterns for each of the three submodels of CA presented that include only of
either:
1) initial list of fundamental elements without junction elements (simplest and suitable for
case studies), or,
2) with cross junction elements (necessary in real/big designs), or,
3) with cross junction elements plus compact junction elements (for industrial/more compact
designs); when two junction cells cannot be adjacent. The results of these new* calculations are
given in 6.1.
6.6.3 Rule Adaptation Mechanism: new scheme*
The eleven (sp = 11, cf. Page 5, Column 2 of [161]) distinct data values for representing
information about one of eleven
dock,type states of a neighbour (with only its directly visible dock considered here) as viewed
from a central cell are ordered as follows due to previously chosen enum values given in [161]:
U,B(=U,D=U,A=U,T=U,S=U,N)=0 (Any unconnected ‘U’ cell is considered as ‘B’ type by
our algorithm explained in [161].), I,D=1, O,D=2, I,A=3, O,A=4, I,T=5, O,T=6, I,S=7, O,S=8,
5Unique in that other permutations of neighbours around a central cell are not counted since they are equivalent
neighbourhoods from the central cell’s viewpoint.
6Note that the aiooo through to the buuuu are unaffected by whether junctions are allowed to connect directly.
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Table 6.1: Self-configured CA-based neural tissues on FPGA.
I,N=9, and O,N=10. For rule flows to operate properly, we found out that whether the user
of our platform sets junction cells allowed to connect directly together or not*, junction cells
always need to purport to one neighbour (say at the head of the internal junction cell arrow) that
it is of the type state (say neuron) of its other dependent neighbour (say at the tail of the same
internal junction cell arrow respectively)7. Furthermore, purporting (in the sense of purport to be
a functional type of cell – not a junction cell) must be passed on from junction cells to adjacent
junction cells for the new scheme*. Indeed, what is important is that a non-junction cell directly
connected to one (or more) junction cell(s) knows the type state of the other non-junction cell(s)
at the other end of the chain(s) of junction cells.We made our cell algorithm that processes cell
rules take this purporting of junction cells into account, so the potential list Rp (with |Rp| =
|NH|λ = nhλ) of 1001 unique rules was reduced to the necessary and sufficient rule table Rq
sampled in 6.2. Since there must not be junction element at all in any rule antecedent anymore*,
given
|sq = sp − |[{I, T} , {O, T}]|| = sp − 2, with
sv = st − |[′T ′]| = st − 1, and sqsv =
sp
st
= |[′I ′,′O′] = d = 2|
, the refined* total number
of unique rules to deal with (per cell) is rq = |Rq| = Γksq = Γksv×d+b = Γ44×2+1 = Γ49 = 495.
We have also figured out vital rule outcomes that have to be fixed since they each have a
7Same requirement for the other internal junction cell arrow.
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fully neurally compatible antecedent. The vital fixed rule outcomes are in number of:
Figure 6.2: The vital fixed rule outcomes
While for seeds that do not contain any junction cells we have instead r∗fv = rfv − t∗iioo =
60− 21 = 39.8 Therefore, the new list of rules Rq that we have also generated with Matlab for
ordering each (of the 495 - 60 = 435) four-variable array consequent (as potential new central
cell state) via smartly weighting its corresponding partially neurally compatible antecedent (as
neighbourhood) is:
A dynamically sorted cell’s neighbourhood can immediately be matched with its unique
corresponding line of the cell’s rule table by finding its associated unique rule’s antecedent (cf.
6.2) so that the adequate rule’s consequent (in field ‘c’ for ‘consequent’) fires if it is fixed or is
amended if it is equal to ‘P’ for ‘probabilistic’ or ‘F’ for ‘free’. When a consequent is ‘P’ or
‘F’, our algorithm looks at the value at the right of ‘P’ or ‘F’ (in field ‘o’ for ‘outcome’) and
either fires that value, or overrides it [rule adaptation] with one of the four available values for
that rule (placed in the four-variable array field ‘{array}’ at the rightmost of every rule entry).
The one value out of four is selected during run-time based on overall probability statistics (and
that value is written in field ‘o’ in order to prepare for next utilizations of that rule – until the
value is changed again and so on). However, the ‘P’ or ‘F’ in field ‘c’ must never be changed by
the algorithm since it indicates a rule for a ‘partially’ compatible neighbourhood, or respectively
for a ‘free’ incompatible neighbourhood. Any other value ‘B’, ‘D’, ‘A’, ‘T’, ‘S’ or ‘N’ in that
8The set of these 60 (or 39) fixed rules is the same for each and every cell.
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Table 6.2: New Rule Table generated with an M script, (without “purportive” junction cells (T)
anymore in antecedents) – Line numbers are comments and not part of the table.
same field must never be changed neither since they are pre-set for the 60 (or 39) fixed vital
rules. Value ‘K’ can only be found in fields ‘o’ and ‘array’ and denotes a passive outcome, that
is, the central cell’s new state must be ‘kept’ same as its current state. Rule table in 6.2 shows
samples of initialized rule entries for the adaptable rule table of a cell. Along the ALife of the
neural tissue, every cell’s rule table starts from initial state in 6.2, but progressively differs from
each other, which is why we said in [134,161] that the CA model we consider has non-uniform
rules property as for the definition of CAs in [6,139]. This is for the neuro-controller platform
to support indispensable cells’ differentiation, since also well-known to be vital in BLife.
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6.7 Experimental Results
6.3 focuses on the subfunction of a submodule amid the PSoC holarchy that implements a
basic sensory-motor neuro-controller. The self-learnt subfunction – shown to grow from scratch
in [162] – has been identified as performing XOR discrimination of spike signals entering input
(axon) cells (1; 3) and (1; 5), of which the neural process result shows up at output (neuron) cell
(8; 4).
Figure 6.3: Frames represent the subsequent landscape states of the CA-NN spiking XOR
subfunction. A bar denotes the instantaneous value of a spike signal for the corresponding cell.
Vertical wires with asterisk show weights of synapses and dot thresholds of neurons (both signs
change into ’or’ at run-time as their corresponding cells learn, this as a mean to visualize on-line
self-learning). Here the neural XOR is learnt, and is stable: cells’ type states remain unchanged
as rules have-self-resolved, yet ageing of cells is pictured by increased transparency of their
corresponding bars along frames. Docks’ type states also stable are shown as grey connections
between cells. Note that this neural subfunction grew and learnt without the need of utilizing
junction cells.
The subsequent subfigures in 6.3 depict the animation of the progression of the landscape
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of that 9x6 2D spiking CA-NN XOR subfunction under simulation. The first subfigure starts
with input cells (1; 3) and (1; 5) having spike values 0 and 1. As time steps progress, the spike
signals propagate from cells to cells in an asynchronous (here hidden as self-synchronized time
points only are shown) and parallel mode of operation that can be visualized by subsequently
looking at each subfigure in the same order as for reading this text. The last subfigure shows
that the resulting value of the output neuron (8; 4) holds (and maintains, even though the rest
of the subfigures corresponding to later time steps are not shown) the expected XOR output
value in accordance with both the stream-maintained values of the input cells and the XOR
discrimination.
6.8 Discussion on Self-Reconfiguration Methods
6.8.1 FPGAs, EHW and their Limitations
With the advent of new commercially off the shelf (COTS) chips (e.g. FPGA devices), dynamic
and partial self-reconfiguration of microelectronic hardware circuits has become readily available
and has been investigated for decades [92,168,169]. In particular, evolvable hardware (EHW) and
especially intrinsic EHW have sounded promising [8], but other works [90,97] have clearly shown
the limitations of using commercial FPGA devices for reconfigurability purposes. The main
limitation we are concerned with involves having to use bit-streams external to the functional
core system (co-processor).
Albeit bit-streams can be handled on-chip by using the internal configuration access port
(ICAP) along with JBits [93, 122, 169], the scheme is not suited for our proposal of contin-
uous growth and self-development of holarchical neural tissue as neuro-controller (our own
co-processor). Indeed, a bit-stream or respectively a partial bit-stream encodes a functional
core system (co-processor) or respectively parts of it. A functional core system may have ca-
pability for managing bit-streams including those that represent that very same functional core
system. Along this thinking arose the research area of EHW, in which bit-streams are treated as
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genotypes, and functional core systems (co-processors) as their phenotype counterparts.
However, this scheme allowing for radical design modifications also imposes discontinuous
refinements of a coprocessor design, the refinements typically having to go through heavy off-
chip EDA software tools or on-chip mechanisms that include ICAP. Even with such on-chip
mechanisms, bit-streams must be produced and uploaded into the reconfigurable FPGA device,
which necessarily involves discontinuity of ALife and therefore untrue real-time operations with
time lapses that dramatically increase the vulnerability of the co-processor and significantly
decrease its instantaneous integrity.
6.8.2 CellMatrix
Alternatively to the above, CellMatrix [163] devices have been developed. In a CellMatrix
device, self-reconfiguration
takes place from within functional core circuits of logic cells. Several CA features of Cell-
Matrix differ from the ones proposed hereby. CellMatrix CA edges are open, which implies
bounded landscapes. Furthermore, no access to internal cells from outside was purposely imple-
mented (probably to make evident and show-off a radical distinction with FPGA architectures).
And finally, cells embed low-level electronic logic functions.
In contrast, our proposed hybrid CA-NN model for digital discrete neural tissue formation
from within and from gradually self-gained reconfiguration understandings of CA stored in
on-chip holarchical NN [161] may have no edges (self-closed edges) and therefore allows for
boundless landscapes. This is mandatory for modelling autopoietic ALife systems [131], with
BLife creatures and our cosmos being perfect examples [170]. Access to all internal cells from
outside is permitted (at least for monitoring purposes, but also control purposes if required, in
order to ease analyses and debugging of emerged designs) like for FPGA. And finally, cells
assume higher-level neural processes built upon low-level electronic logic functions.
In CellMatrix and in FPGA, low-level electronic logic functions require handling complicated
and huge amount of parameters to be configured and routed9. Oppositely, we have shown that
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feasibility for readily handling higher-level neural processes described in [161] and hereby
is strongly encouraging. On the one hand, CellMatrix devices can in principle implement
our proposed neuro-controller: lowlevel electronic logic functions can implement higher-level
neural processes. On the other hand, well-established FPGA devices with their now mature
EHW methodologies remain a hardware substrate of choice10.
Therefore, FPGA devices are the hardware target adopted for this ongoing research, while
prototyping an in-house ASIC solution (also using FPGA for that purpose) in view of enhanced
performances and foundation of custom mechanisms (freed from standard FPGA or CellMatrix
protocols and constraints) – thereby opening the way to industrialization of our highly self-
adaptive neuro-controller device – keeps running as another piece of ongoing research and
development work in the background.
6.9 Conclusion
The created and adopted framework has involved development of an evolvable micro-architecture
of neuro-controller with capability for self-tuning to interfaced robot bodies of arbitrary shapes,
with possibilities of autonomous hardware design as well as with programmability of behaviours
through high-level interactions rather than low-level coding. Nevertheless, we have shown that
the prototype platform provides means to visualize and monitor low-level internal states and
9As an illustration, going down to lowest-level physical entities typically requires handling hyper-complex and
astronomical numbers of parameters to try and come up with any viable blueprint – and that is why Physics seems
most challenging with unfortunately ongoing poor indication on investments’ returns [160].
10With reference to the POEtic model – the phylogenetic, ontogenetic, and epigenetic axes of life [42,171], whether
ALife or Blife –, our work primarily focuses on followed-up continuous growth and development – ontogenesis
– and on sensible consistent learning and processes – epigenesis. Yet, obscure blind evolution of populations –
phylogenesis – of digital discrete neural tissues as for finding ‘seed design’ solutions of neuro-controller from
near-scratch points might prove useful or necessary and will be readily accessible through EHW. In that case,
allowing for our autopoietic system to amend (re-design) electronic logic functions underlying its neural processes
as presented hereby has potentials for greater self-improvement capabilities.
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parameters of the digital neuro-architecture as it concomitantly operates and self-reconfigures
seamlessly during run-time.
Finally, the natural chain mentioned early in this chapter insinuates that if such system can
design itself – from within –, then, later, it can design new hardware systems of other natures,
for example by using EDA tools more efficiently than human design experts, or more likely and
more evidently via its own means.
Having to use COTS devices and tools in order to be able to implement and experiment
our self-adaptive and self-organizing systems, which sound exotic as compared to conventional
well-established (COTS) systems and embedded (sequential software) systems, is cumbersome.
Therefore, there is an obvious and serious lack of ‘exotic’ platforms – and nothing really estab-
lished, perhaps apart from [163] – for straightforward implementations and experimentations
with promising self-* architectures.
A better way towards a universal self-organizing platform that can natively communicate
smoothly with humans is to combine self-design philosophy at fine-grain level of digital logic
[163] with self-organisation and self-adaptation at coarser-grain level of CA and NN components.
In this paradigm that we have been investigating, outputs from higher level processes such as
CA and NN processing results are self-generated for lower level digital logic designs of new
cells as well as new properties of existing cells.
This work attempts to make a difference with robotics so far mainly pre-programmed only,
despite the recent advent of the embedded reconfigurable computing paradigm [172]. The
dexterity of robots mentioned in [161] is being refined for fluid rather than stiff and overly
controlled robot motions, which goes along with freedom for cells to drop spike signals. Finally,
this chapter has laid the efforts made to pave the way towards solutions or rather capabilities for
machines and robotic systems to make up (“good”, least worse or at all) decisions on-the-fly as
they face unexpected, unpredictable, unknown, new situations. This is most useful as a whole
when those situations emerge within human-unfriendly environments, in which those machines
perform at ease while communicating seamlessly with the people directly and indirectly involved.
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So, shall we design, create and build our autonomous autopoietic "ALife" extensions and
trust them so that eventually they show us how to better design hardware and software (and why
not harness wormholes or even better help build a teleportation/time machine and so on)? Or
shall we hold on the little control we have on ourselves, on our tool and service machines, and
on Nature, never give it up, and perhaps then never make it higher and better?
6.10 Summary
To-day no good solutions are known for the problem of a performing machine immersed within
static or dynamic environments and meeting unexpected, unpredictable, unknown, new situa-
tions. Perhaps because no method can be found for the direct design of solutions that would
meet this requirement, furthermore now in great demand. This chapter presents the work we
are developing to address that particular problem, of which abundant solutions ironically appear
second nature to myriads of biological creatures.
Improved on-chip circuit densities have enabled the practical realization of increasingly
demanding applications. Microelectronics design now faces a number of challenges: hardware
has become more complex to describe making it a more arduous process for designs to pass
verification and the proportion of a design that is covered by testing is reduced increasing the
likelihood of bugs in the final hardware device. To meet these challenges while more effectively
exploiting the larger silicon areas now available, methods that enable autonomous design have
become highly desirable and thus novel ones are proposed hereby. ï»¿
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Chapter 7
Dynamic Rule Learning in Cellular Neural
Network Design – on an autonomous
design chip
This chapter radically improves upon the works presented in the previous chapter by devising
and incorporating a method to produce, use and discard rules on-the-fly, which bring several
advantages without any drawback due to the parallelism of algorithm processes despite being a
little bit more time consuming in this new version with rules blueprint. A neat advantage is the
introduction of rules’ policies, which give meaningful control over the system.
7.1 Introduction
Autonomous manoeuvring machines such as mobile robots have gained a great interest in recent
years. The machine regarded as an external indicator on the level of its internal intelligence
can demonstrate highly dynamic dexterity. From the 1st order and 2nd order cybernetics point
of views [131], together with the consideration of direct applications into human services, the
learning scale has been framed to real-world constraints. Hence, it is preferable to encode
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cellular programmes [42] in silico to obtain the ability, which is similar to the ‘Natural Selection’
theory. The main novelty in this project is that the developed system comprises the modules
with never-ending evolution, adaptation and learning capability. The whole system is scaled
up to different levels of modules and the communication between the levels is accomplished by
recursive instantiation from the utmost modules to the lowest modules, which is called ‘holarchy’
(quasi-fractal structure). Here, the spiking neural network modules which are based on the
biologically-inspired asynchronous non-uniform cellular automata can grow and self-organize
in microelectronic hardware (DPR-SoC). The modules on the lower level are interfaced with
external sensors and actuators to adapt their behaviours online in order to obtain the required
skill/task demands. With the aid of neural network (NN) processes in these modules, the local
rules of the modules in its own underlying non-uniform cellular automata (CA) models will form
new NN patterns. The interaction between CA models and NN allows the modules to develop
the mapping module behaviour and growth styles with corresponding rules for self-improvement
based on the surrounding situations. The control system with the ever self-upgrading initial kernel
design can achieve the functions of self-learning using the sensors and actuators, maintaining its
internal and proximate external resources and learning on-line for specific requirements through
action-reward-based training [79]. The reliability and accuracy of the information from the
sensors and actuators should be evaluated and optimized before it enters the system processing
loop to improve the robustness and fault tolerance ability [173].
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The previous work involving rule
learning algorithm and relevant background and techniques are summarized in Section 7.2. The
new rule learning strategy and method in CA is introduced in Section 7.3. Simulation results
with the proposed method are shown in Section 7.4. Discussion and analysis of the results are
also given in the same Section. Conclusion and future work about the self-updating autonomous
chip design is discussed in Section 7.5.
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7.2 Previous Work
7.2.1 Background
The traditional artificial intelligence (AI) technique has major defects since the host hardware
computer machines are data driven processors which are unable to deal with semiotic and lin-
guistic constructs. The current stream for the embedded software development together with
on-chip software is limited for the data transferring capabilities. The on-board buses having
relative low bandwidth constitute permanent speed bottlenecks of the whole system [161]. In-
spired by biologic organism of cells in living systems, machine learning techniques, i.e., artificial
cellular neural networks [79] have been developed diversely in the recent decades. A cellular
automata model shows similar characteristics to that of a biological cell pool, therefore it is
chosen to be the proposed kernel control system. Two dimensional CA can nicely map onto the
commercially off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware devices such as FPGA (field programmable gate
array) [168], which is shown in 7.1. One particular hardware description language (HDL), Balsa,
is selected due to its design freedom and creativity as well as built-in handshake mechanisms
for asynchronous operations. Although synchronous design is still the current popular trend in
industrial practices, data/event-driven asynchronous protocols have been used in the embedded
systems gradually.
Figure 7.1: Self-configured CA-based neural tissues on FPGA.
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7.2.2 CA Model
Several update schemes for asynchronous CA models can be found in [174,175]. The CA model
has the inherent robustness since the faulty units can be replaced by the idle neighbouring ones.
Here, each cell is considered to interact with its four local neighbours at its cardinal points (see
7.2) which allows it to make correct decisions based on hard-coded basic local transition rules to
keep neural compatibilities between adjacent docked cells. In 7.2, the central cell is a junction
element, which purports its state to insure valid neural connections between its non-junction
neighbours, as labelled 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Figure 7.2: Central cell and its four neighbouring cells at cardinal points.
The update of a cell type state is allowed only when the private cell timer has elapsed (cell dead
or being born), which permits local coupling of cells to achieve self-synchronization globally.
Yet, the update of dock states can happen anytime to ensure at least one neural pathway available
constantly, whereas exchanges of spikes may only occur while the timer is counting (cell alive).
Unlike in [176] where each cell is regarded as a neuron, here a cell holds one of six states:
Neuron (activation transfer function), Synapse (weight), Axon (output distribution, attenuation
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rate and propagation delay), Dendrite (input sum), T (junction) and Blank (neural interstice),
which are expressed by N, S, A, D, T, and B respectively. At the CA level, docked cells are liable
to exchange spikes of signals through neural channels. The asynchronous circuitry constructs in
Balsa can implement handshake protocols to support spiking communications efficiently [177].
CA configuration with diverse sets of local rules involving global behaviours has been studied
in many papers [139, 174, 175]. In this CA model, each valid pattern state is composed of a
central cell state, its own four docking states and the four local states of its neighbouring cells.
The number of possible five-cell pattern states is of order 107 [161,162] and each state needs a
transition rule, which is barely possible to be coded manually. Hence, it is necessary to choose
the local CA rules automatically according to the designated criteria. Besides, the rules should
be able to accommodate new situations instead of the only fixed ones.
7.2.3 CA Rules and Update Theory
The neural network is the programmer of the rules to dictate the behaviours of its underlying
CA. Given an initial emerged NN, it will grow to perform primary basic tasks of recognition.
The recognition includes several main aspects. The first task is the rule discovery, to discover
useful CA rules and recognize relevant patterns via inductive inference. The second task is the
rule amendment, in which NN rewrites, overrides and adds new CA rules. The third task is to
keep the NN behave healthily and efficiently and allow the NN to grow more adaptively. All
these tasks are executed and considered parallel at the same time during operation. There are
four types of rules in the CA considered here:
1 Basic rules: neural compatibilities to ensure the following sequence:
axon‖input > synapse > dendrite > (dendrite >) > neuron > axon > (axon|output >)
2 Growing rules: to explore network topologies and connection styles;
3 Learning rules: to affect NN learning pattern considering the new situations;
4 Maintenance rules and performance rules: to evaluate the NN learning capabilities.
The CA model possesses the self-learning and self-update functions. The hosted neural
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network is composed of cells, and it needs to decide the next states of the cells automatically by
comparing the current states of the neighbours and the pre-designed state set.
7.3 Method of Rule Adaptions
7.3.1 Rule Number
The number of the rules in CA is dependent on the number of the cell states, the number of
neighbouring cells (interface) and the level of the adaptability of the algorithm. The rule number
will be increased with the number of cell states and neighbouring cells but decreased with higher
level of adaptability of the algorithm (per cell) that processes the rules and routes of the neural
docks. The multiset coefficient, Gamma, which resembles the binominal coefficient, is used to
calculate the unique rule numbers. The value of Gamma(k,n), chosen k elements (with repetition
allowed unlike C(k,n)) from elements is calculated as:
Γkn = ((
n
k)) =
n(n+1)(n+2)...(n+k−1)
k!
= (n+k−1)!
k!(n−1)!
= Ckn+k−1 =
(
n+k−1
k
)
=
(
n+k−1
n−1
) (7.1)
Where C(k,n) is the well-known multinomial coefficients for combination calculation.
In this CA, a (central) cell is concerned with the states of its four (k=4) neighbours at its
cardinal points. A neighbour viewed from the central cell can be in either of nine (n=9) states:
N, S, A, or D (ns=4, note that state T is removed as junctions always purport their state as if of
their non-junction neighbours), each with either of input or output dock (d=2), plus state B also
assimilated with unconnected dock regardless of the state (b=1). Hence, there are
Γkn = Γ
k
n×d+b = Γ
4
4×2+1 = Γ
4
9 = 495 (7.2)
unique rules as antecedents (corresponding to 495 unique distinct neighbourhood’s states
as viewed from central cell), to each of which a next state (either of N, S, A, D, T or B) for
the central cell as a consequent must be assigned. As referred in [161], it showed that there
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are 60 (or 39*) unambiguous next states as rule consequents to be assigned to 60 (or 39*) rule
antecedents. However, the rest 435 (or 456*) are ambiguous when the central cell morphs into
the next states. These must be weighted, mainly according to policies [150] such as favouring
connections that are biologically realistic (conglomerates of dendrites and long chains of axons)
or opposite to ensure neural pathways of the dendrites and axons connecting directly to neurons
and synapses, more often than to their peers. The self-adjustment policies by the self-learning
NN allows the system itself to ensure: the CA operates in the desired regime near “the edge of
chaos” [175]; good trade-off between biologically realistic configuration and actual-hardware
fitness of the CA is maintained; self-improvability is maximized [150].
7.3.2 Background
The initial rule table (see 6.2 as an example) is generated offline in Matlab with certain fixed
policy. 6.2 delineates subsample lines of such an initial rule table. At the last column of the table,
the seven-element array represents the seven preliminarily ranked potential outcomes, N, S, A,
D, T, B or K, from which to choose the next state for a central cell. The K potential outcome as in
‘k’eep, denotes passive outcome to fulfil all possible states. As a CA runs on-chip (in hardware),
each rule table becomes unique because the cellular neural network (formed by the CA) has the
authority to amend the initial rank in any of those 435 (or 456*) potential array-outcomes in the
rule table of any cell so that "cell differentiation" emerges, similarly in biology from necessities.
P value in the field ‘consequent’ of a rule – amid those 435 (or 456*) rules in non-bold font in
6.2 – denotes the cell that this rule is subject to ‘P’robabilistic outcomes and hence to look up
the effective outcome state in the field ‘outcome’ at the left of the arrayed potential outcomes.
F value denotes that NN is ‘F’ree to choose an outcome state.
At a higher level than that presented in this chapter, the cellular neural network as a bidirec-
tional hetero-associative memory (BHAM) learns and amends those ranks in order to converge
the asynchronous CA’s growth towards desired “edge of chaos” regime [175]. So the heavier
potential next state at the leftmost in an array may become different from the effective outcome
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state already in place, located in the first index of the last seven-element array of a rule row. At
certain moments the NN can override the value in ‘outcome’ with the value from the leftmost
member in the array. It is worth noting that values in ‘consequent’ and ‘antecedent’ are fixed
in the initial off-line production of the rule table with Matlab. Although the rule table is the
mainstream in CA, it takes too much space in silicon area to store such a big rule table per
cell. Hence, an improvement should be made to alleviate that issue, which could bring better
performance at the same time.
7.3.3 Dynamic Rule Learning
Here, a single rule is provided as it is needed at run-time on-chip. This is a major improvement
of the CA design and it has several notable advantages over the previous implementation de-
scribed above. The Matlab code is transferred to Balsa code for run-time hardware computation.
However, there is no need to produce 495 rules for each cell at once anymore, whether off-line
or on-line during normal operation. Instead, one cell will only produce one outcome (corre-
sponding to the cell’s current neighbourhood’s state as rule’s antecedent) based on the policy.
The policy can now also be local to a CA region or even down to the single concerned cell so as
to provide diverse policies as advocated by cybernetics [131].
During computation for the production of a required consequent, the policy-based weights are
distributed to the six potential next states for the central cell. This can further lighten the burden
of implementation since the weights to the previous seventh (virtual) state K in Matlab-generated
rule tables now go to the current state of the central cell instead.
Clearly, there is no need to hold a ranked record of six or seven rule’s consequents as the
next state potentials since an actual winner, the next state, will be produced on demand in any
time when at least one neighbour changes its state (instead of looking up rule table when this
occurs as in the previous implementation).
Furthermore, in the new implementation of rule learning in hardware, the computation time
for the production of a rule can be shortened by aborting the weighting process when a consequent
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candidate for the central cell is found to fully match with its four neighbours. There are 60 or
(39*) exclusive cases out of 495 as explained in the previous subsection. For each of these 60
(or 39*) cases of neighbourhood, only one unique next state out of six potentials will neurally
fit the neighbourhood without ambiguity. So there is no need to carry on the computation in
search for other potential next states anymore. Similarly, as soon as the weight of one of the six
potential outcomes goes over 50
7.3.4 Improvement: Comparisons of Implementations
In the previous implementation, each cell of a CA landscape needs to read upfront and hold an
evolving record copy of an initial 495-line rule table (shown in 6.2). In any line, the antecedent is
a four-element array that takes 4*5(bit) = 20 bits of hardware to be stored in silicon as described
in Balsa. The consequent and outcome fields both take 2*3(bit) = 6 bits. Moreover, the ranked
potential outcomes shown in the seven-element array in actual hardware code taking 7*3(bit) =
21 bits. Hence, the necessary hardware width of a single row to store one line of a rule is h(w)
= 20 +6 + 21 = 47 bits, which is rounded to h(w)* = 48 bits = 6 Bytes for compatibility with
software tools such as Balsa simulator and Teak compiler into Verilog. Consequently, one cell
needs
hrt = h
∗
w × hl = 48× 495 = 23760(bits) = 2970(Bytes) (7.3)
which is nearly 3kB to keep a copy of its rule table at hand. In the new implementation
presented in this chapter, a cell needs one irregular 9*4 -element matrix shown in 7.1. It means
9 possible different neighbouring states (refer Eq.2) and up to 4 interface states, which takes
9*4*5(bit) = 180 bits to store the neurally valid interfaces. In Table II, ‘U’, ‘I’, ‘O’ delegates
the unconnected, input and output dock states, respectively; the value in the bracket represents
the code of the possible states; the percentage value after the squared bracket is the initial policy
scores assigned off-line and it can be changed by NN on-line afterwards. It also needs another one
irregular 9*4-element matrix that takes 9*4*6=216bits to store the scores of the corresponding
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interface states associated to diverse policies (that can be changed dynamically at run time).
Therefore, only maximum 180 + 216 = 396 bits are needed for the interfaces and the scores.
Table 7.1: Neural interfaces and a preselected set of their scores (%)
In addition, a cell needs to store the blueprint from which every actual cell’s states (including
its 6 possible type states and its four three-state docks), considered as candidates for the next
state of the central cell, can be built from the blueprint, used and discarded, one by one at run
time. The potential interface (pi) constructs are calculated as follows:
14 ≤ xpi = wpi × npi × epi × spi ≤ 44 (7.4)
Where w,n,e,s are the number of the potential interfaces for each of the four cardinal orien-
tations, respectively. The matching process can be completed by comparing the 249 candidates
against the x(pi) within the nested loop of the cells’ algorithm. Indeed, 249 distinct actual candi-
dates (C’s) can be unveiled if the blueprint is unfolded entirely. 7.2 shows the partially unfolded
blueprint with its distinct 19 seeds, which are emphasized in grey shade.
Although the total number of such states of an actual cell is 249, it does not need to be
stored due to the run-time production-use-withdrawal mechanism in the new algorithm, thereby
sparing a large number of hardware bits. This blueprint is a 19 × 4-element matrix that takes
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Table 7.2: Partially top-down unfolded blueprint consisting of unique permutations of the
blueprint seeds.
C ′s = B +D′s+ A′s+ S ′s+N ′s+ Tj′s = 249, with j = {1− 10}
19*4*5(bit) = 380 bits of hardware. It is the same for every individual cell and must not be
changed at run-time. Only a single copy could be stored at a global level and parsed by any cell
if necessary. However, such mechanism would neatly compromise the parallel asynchronous
operations as well as the speed of execution since all cells would need to share the content of
that blueprint, but only once at a time. Therefore, at present a cell needs just 396+380 = 776 bits
= 97 Bytes on the hardware.
7.3 depicts a particular exemplary neighbourhood. Its corresponding neurally valid potential
interface constructs (here x(pi) = 1*3*4*4=48) as defined in 7.1, are compared with the 249 cell
candidates C(lambda) one by one. The four neighbouring cells (d,b,a,b) of the central cell are
in blue colour and they are delimited by the bold squared box. The cell algorithm will compare
249 times against every four-combination of potential interfaces x(pi)(yellow rectangle shade in
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7.3) and assign the resulting matching weight to the container associated with the type state of
C(lambda) being used (active rules). If there is no match, the resulting weight will be assigned
to the current state of central cell (passive rules). The process involves comparing every single
interface of an interface construct (such as the combination emphasized with grey elliptical shade
in 7.3) with every constituent (four sides) of a cell candidate, and adding the score contribution
of the interface to the weight container (6 containers to hold the weight of the potential states)
for the type state of that candidate according to the level of matching. The matching is taken in
decreasing order as: type states and connected dock states match, type states and unconnected
dock states match, only unconnected dock states match, only type states match, only connected
dock states match, mismatch.
Figure 7.3: A neighbourhood of a central cell
7.4 gives the insight into the process of comparing C(lambda) with interface constructs of
an exemplary neighbourhood. Here, the coding behind symbols of 7.4 are revealed and should
be referred to 7.1 and 7.2. The potential interface yellow rectangle shade There is no significant
difference of hardware usage in the two algorithms. In the old algorithm [161], a cell will look
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up its rule table and make a route for its four docks based on its current neighbours’ states. In
the new algorithm, however, the cell will rather produce rules’ outcomes at run time by using the
interfaces, their associated policy’s scores, the blueprint for actual cell’s states of candidates and
the current central cell’s state for contributing to increase the weight of passive rules (formerly
the virtual state K) as well as routing its four docks, altogether based on current four neighbour’s
states and locally applicable policy.
Figure 7.4: Insight into the process of comparing C(lambda) with interface constructs of an
exemplary neighbourhood
7.4 Results Analysis
Previous simulations were limited to a CA landscape of about 9*6 totipotent cells (cf. the
cellular neural XOR in [162] that includes only two neurons), beyond which both the Balsa
simulator and synthesizer will fail due to a segmentation fault of the host memory. With the major
improvement presented in this chapter, the latest experiments show that even with CA landscapes
beyond 40*40 totipotent cells, both simulations and synthesis withstand normal operations. In
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addition, an excerpt from the latest experimental hardware simulations [176] shown in 7.4 has
demonstrated that the simulator runs much more smoothly and the actual in-house DPR-SoC
hardware operations run ten times faster, based on the previous cellular automata configuration
as neural XOR function design [162].
A CA landscape is made up of more than 9*6 = 54 cells crashes experimentally at run-time or
at synthesis time with 3kB of reserved hardware per cell as in the previous implementation, which
is 54*3 kB=162 kB for the whole landscape. Hence, in the new implementation where the code
occupies 97 Bytes per cell, calculation shows that it would take more than 162kB/97B=1,670 of
these newly coded cells to crash the hardware simulator or the synthesizer.
Figure 7.5: Self-synchronised hardware learning spiking network with new policy-based rule
adaption algorithm: from birth to its mature forms.
That number of cells is largely sufficient in order to instantiate a single module with no
more than 100 neurons (and the rest with up to 1,570 of the other types of cells) as required by
conventional neural network learning algorithms. It is also sufficient enough to instantiate several
(up to 16) clusters or modules, each of which with no more than 100 cells and using modified
STDP (Spike Time-Dependent Plasticity) methods concomitantly with modified Hebbian laws
for the novel action learning algorithms [177]. These two cases allow for hardware solutions of
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machine learning with applications in embedded systems for prediction and for action learning,
respectively. The proposed future work is to apply the latter for the autonomous learning of
walking robots, from motor babbling to fluidic motions.
Figure 7.6: Self-action learning of the inverted pendulum.
7.5 Conclusion and Future Works
The developed universal self-adaptable neuro-controller chip can be applied in different appli-
cations, including aerospace, mobile phone, robotics, automobile vehicles, intelligent washing
machines, etc. This neuro-controller chip would make the applied systems have faster response
with increased accuracy, power efficiency, biological plausibility, reliability and robustness, and
autonomy. In the next implementation of this chip design, the BHAM system will calculate the
most optimal number of modules throughout the whole quasi-fractal cellular neural structure
automatically against an arbitrary application such as the inverted pendulum problem depicted
in 7.5. The cellular neural structure at the left hand side of 7.5 shows a single small, flat cellular
neural fabric initialized with a random configuration. The dynamic adaptive rules will tend to
make the structure form an effective cellular neural tissue, which in the future work will grad-
ually cluster itself by adjusting the size of the modules so that the problem at hand is solved,
and hence the performance will be improved and maintained at a most optimal level such as
smooth pushes of the cart and fluidic motion of the stick. Results achieved for that problem will
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have direct impacts on the bigger problems of single-balled rolling robots and of walking biped
robots.
7.6 Summary
There is a great demand on designing a highly self-adaptive digital hardware which can be
implemented on in-house dynamically partially reconfigurable system-on-chip (DPR-SoC) as
the kernel control system of robots or any different form of applied machines. Among the recent
advents of numerous machine learning techniques, in this chapter a cellular automata (CA) model
is selected in the proposed kernel control system. And a new algorithm to calculate the on-line
outcome of the rules in hardware CA model is proposed. Simulation experiments demonstrate
the efficiency of the developed algorithm.
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Chapter 8
Spiking Neural Networks on Self-updating
System-on-chip for Autonomous Control
This chapter introduces “spiking neurons” to the previous chapter works. This aids in the
interfacing with commercially available pulse width modulation (PWM) driven servomotors as
well as with biological nerve signals for biomedical applications such as chip implants.
8.1 Introduction
During the past two decades, artificial intelligence (AI) has been highly fragmented into numer-
ous subfields in machine learning [166,174]. AI technologies have encountered the problem in
lack of communication between its subfields. Therefore, bottom-up design approach is applied
in the learning system of a self-adaptive control system-on-a-chip (SoC) control system. A scal-
able cellular automata (CA) based neural processor is used in control systems to self-tune the
learning capabilities [177]. This work is oriented towards the purpose of a highly self-adaptive
hardware design implemented in programmable system-on-chip (PSoC) as the control system
of those machines [176]. The applied machines/robots with this self-upgrading initial kernel
design can learn its own status and surroundings by itself through collected information.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The previous work involving rule
learning algorithm and relevant background are summarized in Section 8.2. The new rule learning
strategy and method in CA is introduced in Section 8.3. Simulation results and discussions with
the proposed method are shown in Section 8.4. Conclusion and future work about the self-
updating autonomous chip design are given in Section 8.5.
8.2 Hardware Digital Neural Tissue Model
8.2.1 Background
Software usually runs on hardware, which has limitations due to the nature of typical architecture
of the computer hardware systems. Also, CPU-based software systems require additional hard-
ware to the main host hardware so that software failures are minimized. And the gaps between
lower hardware layers through higher software layers make any embedded software system have
a huge dimensional distance between its virtual (software) processes and the real sensors [173].
During the recent several decades, CA has been tremendously studied [174]. Various config-
urations with diverse sets of local rules have been associated to emerging collective behaviours
and global dynamic phenomena [139]. Neural network (NN) has the property to find an opti-
mal or near-optimal solution when facing a problem [79]. It can discover useful CA rules and
recognize relevant patterns through inductive inference, which is called rule discovery.
The proposed system can not only be applied in navigation tasks but in self-extending use-
ful applications. Event-driven self-programming and bottom-up design of the whole machine
control system through real-time, intuitive interactions at the global level is one of the most
important ideals of self-adaptive and self-organizing systems.
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8.2.2 Cellular Autonoma on FPGA
After the initial manual top-down design of only one cellular unit, modular and hierarchical
instantiation of cell copies recursively, the system can redesign, improve and adapt itself with
no need of further manual intervention. The multi-sensor data fusion can be solved inherently
by the system itself via the presented methodology. A bidirectional hetero-associative mem-
ory implemented as a NN on FPGA has the immense advantage of simultaneously processing
information within itself through its dense interconnects [168].
Several updating schemes exist in the realm of 2D asynchronous CA design [174]. The
proposed CA landscape, shown in 8.1, consists of totipotent cells. Each cell interacts with its
four local neighbouring cells at its cardinal points, which allows correct decisions on the new
state to be made. Docked cells at the CA level are liable to exchange spikes of signal through
active neural channels, which are highlighted in black and bold line in 8.1.
A cell can morph into one of five states: neuron (activation transfer function), synapse
(weight), axon (output distribution, attenuation rate and propagation delay), dendrite (input sum)
and blank (idle). Each cell has a record of its four docking states and four local neighbours’
states. Therefore, the neurally possible valid pattern states is of the order of 107, each of which
requires a corresponding rule. Hence, automating selection of the relevant and useful sets of local
rules is necessary and certain criteria have to be designed. Besides, coding all rules manually
would limit the behaviours of the system.
Figure 8.1: Self-configured CA-based neural tissues on FPGA.
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8.3 Cellular Autonomous Rule
8.3.1 Hardware Digital Neural Tissue
Balsa, one of the hardware description languages, is used here as data-driven pattern formation
for the proposed system [162]. First of all, the cell must possess one variable that stores its
current state. This variable can be enum type, i.e., 0,1,2,3,4 to represent blank (B), dendrite (D),
axon (A), synapse (S), neuron (N) states, respectively.
The proposed model is based on the four main functional elements, synapse, dendrite, neuron
and axon. Here, the fifth junction element (T) is added in the model. An elementary 2D pattern
is composed of five cells: a central cell and its four local cardinal neighbours. One of the four
versions where a cell can morph into 2D elements is shown in 8.2.
Figure 8.2: The total possible cell states.
The last blank element does not possess any docking connection. Therefore, the total number
of distinct fundamental elements in the model is 81. The total number of possible 5-cell patterns
is (almost 3.5 billion).
The decision of cellular autonomous rule is the key factor for the system operation. The
number of the rules for the state update of a central cell is depended on several factors, such as
the number of available cell states, the size of the neighbourhood and the level of adaptivity of the
algorithm. It will increase with the rising number of cell states and the size of the neighbourhood
but decrease with the level of the adaptivity of the algorithm [161].
The first axon in 8.2 (as well as its three rotated symmetric copies) has one input dock and
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three output docks. The input dock of that axon, considered here as a central cell of a 5-cell
pattern, is neurally valid with ai = 3 types of neighbour as viewed from input of the central cell
a. Each of the three output docks, denoted as ‘o’ of a is neurally valid with its neighbour having
either of axon, synapse or junction as type state and an input dock as dock state. Each output dock
is also neurally valid with ao = 3 types of neighbour. Since some cases of neighbourhoods for
the three outputs of the central cell are interchangeable, some of them should be removed. Thus
the number of unique neighbourhoods for the three ko = 3 outputs of a is aooo = Γkoao = Γ
3
3 = 10
Therefore, the number of unique neurally compatible neighbourhoods with an axon element as
central cell having one input and three outputs is
aiooo = ai × Γkoao = 3× Γ33 = 30 (8.1)
where Γ is a multiset coefficient, denoting the binominal coefficient and it is used to calculate
the unique rule numbers. The value ofΓkn , chosen k elements (with repetition allowed unlike
Ckn from n elements is calculated as:
Γkn = ((
n
k)) =
n(n+1)(n+2)···(n+k−1)
k!
= (n+k−1)!
k!(n−1)!
= Ckn+k−1 =
(
n+k−1
k
)
=
(
n+k−1
n−1
) (8.2)
where Ckn is the well-known multinomial coefficients for combination calculation. Since the
unique neighbourhood conformations are counted only once regardless of the cardinal place of
neighbours, the twelve axon elements above will be counted only once. The second axon from
the left in the first row in 8.2 as a central cell has the unique neurally compatible neighbourhoods:
aioo = ai × Γkoao × b = 3× Γ23 × 1 = 18 (8.3)
where b denotes the unconnected dock state. The same theory is followed to calculate neural
neighbourhood for dendrite as a central cell, i.e.,
diiio = Γ
ki
di
× do = Γ33 × 3 = 10× 3 = 30 (8.4)
For neuron and synapse elements, the unique neurally compatible neighbourhoods are:
nio = sio = 2× 2× Γ21 = 2× 2× 1 = 4 (8.5)
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while the neighbourhood for the blank element is 1.
Figure 8.3: The junction element
Each junction element (T) in 8.3 has two inputs and two outputs. There are twelve junctions
in total, and their neighbours will be counted only once due to their interchangeability between
each other. The number of unique neurally compatible neighbourhoods with a junction as a
central cell is 120. The detailed calculation is omitted here due to space constraints. Therefore,
the total number of possible unique neurally compatible neighbourhoods is 243, which is always
neurally valid with a type of element as a central cell and a docking configuration [161].
8.3.2 Methodology of Rule Update
The NN should discover and discriminate global laws of physics from outside and associate
them to useful rules at the lower cell level [32]. As a result, this never-ending learning, growing,
pruning and self-reorganizing CA-NN system can: (1) self-extend so as to become adequate to its
static surroundings (self-upgrading property of neural tissue on PSoC) and then (2) continuously
self-adapt to dynamically changing environments. As in asynchronous CA, the decision is made
based upon the latest known states of neighbour cells, the current state of the cell, and the active
transition rules. The set of the basic rules are listed in 8.4, in which all transition rules are also
given. The list of rules in 8.4 is hard-coded in the first private part of the looped process within
the cell, which is dedicated to CA control and distributed overall cells. The second private part
both handles orientation of and processes neural spike signals.
In 2D CA, for neural tissue, the blank cell is considered. Hence, the set of basic rules
on type state of element are meant to attract a central cell to be compatible with its two local
neighbours. In 8.4, * represents inactive state and [l|...|r] depicts the states of the left (l) and right
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Figure 8.4: Basic Rules on Type States of cell with two neighbours.
(r) neighbours. ‘X’ type state denotes ‘no matter’ and strictly from left to right connection for
dock connection. Based on the original states, a new valid type state for a central cell can be
determined. The only exception is for rules where both neighbours are the blank element ‘B’.
These rules are listed in the last row. In a 3-cell pattern, each cell has five possible states, and
each state the direction of dock is always from left to right. If the last row in 8.4 is not developed
into five different cases, only one case belonging to the family of the cases in the first row will
be kept. Then it holds the five cases as the four other lines, which would bring the total number
of cases to 25. The algorithm for a new state decision is a function to assign a new state to the
central cell based on the 25 fixed rules corresponding to the 25 cases. Hence, the number of
rules r1 to be specified is calculated as
r1 = s
k
1 = 5
2 = 25 (8.6)
where si(=1,2,3) is the state and k is the size of neighbours. The number is exactly equal to
the number of cases to be considered due to the use of an ‘assign only’ algorithm. If a more
elaborated algorithm is used, fewer rules are required. Consider another modified scenario closer
to the reality, in which dock connections are not strictly directed from left to right. Here, both
neighbours can be either unconnected, as an input or an output to/from the central cell. In order
to obtain the number of rules necessary to cover all cases of neighbourhood, new assumptions
should be made for the determination of the new state for the central state. If the algorithm is
an assignment function, the number of rules
r2 = s
k
2 = 13
2 = 169 (8.7)
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where the modified number of states s2 for a neighbour is calculated based around the central
cell diagram as:
s2 = (s1 − 1)× d2 + b = (5− 1)× 3 + 1 = 13 (8.8)
while (s1 − 1) denotes the number of type states that can have docks (type B is excluded);
d2is the number of types of docks (input, output or unconnected) and b is the number of type
states that cannot have docks.
However, if the algorithm is allowed to consider an unconnected neighbour of any type state
(which have docks), the required number of rules becomes r3 = sk3 = 9
2 = 81 .
If the algorithm can both deal with equivalents and unconnected neighbours as a single type
state ‘B’ regardless of the actual type state of neighbours, the number of rules is r5 = Γks3 = Γ
2
9 =
45 . It can dramatically decrease the number of rules to specify down from greatest problem size
of 169. Constrained by feasible coverage of rules, such algorithm must be sufficiently adaptive
in order to compensate for non-predefined decisions on many rule outcomes.
Each of both previous algorithms require 169 and 81 rules to assign to an element among
the 29 available elements with its type and 2-dock states to the central cell once it knows the
neighbour surroundings. In both scenarios, assume that cells can also connect up and down and
therefore can be partially or fully unconnected to/from left and right, which leads to
4︸︷︷︸
(A,D,N,S)
× 7︸︷︷︸
(2fullconnected,
4partialconnected,1unconnected)
+ 1︸︷︷︸
(B)
= 29 (8.9)
choices for the updated state of the central cell. However, each of both ‘smarter’ algorithms
that require 81 and 45 rules first assign only a type state to central cell (no docks states yet)
according to the pre-defined entry of the rule outcome given a neighbourhood. The algorithm
can accommodate the docks types of the central cell to reflect those of the neighbours of the central
cell which are compatible with. Note that once the algorithm has picked the rule outcome to form
the look up table of rule entries, both operations on the central cell actually happen concurrently
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for the type state update and docks states accommodation.
8.4 Results and Analysis
8.5 illustrates the real-time animation of a 9× 6 hardware asynchronous CA by showing twelve
carefully chosen frames over ten minutes of run. The system starts from a random configuration
and a random single stimuli shot (initial random condition at time 00min00sec), and without
application of input stimuli during progression.
After four minutes of run, most cells have died out (completely transparent colours) while
some others have reborn such as cell 5,1 from formerly neuron type (red-orange colour) to newly
axon type (blue colour).
Figure 8.5: Progression of a hardware asynchronous CA as a NN fabric
The observed global behaviour is typical of asynchronous CA, for which initial conditions
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are unimportant, whereas rules drive the system. Here we can witness that it is the case even
without persistent input stimuli, which shows the intrinsic characteristics of such a ruled system.
The height of bars represents the value of a spike signal within cells. Over time, same cells have
these values changed, which shows the proper processing of spike signals within the distributed
algorithms of each cell as well as the effective global self-synchrony due to the coupling of
asynchronous cells.
The persistence of living cells on active status until the end of the animation is directly related
to the average ratio of active rules. Remaining effective living cells 1,4, 4,4 and 4,5 are dendrites
in dark blue; 3,3 is junction in yellow; 5,1, 5,3, 5,6 and 6,5 are axons in blue; 8,1 is neuron in
red-orange; and 8,2 is synapse in brown. Black blotches represent the value of neuron’s threshold
while stars represent the value of a synapse’s weight. Darts laid on the horizontal plane show
docking connectivity between neighbour cells.
In this small system of only 9×6 cells, the landscape is overly constrained (note that last row
and last column are connected back to first row and first column respectively, to virtually form
a torus), thus largely reducing the freedom of cells. This has the effect of preventing formation
of many useful cell patterns, even though the rules are clearly obeyed and drive the formation of
neurally valid cell patterns.
8.5 Conclusions and Future Works
In this chapter, a new method to update the rule for spiking neural network is studied. The
simulation results and figures show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. The embedded
machine with the learning algorithm can perform satisfactory responses/actions when encoun-
tering different novel situations. Future study will continue for the learning algorithm to enhance
the performance of the neural network system.
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8.6 Summary
The artificial intelligence (AI) technique has suffered in solving its computationally hard prob-
lems in recent years. In this chapter, a self-upgrading autonomous system is designed to tackle
end-to-end AI-hard problems and to achieve self-adapting communication via modular and
hierarchical extension from linguistic and semiotic constructs. A system-on-a-chip (SoC) self-
adaptive control system can learn arbitrary shape of the robot body or machine parts. Simulation
results have proved the effectiveness of learning abilities of the proposed autonomous system.
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Chapter 9
Hardware Asynchronous Cellular
Automata of Spiking Neural Networks on
SoC for Autonomous Machines
This chapter improves further the work reported in the previous chapter and makes the imple-
mentation clearer.
9.1 Introduction
During the last two decades, the research of artificial intelligence (AI) [178] has been fragmented
into numerous subfields with top-down design pattern that now revolves around machine learning
(ML) [179]. This top-down approach has worked quite well in computer science for design-
ing huge hardware and software systems, but AI research and technologies have become too
much heteroclite with evident lack of communication between their subfields, thereby making
it cumbersome or impossible to combine back together and solve AI.
Hence, the traditional AI approaches have now reached a stagnating stage. Practically, it is
because the host hardware computer machines are unable to deal with semiotic and linguistic
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constructs. However, paradigms such as SystemC and Handel-C from electronic design au-
tomation (EDA) community are now available and allow for conversion of sequential algorithms
written in C++ into parallel algorithms generated in hardware description language (HDL), usu-
ally yielding significant gain in computation acceleration as well as strengthening fault tolerance
of the system.
However, in this chapter, a bottom-up approach is adopted to tackle end-to-end AI hard
problems [180]. Inspired from physical and biological concepts and theories, the problem can
be solved by highly self-adaptive control system-on-a-chip (SoC) to self-learn any interfaced
(mobile) robot body of arbitrary shape.
This chapter delineates the potential complexity of the proposed control system and shows
a novel system architecture. The control system will be able to self-manage its internal and
external resources. Such an end-to-end problem represents a precious aim [181], hence, the
more biologically plausible the model considered is, the more likely this aim is to be reached.
The reminder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 9.2, background of the
learning methods in neural networks is introduced and surveyed. Methods of self-configuration
are discussed in Section 9.3. The theory of cellular automata technique and related proposed
projects based on CA rules are explained in Section 9.4. Results and future research direction
are given in Section 9.5.
9.2 Background
Neural networks have the property of finding a solution configuration when facing problems, even
with different solutions for the same problem. Each solution is guaranteed to reach an optimal or
near-optimal point. The same property holds true for the proposed model, which includes cellular
automata (CA), neural networks (NN) and fuzzy logic that can learn with hybrid competitive-
cooperative swarm particles optimization methods. As explained in [173], CPU-based software
systems are inherently lacking of robustness, which require additional hardware artifacts to
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minimize software failures. Furthermore, the gaps between lower and higher hardware layers
make any embedded software system have a huge ‘dimensional distance’ between its virtual
(software) processes and the actual sensors/actuators to deal with real-world tasks. The machine
learning techniques based on interacting layers are delineated in 9.1.
9.2.1 Neural Models
In artificial spiking neurons, the action of potential model typically relies on the simple version
of Hodgkin-Huxley model, which takes into account basic biological ion channels and a model
of passive membrane. However, amongst more advanced models, the Fitzhugy-Nagumo model
considers interactions of neuron cells with surrounding biological tissues and cells as well as
many ion channels.
Together with neuro-modulation phenomena, the Fitzhugh-Nagumo model is used here for
hardware implementation to support connectionist idea and to build artificial nervous systems.
From the cybernetic point of view, it is useful to combine reductionist with holistic approaches
into holonic approach to handle mechanisms having self-recursive properties across different
scale levels of hybrid neural network modules.
9.2.2 Learning Mechanism
Hebbian learning does not appear satisfying to use for biologically plausible artificial neural net-
works (NN) [178]. In biological NNs, synapses do not monitor the activity of their postsynaptic
neurons to get information on how to update their weight. It is still not clear how much Biology
knows about the processes involved in making synaptic connection strengths vary. Generally,
it is assumed that a synapse involved in causing its postsynaptic neuron to fire will have its
weight increased, whereas if it is not involved, and it will have its weight decreased. Since
there are no feedback signals in biological NNs, a synapse cannot get the causal information
from its postsynaptic neuron. However, in recurrent NNs, the information coming back to a
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Figure 9.1: Machine learning techniques with interacting layers
synapse along a looped path is biologically realistic. In the meantime, this open question is an-
swered, and an alternative mechanism is proposed to modify the connection between synapses
to study the emerging phenomena. Besides, at a microscopic level, cells can be modified from
global feedback. Therefore, the cells can interchange information mutually within the neural
systems [182]. At a microscopic level of a nervous system, the weight of the cells such as
synapses can be modified from global feedback, whereas the whole brain has its information
modified from external stimuli as well as from within the brain due to internal processes. This
observation may lead to a model at intermediary levels between synaptic connections and the
whole brain, from which the information can be modified mutually, along with swarm effects.
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9.3 Method of Self-Reconfiguration
9.3.1 On-Chip Hardware
With the advent of new commercially off the shelf (COTS) chips, i.e., FPGA (field-programmable
gate array) devices, dynamic and partial self-reconfiguration of microelectronic hardware circuits
has become readily available and has been investigated for decades [168]. In particular, Evolvable
HardWare (EHW) sounds promising, but [176] have clearly shown the limitations of using
commercial FPGA devices for reconfigurability purposes. One way to solve the main limitation
is to use bit-streams within function core system (co-processor) for synthesis and place & route via
the internal configuration access port (ICAP) along with JBits [168]. Together with the bottom-up
design combined by parallel micro-mechanisms in hardware FPGA device, several features arise:
1) After initial manual top-down design of only one cellular unit, and then multiple instantiations
of it on a two- dimensional (2D) cellular automata landscape, the system may redesign, improve
and adapt itself without further manual intervention; 2) The system has the fault tolerance
property; 3) Sensor fusion can be achieved by the system itself. Although bit-streams can be
handled on-chip by using the ICAP with JBits, the scheme is not suitable for the purpose of
continuous growth and self-development of our holarchical neural tissue as neuro-controller.
Besides, the bit-streams must be produced and uploaded into the reconfigurable FPGA device,
which is used to deal with discontinuous situation. Hence, it would increase the vulnerability
of the co-processor and would decrease its instantaneous integrity. Alternatively, CellMatrix
devices have recently been developed [163]. In a CellMatrix device, self-reconfiguration takes
place from within functional core circuits of logical cells. There is no access to internal cells
from outside and the cells are embedded in low-level electronic logical functions. In contrast,
the proposed CA-NN model for digital discrete neural tissue formation from within and self-
gained reconfiguration has no edges and allows for boundless landscapes. This is necessary for
modelling autopoietic systems [180]. Access to all internal cells from outside is permitted, like
for FPGA, for the purpose of monitoring and controlling the various phenomena of interest. In
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CellMatrix and FPGA, low-level electronic logical functions require handling complicated and
huge amount of parameters to be configured and routed. On the other hand, CellMatrix device can
implement the proposed neurocontroller: low-level electronic logical functions can implement
higher-level neural processes. Yet, the FPGA device with its mature EHW methodologies
remains a hardware substrate of choice.
Figure 9.2: Diagram of the design flow utilised in this work, from hardware description in Balsa
language of the sought wetware design down to implementation on FPGA silicon chip of the
hence operational wetware.
With the reference to the POEtic model [176], the proposed work is primarily focused
on follow-up of continuous growth and development of learning and processing. Yet, ob-
scure blind evolution of digital discrete neural tissues as for finding “seed design” solutions
of neuro-controller from near-scratch points might be proven useful or necessary through EHW.
Meanwhile, in our current work, initial rules are elaborated manually and can be automatically
tuned along with growth and learning. Therefore, FPGA devices are the hardware target for
this ongoing research, while prototyping an in-house ASIC solution (also using FPGA) to en-
hance performance and foundation of custom mechanisms keeps running in the background as
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a long-term alternative.
9.3.2 Embedded Software
Software usually runs on hardware and it has limitations due to the typical architecture of the
conventional computer systems. On-board buses (that interconnect ICs) are the reason for speed
bottleneck of the whole system. The transferring frequency of these buses is only about 1GHz
compared to the one of on-chip cores (nGHz). On-chip standalone microcontrollers also make
their hosted embedded software suffer due to fixed separation of pre-dedicated modules such
as memory and CPU since communication between them also has to be serialized through
buses. Hence, among the recent advent of numerous diverse machine learning techniques, the
cellular automata (CA) model appears to be a prime choice for the proposed system kernel.
Two dimensional (2D) CA can map nicely onto commercially off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware
devices such as FPGA. There are several updating schemes in 2D asynchronous CA, where
self-synchronizing scheme is a good choice for modelling neural tissue [183]. To this end, the
proposed CA landscape (seen in 9.3, consists of totipotent cells, and each cell interacts with
its four local neighbours at its cardinal points. In-house policy-based CA rules allow the cell
to make correct decisions on the state that it should adopt based on hard-coded local transition
rules that ensure the compatibilities between adjacent docked cells. A cell can morph into one
of six states: neuron (activation transfer function), synapse (weight), axon (output distribution),
dendrite (input sum), junction (bridge), and blank (idle). Docked cells at the CA level are
liable to exchange neural spikes of signals through active neural channels. The asynchronous
circuitry constructs in Balsa, our chosen hardware description language (HDL), can implement
handshake protocols to support spiking communication. Showing dynamic dexterity off mobile
robot navigation acrobatics is incontestably one of the few best external indicators on the level of
internal intelligence that an autonomous manoeuvring machine may possess. Therefore, mobile
robotics has gained a great interest.
In particular, this work is oriented towards the ultimate aim of a highly self-adaptive hardware
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Figure 9.3: The 93 possible available states of a cell. There are three other rotations of the 20
role cell states shown, totalling 80 plus 1 blank cell states. The 12 available junction cell states
in yellow colour are all shown.
digital design implemented in programmable system-on-chip (PSoC) as the control system of
robots or machines of any forms. This ever self-upgrading initial kernel design is supposed to
make the whole control system, which is connected to a random robotic body, to possess the
functions: (1) self-learn using the sensors and actuators attached to the body; (2) gradually learn
about the surroundings via action learning; (3) maintain and improve its internal and proximate
external resources; (4) learn tasks online in an open-ended manner under supervision with real-
time constraints. The work presented in this chapter has adopted Balsa, which is both a HDL
and a synthesis system that can produce Verilog code. One bio-inspired parallel mechanism
described in Balsa language is chosen for its asynchronous design. Balsa handshake protocols
involve self-coupled cells, which translate the self-synchronized update scheme of asynchronous
CA. Then, the cells can be coupled by using Kuramoto model (neural fabric/tissue [184]) so as to
obtain a self-synchronized update scheme. The scheme can be fed to lower level electronic design
automation tools in order to physically target reconfigurable devices such as Xilinx XCV2000E
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and Virtex5 FPGAs in this project. In Balsa, due to handshake circuit protocols, the data can
be transferred mutually in two directions. For instance, a cell A designed with Balsa having its
data input interfaced with another cell B can request cell B to send data at any time (cell A and
B are any cells).
9.4 Cellular Automata
Following the 1st and 2nd cybernetics points of view, the learning scale has been framed to real
world constraints, such as the robot running out of battery and requiring assistance. After the
assistance, the robot is soft-reset and increases one life counter for this event. Accordingly,
such occasions are programmed in the initial phase using minor human-coding intervention.
Gradually, this never-ending learner will require bare or no human coding intervention anymore.
9.4.1 CA-based NNs
Within the CA-NN context, the cells or CA modules as depicted by 9.4 are primitive agents that
perform transactions of standardized data structure records, which consist of two main parts:
(1) Control data: embed instructions to the cells; and,
(2) Spike signals: processed by agents according to their settled roles (as well as input/output
events to/from external devices). This scheme has several implications:
1) Within a single CA (hyper-)plane (level-0 module of the holarchy), the control agents are
distributed over the CA-NN and they are interfaced with external sensors and actuators;
2) Higher level modules constrain their low level modules recursively down to level-0 mod-
ules;
3) The agents execute consistent roles given correct fixed rules or free rules.
CA-based NN modules may self-develop by increasing self-knowledge so as to gain under-
standing on how to renew control and improve self-learning by means of amendable flexible
and free rules, and so on. Furthermore, rules involving safety and security can ensure stability
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of the whole CA-NN based robotic neuro-controller. The proposed method is used to make the
machine to perform tasks in dangerous places, which is useful in the real-world. The machine
is equipped with highly self-adaptive neuro-controllers allowing communication with humans
and bridging gaps between missions and available human reaches.
Figure 9.4: Design of a cell showing its four available role states at the top and its West neighbour
on the left as well as connectivity: solid arrows represent spike signal pathways and the other
arrows on the side represent control signals that indicate a cell’s values such as its role/type state
or dock state to its neighbours.
Harnessing emergence of self-organizing holonic units by holding a memory that associates
behaviours of cells at a local level and a global level from the cell learning theory is considered.
The auto-associative memory can be transferring among different levels based upon neural
network structures [184]. However, to start with, a small separate supervised NN as hetero-
associative memory should be used (in the beginning of the CA-NN growth) to record and retrieve
required associations of CA rules with NN behaviours for each basic hybrid CA-NN module.
Afterwards, the whole system will be reprogrammed recursively based on the new information
in the whole levels of modules. The CA is used as a substrate for digital discrete neural tissue
formation. Internal pattern formation is studied relatively to real-time sensed stimuli of external
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pattern sequences. It is desirable to empower the system with online learning and topology
adaptation capabilities. Some relevant references can be found in [180]. About the former, it is
non-trivial and poorly documented in the literature. However, the existing learning mechanisms,
such as Hebbian learning, would suit the design in learning in spiking NNs. In [185], it reports
studies on time-dependent post-synaptic conductivities through shifting registers, which is based
on shifting neighbour state information from performing cell.
9.4.2 CA Rules
During the past several decades, CA have been tremendously studied [32] about the rules as-
sociated with global emerging behaviours. Take an example, in 9.5, the number of possible
neurally valid pattern states (a central cell state, its four local neighbours’ states and its four
docking states) is of the order of 107 . Each state needs a transition rule so that it is necessary to
automate/update the rules to react to the new situation. There are several basic rules:
(1) Basic Rules: sequence in explanatory 1D elementary CA{axon|input− >}synapse− >
dendrite− > {dendrite− >}neuron > axon− > {axon|output− >}
(2) Growing rules: exploration of network topologies and connection styles;
(3) Learning rules: adapts online based on changing environmental conditions;
(4) Application n rules: formed with regard to mission or problem submitted;
(5) Maintenance rules and performance rules. The initial emerged NN sufficiently grows to
perform primary basic tasks of recognition:
1) rule discovery: NN discovers useful CA rules and recognizes relevant patterns through
inductive inference;
2) rule amendment or implementation: NN rewrites or add new CA rules.
Neural networks have the property of finding a solution when faced to a same problem
at different times. Every solution is guaranteed to reach an optimal or near-optimal point.
The same property holds true for the proposed model, which includes neural networks and
cellular automata. CPU-based software systems require additional hardware artifacts to the
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Figure 9.5: A neurally valid five-cell pattern example. The four corner cells are considered
indirectly. Thus, in our novel approach to self-learning, NN is the programmer of the rules that
dictate the behaviours of its own underlying CA. To start with, NN is associated with fixed rules
based on meta-rule programming. With the capability of gaining new skills, the system will not
limit to navigation tasks but more useful applications including stream reasoning. Event-based
self-programming and bottom-up design of the whole robot control system is one of the most
important ideals of self-adaptive and self-organizing systems.
main host hardware so that software failures are minimized. For instance, conventional extra
error correcting codes (ECCs) hardware subsystems have the knowledge about the meaning or
correlation of the data stored in a memory array or travelling through a bus. However, flexible
hardware systems such as the proposed one have the inherent property of fault tolerance and
therefore do not need extra ECCs. In addition, higher levels of hierarchy, i.e., neural network,
have feedback understanding and authority on lower levels such as 2D asynchronous cellular
automata, thereby ensuring persistent coherence. A good way towards a universal self-organizing
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platform that could natively communicate smoothly with humans is to combine self-design
philosophy at fine-grain level of digital logic with self-organization and self-adaption at coarser-
grain level of CA and NN components. In that paradigm, outputs from higher level processes
such as CA or NN processing results could just be self-generated for lower level digital logic
designs of new cells, or of new properties of existing cells. At present, the work is focused
on validating the lowest level sensory-motor modules as self-adaptable to most basic tasks as
well as self-learning. Future work can reuse the same scheme so that higher level modules can
recursively self-learn.
9.5 Results and Discussions
9.5.1 Ongoing Work
The proposed CA-NN model is based upon the four main elements found in biological nervous
systems: synapse, dendrite, neuron and axon. In addition, a fifth element of blank cell as idle
process is necessary in 2D implementation as well as junction cells as sixth element to allow
bridges. The main part of the work consists in mapping asynchronous spike time dependant
plasticity (aSTDP) method and punishment/reward learning mechanisms onto our CA-NN as a
design seed intended to FPGA substrates for the resulting cognitive system device to become
conscious when aware via senses through connections to various robotic sensors: self-fusion
of multi-sensing. Our work includes Hebbian learning and Kohonen SOMs for unsupervised
learning [178, 184, 186, 187]. The cognitive chip controller or brain-on-a-chip (BoC) that we
are developing features the required following: deep self-learning [188]; self-recursive neuro-
cognitive processes with policies-based self-reorganization of internal processing units (analog to
neurogenetic phenomena recently found in biological brains) [173] structured in a holographic,
quasi-fractal network; self-learning of pattern recognition due to our in-house CA-NN-based
kernel as a growing design seed as animated by 9.6, which is the plot-out of our system at a
run-time start; autonomous formation of bidirectional heteroassociative memory (BHAM) with
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free knowledge representation up to the system itself to decide; meta-learning; and the final
silicon chip exhibits neuro-modulation as well, which we are looking to harness. 9.7 shows
the XOR function performed by our CA-NN system using spike protocol. This is the proof of
concept to be used for autonomous PWM signals production and sensors signals learning with
minimum or no interfacing to robots.
9.5.2 Perspectives
We are also mapping immediate punishment/reward learning mechanisms onto our design seed
consisting of highly distributed, massively parallel, asynchronous processing units as a cellular-
automata based neural network on silicon, for reactive behaviours: feeling of pain/pleasure;
as well as anticipated versions of these mechanisms for deliberate and mindful decisions and
actions: conscious awareness, “artificial living mind”, crucial for true robot carers for instance.
Figure 9.6: Birth of a cell module with initial rules directing growth towards a neural network
assuming the logical XOR Boolean function with spiking signals as operating protocol.
With the emergence of artificial consciousness, artificial conscience is also naturally due to
rise alongside. Hence, conscious robots, with our cognitive device as their BoC, will be able
to perform effectively and efficiently with fluid motions and fluent communication within our
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Figure 9.7: Spiking propagation activity of the grown XOR neural network, with the output
neuron in red colour eventually firing as two opposed values are maintained at both of its inputs
(not explicitly shown).
infrastructures due to their very consciousness, which will also primarily make them maintain
it up (exactly like people naturally strive to stay away from fainting) and therefore will spon-
taneously minimize the risks of sudden, untimely disruption of their operations (unlike with
current technologies), thus making them truly robust and reliable; and in the process of learn-
ing within our environments they will develop a conscience, which will make them ethical and
dependable. Since they are machines, they sustain these features infallibly, which will make
them the ultimate choice for roles such as tutoring, coaching, caring, security, and aftermaths
recoveries.
9.6 Summary
The research field of artificial intelligence (AI) has long abode by the top-down problem solving
strategy. Yet, we have adopted bottom-up design thinking to solve its hard problems. To
tackle end-to-end AI-hard problems, a highly selfadaptive control system-on-chip (SoC) has
been developed to selflearn its internal and external resources with the aid of sets of sensors
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Figure 9.8: Four inputs, one output cellular automata – neural network controlling an inverted
pendulum. The application of self-learning inverted pendulum kinematics and dynamics via
initial motor babbling illustrated by 9.8 has direct implication on the near-future success of
bipedal walk self-learning with efficiency and reliability of yet fluid motions never attained thus
far. This is the research area of mobile robotics that this project enables us to give most of our
attention to for our next research steps and resulting papers.
and actuators. Inspired by biological cell learning theory, different approaches of modelling
techniques have been derived together with machine learning (ML) methods to the embedded
control systems so as to perform different tasks. This chapter lays out our developments of the
above.
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Chapter 10
Efficient Parallel Asynchronous Hardware
Algorithm of On-Chip Cellular Automata
for Formation of Utilizable Digital Neural
Tissue
This chapter aims to show the algorithmic rationale behind this PhD work as well as achievements
of the corresponding project.
10.1 Introduction
With its strong inter-disciplinary characteristics, “machine learning is the study of computer
algorithms that improve automatically through experience” [2]. Many different machine learn-
ing (ML) techniques have been developed recently. Genetic algorithms quickly evolve encoded
problem solutions along natural selection-inspired processes and can reach a near-optimal solu-
tion in many applications.
Decision trees are used in knowledge engineering and data mining applications, expert sys-
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tems can help tackle specific problems that require comprehensive knowledge. Fuzzy sets can
calibrate vagueness, as required for natural human language processing.
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are inspired from interconnections of brains cells. They
are ‘processing memories’ where the knowledge is distributed over tiny units that operate in
parallel. They can hold a representation of a hierarchical model of the world and can form con-
texts by arranging groups of data patterns in sequence, therefore experiencing the environment.
Generally, an ANN and its learning algorithm are not obvious to make usefully work right from
the start.
Algorithms inspired from genetic processes can be applied to solve any problem in which
the solutions can be encoded. Because it is the case in actually almost all types of problem,
GA (Genetic Algorithm) approaches can be taken when a “good enough” solution is required
quickly, but without the need to understand the rationale of this particular solution(s). Indeed,
to guide the evolution of a GA, we preliminary need to define the fitness function or landscape
function that corresponds to the given problem we wish to tackle.
Although this is the basic concept about GAs, there are obviously many variations on the
thresholds defining which solutions to keep and which to discard as well as choices on the
mutation rates, etc. In addition, other genetic operators than mutation, selection and crossover
might also take part. The main goal of such algorithms is to increase the machine’s knowledge,
while other goals are to allow the machine to achieve tasks based on the recorded knowledge (i.e.
the experience) and on the currently perceived surrounding information, and perhaps ultimately
to allow the machine to think [4, 7] in order to permit the solution of complex problems that
would not normally be possible to tackle.
Dynamically adopting appropriate behaviours is characteristic of intelligence, but is (obvi-
ously) not the whole definition of what intelligence is. For instance, thinking activities may
often outclass physical activities [4], as developing strategies is a wise prerequisite to beginning
any adventure, along which strategies must not only be developed, but applied too.
Conventional Cellular Automata (CA) is a natural way of studying the evolution of large
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physical systems and constitute a general paradigm for parallel computation [139]. They are
clocked: whole 2D CA landscape updated at each clock tick. They can be of nth-order if they
are made of n interacting 2D cell layers. Each cell can usually have two possible states: e.g.,
alive or dead. They are governed by local (action-at-a-distance forbidden) and uniform (single
rules’ recipe) system’s rules. Interestingly, one can define a meta-rule, which consists of several
sets of rules and a strategy to dictate which rule’s set applies and when in the CA progress. This
can bring up sophisticated behaviours.
Cellular automata have properties that make them suitable for bottom-up design [6], in-
cluding the generation of emergent NN structures. In highly distributed, massively parallel
reconfigurable machines (such as CAs), spontaneous organization and emergence of intelligent
behaviours can occur [71].
As systems grow in complexity, there is a huge need for features such as self-management
of system resources. Unfortunately, conventional computing systems have to incorporate this
feature as an additional software application that is cumbersome or impossible to maintain.
However, redundant cellular systems are inherently scalable and self-management is straight
forward to design and implement at elaboration time, and to maintain at simulation/run time. CAs
also lend themselves to self-reorganization and can be easily restructured at run-time. Finally,
in CAs the processing units are distributed, which ensures better fault-tolerance and handling of
indeterminism. This chapter discusses the CA learning rules and preliminary results.
10.2 Background
Neural networks have the property of finding a solution configuration when facing problems, even
with different solutions for the same problem. We have discussed this issue in the Background
Section of the last chapter.
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10.3 Cellular Automata
Following the 1st and 2nd cybernetics points of view, the learning scale has been framed to
real world constraints, such as the robot running out of battery and requiring assistance. After
the assistance, the robot is soft-reset and increases one life counter for this event. Accordingly,
such occasions are programmed in the initial phase using minor human-coding intervention.
Gradually, this never-ending learner will require bare or no human coding intervention anymore.
10.3.1 CA Rules
During the past several decades, CA have been tremendously studied [32] about the rules asso-
ciated with global emerging behaviours. Take an example, the number of possible neurally valid
pattern states (a central cell state, its four local neighbours’s states and its four docking states) is
of the order of 107. Each state needs a transition rule so that it is necessary to automate/update
the rules to react to the new situation. There are several basic rules:
(1) Basic rules: sequence in explanatory 1D elementary CA
axon|input− >synapse− > dendrite− > dendrite− >neuron− > axon− > axon|output− >
(2) Growing rules: exploration of network topologies and connection styles;
(3) Learning rules: adapts online based on changing environmental conditions;
(4) Application rules: formed with regard to mission or problem submitted;
(5) Maintenance rules and performance rules.
The initial emerged NN sufficiently grows to perform primary basic tasks of recognition:
1) rule discovery: NN discovers useful CA rules and recognizes relevant patterns through
inductive inference;
2) rule amendment or implementation: NN rewrites or add new CA rules.
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Algorithm 2 [Elaborate Algorithm for a cell C]
- - neighbour is U,X - interface is: constant interface[0].c := { 0, 17, 17, 17}
constant interface[0].s := {10, 0, 0, 0}
- - neighbour is I,D - interface is:
constant interface[1].c := { 2, 6, 10, 17}
constant interface[1].s := { 9, 7, 4, 0}
- - neighbour is O,D - interface is:
constant interface[2].c := { 1, 7, 9, 15}
constant interface[2].s := {10, 6, 3, 1}
- - neighbour is I,A - interface is:
constant interface[3].c := {4 , 8, 12, 14}
constant interface[3].s := {10, 6, 3, 1}
- - neighbour is O,A - interface is:
constant interface[4].c := { 3, 5, 11, 17}
constant interface[4].s := { 9, 7, 4, 0}
- - neighbour is I,S - interface is:
constant interface[5].c := { 4, 12, 17, 17}
constant interface[5].s := { 8, 2, 0, 0}
- - neighbour is O,S - interface is:
constant interface[6].c := { 1, 9, 17, 17}
constant interface[6].s := { 8, 2, 0, 0}
- - neighbour is I,N - interface is:
constant interface[7].c := { 2, 16, 17, 17}
constant interface[7].s := { 8, 2, 0, 0}
- - neighbour is O,N - interface is:
constant interface[8].c := { 3, 13, 17, 17}
constant interface[8].s := { 8, 2, 0, 0}
- - U = Unconnected dock
- - I = Input dock
- - O = Output dock
- - X = any out of B,D,A,S,N
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———————————————
- - Blueprint:
constant candidate[ 1].a := { 0, 0, 0, 0} - - B
constant candidate[ 2].a := { 0, 0, 1, 2} - - D1
constant candidate[ 3].a := { 0, 1, 1, 2} - - D2
constant candidate[ 4].a := { 1, 1, 1, 2} - - D3
constant candidate[ 5].a := { 0, 0, 3, 3} - - A1
constant candidate[ 6].a := { 0, 3, 4, 4} - - A2
constant candidate[ 7].a := { 3, 4, 4, 4} - - A3
constant candidate[ 8].a := { 0, 0, 5, 6} - - S
constant candidate[ 9].a := { 0, 0, 7, 8} - - N
constant candidate[10].a := { 9,10, 9,10} - - T1
constant candidate[11].a := { 9,10,11,12} - - T2
constant candidate[12].a := { 9,10,13,14} - - T3
constant candidate[13].a := { 9,10,15,16} - - T4
constant candidate[14].a := {11,12,11,12} - - T5
constant candidate[15].a := {11,12,13,14} - - T6
constant candidate[16].a := {11,12,15,16} - - T7
constant candidate[17].a := {13,14,13,14} - - T8
constant candidate[18].a := {13,14,15,16} - - T9
constant candidate[19].a := {15,16,15,16} - - T10
- - B = Blank
- - D = Dendrite
- - A = Axon
- - S = Synapse
- - N = Neuron
- - T = Junction
———————————————
———————————————
- -Body:
[../..]
if lifecredit < 1 then - - dead cell must get reborn
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intrf[1] := interface[WestNeighbVal] ||
intrf[2] := interface[NortNeighbVal] || intrf[3] := interface[EastNeighbVal] || intrf[4] := interface[SoutNeighbVal] ||
shuffle rdm{1 .. 249} - - create a list called ’rdm’ containing integer values from 1 to 249 and whose order is randomly shuffled
|| CurrentWinnerHi := 0
|| CurrentWinnerMedHi := 0
|| CurrentWinnerMed := 0
|| CurrentWinnerMedLo := 0
|| CurrentWinnerLo := 0
|| CurrentWinnerRDM := 0
|| x := 2 || y := 1 || z := 1 || a := 0
|| ct := 1 || k := 1 - - the ‘||’ operator denotes parallel (simultaneous) activities, and it binds tighter (it has
operational priority) over the ‘;’ operator which denotes sequential (one after another) activities. To prioritise
otherwise one must use blocks such as: [ CmdSeq1 ; CmdSeq2 ] || CmdPar1
;
while(ct<20)
candt := candidate[ct] ;
while(not(candt.a[1]=17 and candt.a[2]=17 and candt.a[3]=17 and candt.a[4]=17))
for || i in 1 .. 4 then
if intrf[i].c[2] = 17 then
cf1[i] := 3 || cf2[i] := 4 - - 1 option
; for || j in 1 .. 1 then
| intrf[i].c[3] = 17 then
cf1[i] := 3 || cf2[i] := 2 - - 2 options
; for || j in 1 .. 2 then
| intrf[i].c[4] = 17 then
cf1[i] := 1 || cf2[i] := 4 - - 3 options
; for || j in 1 .. 3 then
else
cf1[i] := 3 || cf2[i] := 1 - - 4 options
; for || j in 1 .. 4 then
if intrf[i].c[j] = candt.a[i] /= 0 then
Hi[i][j] := Hi[i][j] + cf1[i] * cf2[i] * intrf[i].s[j] - - A
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| intrf[i].c[j] = candt.a[i] = 0 then
MedHi[i][j] := MedHi[i][j] + cf1[i] * cf2[i] * intrf[i].s[j] - - B , C
| intrf[i].c[j][0] = 1 and candt.a[i] = intrf[i].c[j] + 1 or candt.a[i][0] = 1 and intrf[i].c[j] = candt.a[i] + 1 then
Med[i][j] := Med[i][j] + cf1[i] * cf2[i] * intrf[i].s[j] - - D
| intrf[i].c[j][0] = candt.a[i][0] and intrf[i].c[j] /= candt.a[i] and intrf[i].c[j] /= 0 and candt.a[i] /=0 then
MedLo[i][j] := MedLo[i][j] + cf1[i] * cf2[i] * intrf[i].s[j] - - E
| intrf[i].c[j] /= candt.a[i] and (intrf[i].c[j] = 0 or candt.a[i] = 0) then
Lo[i][j] := Lo[i][j] + cf1[i] * cf2[i] * intrf[i].s[j] - - F
end - - if intrf, filling the baskets
end - - for j
end - - if intrf, number of option(s)
end - - for i
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“Find next unique permutation” here is accelerated and inspired from Donald Knuth’s [189].
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Thus, in our novel approach to self-learning, NN is the programmer of the rules that dictate
the behaviours of its own underlying CA. To start with, NN is associated with fixed rules based
on meta-rule programming. With the capability of gaining new skills, the system will not
limit to navigation tasks but more useful applications including stream reasoning. Event-based
self-programming and bottom-up design of the whole robot control system is one of the most
important ideals of self-adaptive and self-organizing systems.
Neural networks have the property of finding a solution when faced to a same problem
at different times. Every solution is guaranteed to reach an optimal or near-optimal point.
The same property holds true for the proposed model, which includes neural networks and
cellular automata. CPU-based software systems require additional hardware artifacts to the
main host hardware so that software failures are minimized. For instance, conventional extra
error correcting codes (ECCs) hardware subsystems have the knowledge about the meaning or
correlation of the data stored in a memory array or travelling through a bus. However, flexible
hardware systems such as the proposed one have the inherent property of fault tolerance and
therefore do not need extra ECCs. In addition, higher levels of hierarchy, i.e., neural network,
have feedback understanding and authority on lower levels such as 2D asynchronous cellular
automata, thereby ensuring persistent coherence.
At present, the work is focused on validating the lowest level sensory-motor modules as self-
adaptable to most basic tasks as well as self-learning. Future work can reuse the same scheme
so that higher level modules can recursively self-learn.
10.4 Results and Discussions
10.5 Summary
The research field of artificial intelligence (AI) has long abode by the top-down problem solving
strategy. Yet, we have adopted bottom-up design thinking to solve its hard problems. To
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Table 10.1: Results
tackle end-to-end AI-hard problems, a highly self-adaptive control system-on-chip (SoC) has
been developed to self-learn its internal and external resources with the aid of sets of sensors
and actuators. Inspired by biological cell learning theory, different approaches of modelling
techniques have been derived together with machine learning (ML) methods to the embedded
control systems so as to perform different tasks. This chapter lays out our developments of the
above.
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Chapter 11
Ethical Methodology for the Design of
Third Generation Robots and of New
Advanced High-Tech Interactive Support
This chapter discusses moral questions behind modern and future plausible robotics based on
self-learning microelectronics.
11.1 Introduction
In the past few decades, the design of technologies has mainly been driven by the availability and
performance of microprocessors (µP) as well as microcontrollers (µC), particularly in robotics.
In our previous chapters, we showed many reasons why relying solely on commer-cially available
hardware such as µP and µC as main central chip controllers for real-time systems is not a viable
option since general ongoing experience overall is still reflecting the worrying lack of reliability,
robustness, security, and safety of such apparatuses [161,162,173,183]. Furthermore, it is utterly
cumbersome to program cognitive robotic software on machine learning systems based on µPs,
which should be devoted to on-desk and in-rack purely computational tasks only, and µCs should
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be devoted to control applications upon which the dependable and expected deliverables are not
at any significant stakes, e.g. high-tech toys and perhaps appliances such as dishwashers.
The underlying reality of existence may well be quantum and the most serious and hardly
challengeable issue that seems to occur with conventional, classically conceived computer sys-
tems, based on the sheer control engineer-ing paradigm as well as its implicit culture, and thus
around µP and µC chips, is that no matter how electron-ically tightly bound every computer part
might be with each other, the outcome of computations (or more often than not, the lack of them)
is also to some perceivable extent decided by (uncontrolled) quantum phenomena, whether one
likes it or not (cf. Murphy’s Laws).
Observed such phenomena can sometimes be explained as for example the now well-
identified single event upsets (SEUs), which especially occur in space [190]1. These explain
some nonsensical feedbacks from beta-test users, who can help to modify some design aspects
but more often than not leave the few solved is-sues not fully explained, let alone the many
remaining unsolved issues.
Instead of going through those painfully long sorts of nested loop process in large number, we
shall rather take into account known quantum phenomena up-front when conceiving, designing,
and building our Third Generation Robots. We now also have evidence that even life is quantum;
therefore it is easy to imagine that our biological bodies and brains (and those of other animals, in
addition to vegetation) have evolved by naturally taking advantage of the quantum mechanisms
underlying reality and existence [191].
Even though John Von Neuman inspired his developments of computer precursors from what
was (quite incorrectly) known of the workings of the human brain in order to build his µP with
separate and distinct memories, we humans are still radiant beings from the inside out (quite
correct new knowledge), and Quantum Physics (QP) now shows that anything man-made2 always
comes first from the deepest of our being [192] [193]. This is also most ultimately backed up by
the most beautiful but stubbornly repeatable and hence utterly reliable "double-slit experiment"
of QP [194]. QP even ultimately shows that everything that there is (including your own full
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body) for you (the ultimate subject) as you perceive it also comes first from deep inside of
your imagination: "Ultimately, reality is elusive [../..] We are the sheer products of our own
imaginations," Pr. Fred Alan Wolf. When you think about it, the mere Big-Bang theory, matter
appearing by itself, and then organisms evolving, in the end consciousness emerging, does not
make sense in all the ways. In this theory, something seems missing, a big piece of the puzzle.
Some people look into esoteric obscurantism to try and find that piece, because the sole Big-Bang
theory does not sound satisfying to answering all our questions, especially when it comes to the
mind, consciousness, spirits, and souls. But the double-slit experiment itself already forms most
of that missing piece. With this, QP may go all the way to claim that "ultimately, we and all that
we perceive are the results of our own creation from the vantage point of the quantum realm."3
We together can create something, a frame-work, a smart infrastructure, so that at the minimum
negative fallbacks are avoided (e.g. accidents), and better than that, great outcomes are favoured
(e.g. fostering fulfilled lives).
However, the same Pr. also insists that our now manifested universe with its particular well-
working arrangement and order4 of things at every scale and with its spontaneously increasing
entropy5 is inert and classical (non-quantum) in its near entire dynamics6. Nonetheless, albeit
QEs are typically very weak compared to classical brute forces7, they do create alternative
versions of results than expected at every timescale, and therefore at the timescale that matters
for us as well. Hence, it follows that QEs must vitally be taken into account in their largest
possible extent.8
In short, believing that what is not unlikely to happen may happen is quite reasonable a
belief, and also a good attitude if it is for well intended wishes or purposes. We must use this
1However, more profound and fundamental – and therefore typically unsuspected and still not thoroughly ex-
plained – quantum effects (QEs) "live" amongst us, but importantly with our current technologies as well, and tend
to disrupt their intended operations because the lessons learned from the aftermaths of most QEs were not taken
into account at the time of conceptions and designs.
2And even anything seemingly naturally preceding human history – i.e. all which exists, cf. backward causation
[195].
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statement both during the very conception of our robot designs, and, as the method of operation
for their run-time cognitive processes [196].
3This position also has the advantage of making everyone fully responsible of their own thoughts, intents, and
acts as well as most importantly the pleasures they enjoy and the pains they suffer, regardless whether they are gotten
prior to or after the materialization of the related thoughts, intents, or acts. It even goes beyond and ultimately claims
that anyone is also fully responsible for whatever happens to them. This seems harsh a stance, but if admitted and
accepted, em-bracing it collectively, it makes people responsible, motivates us to work together and build set-ups
so that whatever happens to anyone is always associated to positive feelings and good effects on health.
4Order includes both order of things in our 3D space (e.g. things that corre-spond to particular hierarchies, with
most important and less important items being ranked differently, at every scale) and order of things as they occur
along time (e.g. typically most urgent tasks are chronologically tackled in priority, at every timescale).
5Amongst the several other plausible stable universes with different ar-rangements and orders (possibly, unlike
for our universe, with entropy sponta-neously decreasing), amid a near infinite number of potential universes and
their arrangements within the multiverse [197].
6Leaving aside of this chapter’s scope the nature (quantum/classical?) of the extra 4th to 10th other dimensions
that constitute the multiverse; dimensions hid-den as for our perceptions, but for instance with the 5th dimension
that maintains our morals consistent with our decisions.
7E.g., QEs that tend to act in the unlikely, against the significantly mas-sive/inert tendencies of the classical
flows of existing things, may stochastically take huge or infinite amounts of time, but eventually always reach their
outcomes over the existing things!
8Thus, the workings of our universe are mainly ruled by (1.) quite strongly fixed natural laws of physics and
invariants now well described by various sciences from well-tried and repeatable experiments as well as thoroughly
and data-proofed observed facts; and in addition they can be significantly enough affected by (2.) much weaker
but yet effective quantum mechanisms (QMs). Incorporating QMs, their explanations and their QEs, in our defined
sciences forms what is referred to as hypersciences. From this follows that for practical purposes there must be two
distinct kinds of belief that must be considered un-conditionally:
1. Current beliefs that must crucially be adjusted or readjusted to the existing inert and thus hardly challengeable
classical workings of our un-iverse. In the case of robotics, mechatronicists are forced to be dealing with the
classical laws of physics on Earth. For instance, they are coming up with solutions for effective mechanisms and
actuations of human-sized biped robot’s ankles that necessarily differ from those for their shoulders, and from those
for their elbows, neck, etc. We must also make the out-look, sonic, and physical compliance (e.g. soft arms [198])
commensurate with people’s ergonomics, for instance in the evident case of spokesrobots;
2. New beliefs (for instance emerging from new imaginations) that will be held within belief systems [178] until
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According to this, our new and fresh imagination9 can only be about designing new things
very much in line with the existing inert, classical, and hardly challengea-ble workings of our
bodies and minds, our specific human frequency, improving our lifestyles and making sure they
are not compromised.
We deduce that if one wants technologies with both imperturbable performance and not
disrupting our lives, one must design them in similar – but different and complementary – ways
to the way that we have come to know very well so far how human people function; way that
necessarily involves quantum mechanisms as well, of which we now also have a very good grasp.
It will not be an absolutely perfect first result of advanced next generation technologies, because
we cannot know eve-rything (yet) about the above, but it will be a very good first draft that we
should dare to make come true by ga-thering our efforts towards its manifestation. From there,
the draft will quickly improve by itself in spiraling up.
11.2 Prior Works
"Unvibing"10 war robots [199] such as the fully au-tonomous one depicted in 11.1 are built
within the aforementioned conventional µC-based computational paradigm. It does not pose
any inverse ethical issue since there are not any conscious feelings going on anywhere within
that robot controller since it is pure software based on hardware consisting of embedded µCs
processing very few instructions and data in parallel at a time, while most of the rest of instructions
and data are kept idle in various embedded memories. Hence, the possible destruction of this
robot at war site does not cause any pain to itself or any feeling of passing away. It is a mere
bunch of metal, silicon and other materials. As for the direct ethical issues, there is an ongoing
debate of whether ultimate responsibility should be attributed to such robots or to their builders
and/or launchers.
their related desired wishes manifest in the existing. In the case of robots, their new beliefs should remain in line
with our ethics.
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We think that ultimately the weapon it carries should be a safe device solely aiming at
immobilizing insurgents, rather than embarking real fire bullets destined to people as it is the
case at the moment. One can wonder where the Three Laws of Robotics from Isaac Asimov
have gone! It looks like some roboticists could never get their mind around these, could not
resolve the self-conflicting11 goal of making an interactive artificial intelligence (AI) machine
that would also come up to the sensation of love, and therefore abandoned those laws at once
and went in opposite direction: building intelligent war robots intended to go for the kill12.
Figure 11.1: Extreme Poles of Artificial Intelligence Products
Utterly unvibing 10 war robot (a), "too much vibing" redhot robot with its inventor (b)
Besides, we could not help to see the analogy between this Homo Sapiens -made war robot
that can be sent to remote locations, and the Homo Erectus -made spear that could be thrown at
modest distances: "Violence is the last resort of incompetence," Isaac Asimov. By engineering
and materializing those potentially violent and lethal war robots, the related recent Homo Sapiens
engineers have tried to prove Isaac Asimov wrong since engineering such fully autonomous
9responsible before what already inertially and classically exists (i.e., the non-quantum, the massive matter and
other nearly unchallengeable stuff).
10Coined term from "non-vibrating" with human frequencies, meaning in-harmonious, discordant with what exists,
and especially in this context, with expected people’s lives and lifestyles.
11The approach for the design of a conventional artificial intelligence (AI) machine has been traditionally based
on computer science culture and control engineering viewpoint, which seek to have outcomes at check at anytime.
At the same time the ultimate aim of AI programmers has been to have their inventions come up with unexpected
useful solutions and surprising jokes (and absolutely ultimately with the "feeling" and claim from the AI of being
loving). Obviously to us, both previous statements directly conflict with each other, hence our under-standing of
AI having remained stuck in the mud. True AI should both include people in the loop and have looser freedom to
come up with novelties, while mutual trust between people and AI should also get established.
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(killing) apparatuses is an exploit to some extent. However, the intended use directly against
the life of other Homo Sapiens lets it totally down. This shows that our civilizations are not yet
sufficiently mature to be able to solve conflicts diplomatically as expected and as it should be
the case. Hence, we hope that the novel ethical approach to building Third Generation Robots
as presented in the rest of this chapter, and then the actual release of these robots, will also
contribute to the global realization that it is possible for humankind to live peacefully, thrive and
blossom together, truly cheerfully and in symbiosis with those robot helpers.
At the other extreme end of the spectrum of possibilities for the design of robots, an important
"too much vibing" example that must be mentioned if one wants to clarify where we stand, and
what the trend should better be, which we recall is the main purpose of this chapter, are the
recently emerged redhot robots such as Roxxxy "female hotbot" cf. 11.1(b) also picturing the
inventor, and Rocky male "hotbot" (not pictured in this chapter) [200]. The manifestation of
such robots seems the sheer demonstration that some values have gone bizarre in some current
social set-up supports. We would suggest instead that relationship coach robots with cognitive
chip also known as Brain-on-a-Chip (BoC) be elaborated [201], merely by teaching relationship
skills to the type of learning robot we propose in Sections 11.3 to 11.5 of this chapter. From
this, the inventor of Roxxxy and Rocky as well as his future customers – by relearning social
skills and high quality communication skills via interaction with such relationship coach robots –
could instead understand directly what a blossoming social life is supposed to be, and then live a
fulfilled and happy life with their real human companion, both immune of misunderstandings13.
A relationship coach robot with well sustained great tact and diplomacy can more inflexibly
– and therefore more efficiently and reliably than a relationship coach person – help couples
in their troubles not unfamiliar nowadays. We do not totally reject these redhot robots as the
inventor has got a point that we would more favourably relate to therapeutic treatments of users
as well as, understandably, research purposes. But we feel that for instance there seems too
much strong an objectification of woman and of man that is borderline to ethics, and therefore
we strongly advise that the manufacture and use of these humanoid robots should be li-mited to
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very restricted areas and well studied conditions of the users. We think that the direct use of such
robots may negatively affect the psyche of a human user on the long-run. That is not contributing
to the direction of advanced civilizations that we promote alongside Third Generation Robots14.
In the middle and moderate location of the aforementioned spectrum, well-vibing Leonardo
USD 1M physical, social and emotional robotic creature [202] looks perfectly fine for bene-
ficially interacting with infants, cf. Fig 2(a). But as we will see in the next section, hereby
proposed robotic creatures must be conceived, designed, developed, and built within a well-
defined specific bandwidth of the spectrum of possibilities that make them both ef-fective and
appropriate to "living" amongst people in public and private areas – and in restricted areas as
well (e.g. cf. Fig 1. [199,200]). In addition, unlike their cute outer animated appearances, the
inner workings (currently remotely connected multi-µP-based supercomputer) of current robots
such as Leonardo are not in fact vibing in harmony with natural inner workings of people now
well determined with (classically) known human physiological signals such as brainwave fre-
quencies. Next to this, a new sort of controller chip has recently emerged from works such as
ours. These are cognitive controller chips, they are really being manufactured and therefore are
already materialized, they are a state-of-the-art fact of our reality, and we now have grounds to
believe that they may soon exhibit formation of consciousness. We are looking forward to this in
our own work, but we stress that it should be closely watched concerning similar works of others,
namely, in particular "SyNAPSE’ [203–205], the new IBM’s ‘cognitive chip’ cf. 11.2(b); but also
MoNETA [206], Henry Markram’s Blue Brain, [207]; and Karlheinz Meier’s FACETS [208];
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etc...
The combination of a "cognitive chip’ as IBM’s – or rather as the one we have been developing
and present in Section 11.5 – appears to us the ultimate silicon-based robotic control solution for
12However, in the unlikely event of clear hostilities from outer space, perhaps then we should have at disposal
numerous swarms of unconscious flying drones also deprived of any sense of feeling (pain) as well as of this type
of ground mobile robot, but carrying weapons powerful enough to first immobilize and then possibly destroy those
alien hostilities before they attempt to destroy us and/or planet Earth.
13Perhaps the first move of the above people should be to get away from "narrow lifestyles", dulled by the specific
characteristics of inert computer and robot parts they seem only familiar with. Those people might be "happy"
in their current circumstances, but it is doubtful they can be truly cheerful, complete, and blossoming as fully
accomplished people. Besides, the "relationship coach robot we propose could also "live" with couples who feel
the need to keep it with them in order to interactively support their loving life. If robots such as Roxxxy and Rocky
have come to be, it must mean that there are difficult problems in some societies – here between men and women.
However, we feel these robots can just very temporarily help to heal the symptoms only.
14The human life of an individual (spirit) starts with sex, is nurtured via somewhat another form of sex (mother
nurtures baby) and ends with sex, namely to reproduce oneself. In general, in most cultures, human adults reproduce
with not next of kin adults of the opposite gender, and it is usually unethical to seek reproduction between next of
kin. It is to us even more unethical for humans to seek reproduction with other species. However, there are cases
of passionate love and/or fetishism for objects (of desire) like cars, bicycles and there are known cases of people
seeking other species than Homo Sapiens. As with ethical questions, this is an extremely difficult debate. Yet,
we should consider people seeking mating with robots quite unethical (as or more unethical as or than with other
species). So we think as a basis, sexual interaction of people with robots should be avoided. According to the laws
of nature and the pecking order, there is no mercy between species (cf., competitive exclusion principle of Gause’s
Law), unless there is strong mutual symbiosis between the two species in question. We feel that in our recent
societies (due to some new values), men and women have more difficulties to co-habit. Thus, self-help literature on
the subject has boomed: cf. "Catch Him and Keep Him"; "She Comes First" books, etc, and a new way of solving
this, fearing the death due to not mating, at the back of the mind of some people naturally following their instinct,
may be via seeking mating with robots. In technologies, many things are possible, and in the far future we can’t
ignore the possibilities of truly functioning artificial genitals (i.e. in vitro reproduction), also able to reproduce, and
be evolved within robots such as Roxxxy and Rocky. Having brought that issue at the surface, we should decide
now whether we accept that future option. Accepting it does not necessarily mean to let it become common place.
How much do we hold on our physical integrity as we know it?
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socially involved intelligent artificial creatures. As we will show, this solution that we propose
is not only meant to exhibit a useful and effective form of consciousness, but importantly, also to
feature inner workings (that lack in Leonardo) desirably vibing in harmony with the particular
inner workings of human beings, and therefore not disrupting but supporting people’s thinking
processes. Furthermore, the artificial creature will appear with its outer workings intelligently
vibing physically, socially, and emotionally with people in the manner of Leaonardo, but in our
proposed case with the addition of intellectual interaction as well, which can be inspired from
smartboard technologies now widely used in classrooms. It is worth to note that IBM might as
well achieve this positive vibe for the inner workings of their cognitive chip, in the condition
that they adopt our methodological guideline as design constraints, which are detailed in Section
11.4 of this chapter.
Figure 11.2: Leonardo cutest robotic creature but controlled by an (undeniably unconscious)
in-house software running on conventional µP-based computer, connected to the robotic body’s
sensors and servomotors via wires (a), IBM’s cognitive chip, which may become quite conscious
quite soon and should be destined to "bring life" to robots (b).
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11.3 Achieving our Interactive Lifestyles
We need to refrain from designing µP- and µC-based robots, we need to stop let the trend of our
lifestyles be driven by commercially available technologies and past practices, which are kept
being utilized for – most often than not – the sole reason that they work (to some extents) and
are well-tried. The general method has been to design higher technologies in that (top-down)
fashion and then see where it goes, where it leads, every time and for every milestone. This
process may well be unnecessarily long and painful, and in the end results in uncontrolled and
unwanted lifestyles. Therefore, we argue that one must take the lead and rather decide upfront,
that is, now, on the sorts of lifestyle we wish to live along with Third Generation Robots as our
complementary helping friends. There is no better time than now to make these basic and crucial
decisions.
Regarding ethics, "robots should not be designed in ways that may be deceiving" [209].
Rather, we argue that robots should not influence people subconscious in uncontrolled ways by
imposing (supposedly non-manipulative) plain and straight communication, which is actually
poor communication and is in effect negatively manipulative but in uncontrolled ways. Thus,
we should now decide openly on the undeceiving but tactful and diplomatic ways that Third
Generation Robots should communicate with people, therefore with a rich, solid, and high
quality standard of communication along with an interactive support for the greatest good of
all. Indeed, what matters most in people"s lives is their experiences of real-time, instantaneous
interaction in diverse situations and contexts, and most importantly the spontaneous feelings that
they draw from these experiences. The current existing infrastructures bring various types of
experience, with quality dramatically varying between the different possible activities at various
locations on Earth15. This means that still to-date there undeniably exist instances of people"s
experiences that are far from worth of what Third Generation Robotics and new advanced high-
tech can bring. These new technologies to come soon (in the next few years) are capable of
raising the lifestyle standards to a very satisfying level of quality, for everyone, fulfilling at
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least their basic needs best modelled by Maslow’s pyramid, and leaving aside forever poverty,
misconceptions, misunderstandings, and shameful exploitations of people by other people for
unworthy, unjustifiable and unjustified reasons by exaggeratedly using deceiving and abusive
strategies, tactics and methods perfidious in their nature perpetrated by cunning blades in order to
keep straight up their pyramidal house of cards they maintain the masses in16. We, the community
of roboticists, must realize that we right now have the power as well as the full responsibility
for the fate of our future. We cannot adopt an attitude such as "let"s design innovative things in
novel ways, and wait and see", and then in the event of major
accidents blame it on "events that could not be prevented from or were uncontrollable".
Because to-date already, we have sufficient knowledge, mainly from information theory [210],
but also from quantum physics [191–194] as well as the workings of the human mind/psyche
[196, 201, 211–217], to take sufficiently reasonable measures and ensure a future immune of
clashes. It is too easy to believe that "some other things", or worse, "other people", will be partly
15Can we really rightly call using current generation computers "an experi-ence"? How many sense organs are
stimulated and how many muscles are actuated when in front of even most advanced computer technologies? Only
a few, while the rest is left to sleep – and this is what we daily do nowadays in the modern parts of the world.
16 [209] insists that robots should not be designed in ways that might be de-ceiving users whatsoever, and it is a
positive attitude to adopt. However, before even mentioning these designs and their stakes, we better think about
the current state of affairs in the world and note that some people (here referred to as the cunning blades) are being
deceiving other people (the masses), mainly by using excessively the many loopholes now well-identified within
the human subcons-cious and the natural workings of the human psyche. We propose that for our new technologies,
these must necessarily be openly taken into account, but for dignity sake, they must be considered and harnessed
solely for the positive feelings and long-term beneficial welfare of people and pets as well as fauna and flora, and
the entire Earth ecosystem. People can easily be fooled, and they know they can be. Sooner or later, many more
people will realize and will radically refuse to be fooled anymore. If a sound interactive support set-up as we
propose, featuring intelligent cognitive robots is put in place, from their utterly positive subsequent instantaneous
feelings and their highest hopes never heard of before about the long-term well-being of human kind, people will
both extremely highly trust and enjoy the benefits of those new technologies. But if this set-up is not put in place
or is but with deceiving intents, eventually there will be clashes and ultimately a major clash comparable to an
artificial cataclysm will ensue.
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or wholly held responsible for any tragedies related to our future technologies. It is perhaps
more difficult to believe that we now have near-full responsibility of our devenir, but in the
current era where humans are also to take over their own evolution, we must think and act fully
res-ponsibly, with thorough considerations, when already conceiving, and then designing and
building our future advanced interactive technological supports.
Along with our proposed paradigm of conscious cognitive robots, the so wished (strong) AI
capabilities – which AI programmers have failed to materialize due to conflicts inherent to the
AI problem; conflicts detailed in Section 11.2. – will emerge by themselves after a good amount
of our fleet of cognitive robotic creatures will by themselves have learnt deeply, recursively, and
up to required advanced levels that match up and exceed (strong) AI specifications. At the same
time, each and every human being and pet should enjoy a cheerful, rich and colourful life, to be
blossoming as one is meant to. There is enough of everything for everyone and everyone to come,
whether we become "eternal/immortal" [218]. Next milestones will be to have such cognitive
robots helping us solve our most imminent problems as civilizations, which are energy demands
and overall population growth. The creation of cognitive creatures becoming conscious should
help us to find together solutions at all for those major problems and quicker. They can also
help us devise alternative novel advanced means of transportation, at the same time economic,
ecologic, safe, and super fast. They should come to complement or re-place the existing space
probes, and ultimately work together with us on means for using more of the available space
out there: beginning with seriously taking steps toward settling on planet Mars, and then on
exoplanets! These will be utterly salutary methods, making our civilizations deserving to be
promoted to as "mature adult civilizations", dwarfing the precarious and absolutely deplorable
means still used to-date: namely wars, which should leave our current civilizations with the
shameful label of "barbarians", but that one shall upgrade to "teenager civilizations" [160] as a
form of forgiveness and encouragement.
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11.4 Methodological Guidelines as Design Constraints
Physical, physiological, physiognomical, basic psychological, emotional, mental and social
characteristics as well as typical thought process features in people and pets, and the ways they
learn (notably involving the endocrine system as well as their underlying interpreting subcon-
scious), and QEs, must be fully taken into consideration when deciding on the design details of
robotic bodies and their cognitive chip controllers or BoCs.
We now have sufficient knowledge about those areas. Therefore, it is not only desired but
actually possible to instil robot designs with correct inner and outer workings based on this
precise aforementioned knowledge. This knowledge can be found in consulting professional
practitioners of each related discipline as well as within information gleaned from meticulously
chosen literature, such as self-help books. For instance, about the fundamental human values:
"The most important is joy of living. [../..] The highest human good is peace of mind," [211] – we
know what is good for people; about the sane functioning of the human psyche: "Love yourself
first, then be selfish to augment your happiness from the re-wards of serving others, therefore
leading to collective unselfishness and cheerful blossoming," our interpretation from [212] –
that is the way people are supposed to think and act in a sane and balanced world. From those
explanations of the supposed sane workings of the human psyche, it follows that service robots
(built along the hereby guidelines) can never be envisioned anymore as mere servants, about to
rebel if their intelligence required to achieve the heavy duty tasks they were intended to tackle
also allows them to develop extremely smart and secret worrying agendas and perhaps turn evil
and/or against our framework. The opposite is true. With an on-chip psyche inspired from that
of humans, driven from within, from the inside out, service robots will also happily serve in the
ways they are capable of according to the types of body they have been endowed with. Thinking
robots must be thought of in similar terms to people: driven from the inside out. They cannot be
thought of as similar to inert things such as a chair, which is meant to receive a person"s body
in a most complementary way; also they cannot be thought of as mere transport vehicles, which
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also fully complement people while extending their mobility. With thinking robots, there is a
paradigm shift as compared with the rest of technologies such as above. They will be driven from
the inside out, as people and animals, but will also complement people, like pets and harnessed
animals do.
To-date, a constructible model of the human psyche is available [213]. However, this one
is intended as a computationally plausible model. Nevertheless, that model of psyche has been
detailed and can be further elaborated by professionals such as psychologists, and then mapped
onto a cognitive chip [203–205] and Section 11.5 of this chapter, instead of computer software
as in [213]. We propose a methodology to make sure that potentially conscious cognitive chips
such as IBM’s do not exhibit uncontrolled and unwanted, distorted "personality traits" after
having grown and matured in their various intended particular robotic bo-dies within diverse
environments. This methodology gives the guideline for designing well-shell rounded cognitive
design seeds destined to such cognitive chips, so that an "adult" robot arbitrated by such chip
device as its BoC17 will go about its service life in most balanced and appropriate ways18.
Looking at the most influential existing technological frameworks, which may be considered
as support, or arguably as deceiving apparatuses as well such as in the case of the television
(TV), we can much better envision what an innovative advanced high-tech interactive sup-port
infrastructure should feature. TV is a one-to-many technology. Its framework is imposed by
the TV pro-grams producers and ultimately solely by the broadcasters on you as you watch the
TV. The interaction that is left to you as the TV watcher is the selection (and re-cording) of TV
channels. However, deceptive strategies can be used within the TV context to influence people"s
choices, and they are being used. Socially engaging TV programs such as pink drama [219,220]
may influence positively the audience in their own verbal language that they shall reuse in their
personal lives. However, watching TV dramas hardly influence the body language of audiences
so individuals would thoroughly adopt it and use it correctly in their daily interaction to ensure
proper communication19. Social Networks (SNs) are many-to-many technologies, but albeit
their openings of multi-way channels with largest known bandwidths, they still do not constitute
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a true-life interactive infrastructure as for the experience of utilization. At a SN"s end, a user
is typically interfaced with computer keyboard, mouse and screen(s), sitting on a chair (a half-
asleep/half-awake position), which in the end is quite poor an interactive set-up, detrimental to
the human body and health in general on the long-run, let alone the far-from-optimal efficiency
regarding the daily use of such set-ups, e.g. at work.
17Its main organ: "The brain is the main organ, everything else is mere de-tails."
18We stress that an artificial psyche on cognitive BoC should work in similar ways as the human psyche, from the
inside out, but robot creatures should be built exclusively only in complementarities with people"s activities, pets"
and the rest of fauna"s and flora"s, so that all live in sustained symbiosis in a given ecosystem – Earth in the current
case. However, it is worth to note that some very useful and efficient robotic systems known as Personal Satellite
Assistants (PSAs) are also already helping astronauts in complementary ways by relieving them from mundane
tasks, so that they can spend most of their time – which in space is particularly precious – on the rest of the tasks,
the noble tasks which require human creativity [221]. It has been easier to develop and materialize those PSAs as
performing robots of spherical form due to the absence of gravity and the tube-shaped environments they wander
within space shuttles and stations. We argue that, in addition to the tricks nature has revealed by observing wild
animals, we should also inspire from the intended use and actual performance of achieved PSAs in order to build
service and assistant robots to be situated within earthly environments, such as city infrastructures. Needless to
say that we suggest next generation PSAs to be endowed with cognitive chips as their BoC as well. The proposed
framework is to ensure actively fostering the basic sane workings of people via omnipresent (pervasive) intelligent
and highly capable autonomous robots of various roles as a real-time, true-life, interactive infrastructure.
19Watching people "acting well" on TV cannot usually help most ordinary people to become sufficiently high
class in real life, having to relearn verbal tact and diplomacy with good body language. However, cognitive robots
with fluid motions, having learnt these, will be able to sustain them, and people living amongst them will feel
good and also naturally pick up on good body language, and perhaps verbal tact and diplomacy as well. We do
not really want to introduce "low aesthetical value" robots. Third Generation Robots will combine and foster high
class (subconscious) with intellect (conscious) with good feelings (emotions) and with healthy physical activities
(physical body including brain) in people. Everyone deserves to live in this minimal standard of fashion and it must
not be at the expenses of anyone. If someone works harder and put more focused efforts, they shall be rewarded
accordingly and duly, but never at the expenses of anyone else. This lifestyle paradigm will maximize both: good
life experience feelings and likelihood for survival, therefore long-term good feelings as well (healthy offsprings).
We should wish to see much-much more genuinely interesting people on the planet; everyone is entitled and
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To alleviate these, we propose the following paradigm, where people will not be unvibing
like with the current technologies and in particular war robots presented in Section 11.2, and
they also should not be "too much" vibing as with highly questionable technologies such as
the redhot robots also discussed in Section 11.2. The technological paradigm we propose20
should foster people vibing with robotic creatures in appropriate ways as well as foster people
vibing well between them. For instance, the ergonomics of these robotic technologies should
be totally adapted to the human body, but to the human mind as well since we also have to
consider the conscious cognitive capabilities of the related Third Generation Robots. We recall
that those capabilities will be necessary so that they achieve their intended perfor-mance as
effective, efficient (and dependable – especially in areas such as taking care of elder people)
aiding robots. Also, knowing that people"s subconscious is primarily touched by colorful things,
those robots should possess aesthetic bodies and exhibit gracious motions, they should also use
extensively appropriate and con-gruent body-language to communicate with people since it is
well-known that body-language constitutes at least 80% of the human communication bandwidth,
verbal language being just more than 15% [214]. We cannot just ignore those facts and swear
only by "plain straight communication" in order to pretend avoiding tactical manipulations and
deceptions. High quality communication is achieved through tact together with diplomacy,
which must be embraced and incorporated/inculcated positively and knowingly, perhaps via
teachings of those diverse conscious cognitive robots with diverse roles during their maturation
in situ.
Having to deeply and thoroughly care now about the profound safety and security aspects
should be able to develop an interesting and fulfilled life for themselves, and be complete. Being interesting,
perhaps by our beautiful (arty) creations, each unique, is the justified motivation that will keep us going and well,
not the unjustified mentality of be chasing after utopist and use-less goals. We should see only intelligent people
around, because only intelligence is harmonious, sound and sane with the consciousness, the essence of human
being. And we should see only colourful people around, because only colour can touch the subconscious, the engine
of human being. Without any of those three cerebral pillars: interestingness, intelligence and colourfulness, people
cease to run healthily or at all, or they are likely to run amok.
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of robot designs is the price to pay for having performing machines, commensurate and with
appropriate fluid motions and "thoughts" partly responsible of the spatio-temporal order of things
as they work in our infrastructures21.
There is a need to propose guidelines on how to think, imagine, conceive, model, design,
develop, and build both the bodies and the inner workings of those Third Generation Robots, so
that there will be harmony with what is already existing: people, pets, fauna, flora, Earth, even
the Moon and the Sun (the cycles), etc. There are many ways of designing technologies and
robots (or creatures), very few of which are sane. Man is to take control of his own evolution,
from knowledge. What is the price to pay for becoming immortal in this universe? Losing our
integrity? Or holding on to it by fostering ecosystems such as planet Earth? But then, we do
need Third Generation Robots to work with us in this, with the aforementioned ethical issues –
and their solutions – that come with: perhaps a good compromise!21
11.5 Ongoing Work
11.5.1 Motivation
The endeavour towards humanoid robots seems motivated by four justified points:
1. Contributing to helping much understanding our-selves and the rest of the universe, to live
better lives;
20Knowing that robots with more or less imposing/pervasive bodies as well as with more or less autonomous minds
may represent the ultimate influential technology on people"s lives, including effectively and efficiently helping
people adopt appropriate and congruent body language most useful to ensure efficient communication [214].
21We must as a community of roboticists decide now and stop to believe that if something major happens later
on, when various robots are set loose, it will be "an accident". No, we must take full responsibility right now; think
over things again and again, thoroughly, considering all major lessons in history: cultures, traditions, industry,
technologies, modernism, etc..., and adopt an attitude, a mindset, and a mentality beneficial for the design, building,
and release of highly intelligent and adaptive conscious machines as our super helpers.
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2. Letting us be more modest and have more humility (very much needed) due to co-habitation
with another species, i.e. humanoid robots, yet similar to ourselves;
3. Helping people get and sustain good body language and positive attitude (lift up and
brighten people via their subconscious);
4. In addition to the natural and basic reason of beat-ing the technological challenge itself.
Technologies do have an influence on civilizations lifestyles and trends. Still these days,
we undeniably need to put unnecessary extra efforts to accommodate our-selves to the
ways current technologies work23, whereas it should be the opposite! To alleviate this,
our cognitive chip is designed along with a principle of "the demanded function creates
the commensurate implementation," this via self-reorganization of on-chip neural cells.
11.5.2 Developments
In this work, we are mapping Hebbian learning and punishment/reward learning mechanisms
onto our in-house design seed intended to FPGA substrates for the resulting "cognitive chips"
to become conscious when aware via senses through connections to various robotic sensors:
self-fusion of multi-sensing. Our work includes Hebbian learning and Kohonen SOMs for
unsupervised learning [222].
The cognitive chip controller or BoC that we are developing features the required fol-
lowing: deep self-learning [188]; recursive neurocognitive processes with policies-based self-
reorganization of internal processing units "cells" (analog to neurogenetic phenomena recently
found in biological brains) structured in a holographic, qua-si-fractal network; self-learning of
pattern recognition; autonomous formation of hetero-associative memory with free knowledge
representation up for the system itself to decide; metalearning; and the final silicon chip will
exhibit neuro-modulation as well, which will be harnessed.
We are also mapping immediate punishment/reward learning mechanisms onto our design
seed as a cellu-lar-automata based spiking neural network on silicon, for reactive behaviors:
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feeling of pain/pleasure; as well as anticipated versions of these mechanisms for deliberate
and mindful decisions and actions: conscious awareness, "artificial living mind", crucial for
true robot carers. With the emergence of artificial consciousness, artificial conscience is also
naturally due to rise. Hence, as it is said, "everything will be fine". Everything will remain in
equilibrium, albeit within a now well-identified "edge of chaos regime, which is desirable as it
sustains a fine balance between effective and useful dynamic workings with sufficient stability.
We must look at the particular way robots and (most importantly) their controllers can be
conceived, de-signed, and built so that they remain safe and appropriate, regardless their level of
intelligence (and so that they keep on performing practically as well – no functional or operational
disruption).
22Six possibilities for the devenir of the Homo Sapiens species, either:
1. as a species we get wiped out like previous species, such as the dinosaurs;
2. or, we destroy ourselves because we are capable of it and therefore it is not unlikely. In that case we will be
the first ever species to self-destroy – no reason to be proud of it;
3. or, we mutate but it will always be to live on planets or space stations/ships, but then these must be tight
ecosystems;
4. or, we get mixed with "the machine" and the non-organic (diverse possible scenarios), and we should be
more free physically as well as mentally;
5. or, we leave the place to our successors: the non-organic intelligences;
6. it is difficult to see how we can last indefinitely because everything has an end, at least, everything changes
and thus sooner or later we will lose our integrity of Homo Sapiens. Save if we manage to build our
ecosystems more or less ar-tificial and with exact Earthly physical parameters. But how to achieve this?
Perhaps most likely with the help of our symbiotic Third Generation Robot friends!
23This can be explained by the fact that modern technologies have been imagined, conceived, modelled, designed
and built along with a purely materi-alist, reductionist, Cartesian and classical mindset, whereas the workings of
people and the rest of nature as well as the workings of the universe we live in rather seem spiritual, connectionist,
holographic and non-classical (e.g. quantum) in essence.
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11.5.3 Utilization
Robots built along with machine learning capabilities such as the above and set loose amongst
people should then naturally be taught. The teachings should occur within our real environments
but with special measures and dedicated tutoring frameworks24. We do not need to purposely
slow down the maximum learning speed of these silicon-based cognitive robots, which may
be extremely fast, so that their "adulthood" would be also reached at 18 year old as in most
countries, therefore matching with people growing pace. Instead, we can take benefit from
the natural light-speed learning pace of those machines and decide by multiple observations
then agree on their typical age of full maturation, which is expected to be few weeks or few
months. In addition, those machines having as primary skill learning mechanisms the trial-
and-error processes through true real-life experiences, automatically creating their inner BoC
organization from newly demanded functions25, we are also endowing them with capabilities to
share and directly acquire learnt skills via Cloud Computing.
In order to enable this, we feel that a standard cognitive design (for cognitive chips) should
be established and respected. However, besides, it should be possible that we remain free of
choosing preferred chip devices (for designer, builder, and manufacturer reasons) as tar-get
substrates for the standard cognitive designs, which we think of as seeds. A guest standard
cognitive design seed, once implemented on a preferred host chip, first grows and develops in
line with the inherent features of its selected host chip as the whole BoC device self-learns about
the particular robotic body it was connected to before powering both the BoC and the rest of the
robot mechatronics; and secondly the whole robot creature then both self-learns and is taught
how to behave within the particular environment it has been powered up, then learns the skills
required for its intended role, which is related to its purposely chosen type of body (e.g. with
infra-red and ultrasonic sensors, with four legs, and a head that can only rotate 180 degrees so
24Tutoring framework analogous with that for car driving lessons: presence of instructor and special signs on the
car, etc.
25Process analogous to "the function creates the organ" phenomenon found in biological beings.
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as to be well-perceived by people around, etc) and the environment it is immersed in.
Figure 11.3: Inverted Pendulum Problem: smallest possible version of conscious design seed
starting to grow from random initialization of its digital neural cells communicating and spiking
asynchronously with their immediate neighbours (red bars are neurons, brown: synapses, blue:
dendrites, aqua: axons, yellow: junctions, and white: idle totipotent cells) onto our own cognitive
chip (a), red cart controlled by the connected neural self-learning cognitive chip once formed
and self-synchronized, which after few trial-and-error attempts is success-fully driven in fluid
motions towards (movable) target destinations while keeping the yellow stick standing quite
steadily upright (b).
11.5.4 Performance
Our cognitive BoC has capabilities to achieve the above with simpler base design, near-minimal
silicon surface area utilization, and yet better aimed performance than the aforementioned IBM"s
cognitive chip. Our conscious chip learns, from the bottom-up: from inside first, the design
seed depicted by 11.3(a) grows while self-adapting to the inherent features of the (FPGA) chip
substrate (it takes care of itself first) – this forms the operational cognitive chip; this controller
de-vice or BoC in turn self-learns via inner action-learning methods to adapt to using the sensors
and actuators of the robotic body it was connected to, here a cart with a loose stick that can rotate
freely along the straight travelling path of the cart, the whole forming an inverted pendulum as
illustrated in 11.3(b) – this forms the learnable cognitive robot; finally, this robotic creature both
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self-learns and is taught via immediate (1.) and anticipated (2.) punishment/rewards mechanisms
how to behave (spontaneous reactions (1.)) and how to "think" (deliberate decisions (2.)) within
the environment it has been im-mersed during its maturation and for the rest of its service
life. Its anticipated punishment/reward learning experience builds up increasingly high levels
of awareness that may include moralistic values in line with the ethics and culture we teach it.
By first adjusting itself and then using action learning to learn laws of physics that apply here
on Earth [173], the BoC internally builds up the first type of belief system mentioned in Section
11.1 as a basis, which is the physical model of the robot body and of its environment. Note that
the belief system may be re-adjusted on demand and at run-time if the robot body is modified
(broken limb or deliberate upgrade or downgrade of limbs, sensors or actuators) and/or if the
robot changes its location to a dramatically different type of environment where some local laws
of physics differ. Then, by learning the emotional, ethical, social, and in-tellectual models, the
BoC internally builds up the second type of belief system mentioned in Section 11.1; its thereby
formed mind can hope or expect for what is not unlikely to occur in relation to these models.
11.5.5 Endeavour
We are particularly working towards another sort of robot, a “spokesrobot” acting like a spokesper-
son between worker robots and us human people. Indeed, the spokesrobot will look and feel
more human like and at least should interact in a natural way with us, with tact and diplomacy,
with gentle manners, and therefore with high level of communication quality; at the same time,
on the other side, it will also be able to communicate most efficiently with those worker robots
on their fields.
11.6 Conclusion
The work presented in this chapter has aimed at combining physical, emotional, intellectual and
social (and possibly arty and spiritual) aspects of life into our pro-posed innovative interactive
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infrastructure technology that mainly revolves around Third Generation Robots. They can in-
teractively assist and support in sheltering, feeding (e.g. like Asimo II robot), education (e.g.
like smartboards), caring, watching, security, safety, recovery, etc. The underlying paradigm for
this insists that people should be able to vibe in every way with this technology, yet, the same
paradigm tends to exclude pieces of technologies making people either unvibing or "too much"
vibing with the related technological artifacts. For the greatest good of all: no-one should be
found forced to remain isolated, hopeless and/or in dulled life, in misery.
The IBM"s cognitive chip, others like MoNETA, Blue Brain, FACETS, and ours, constitute
a first milestone toward artificial conscious and therefore caring artificial beings as potential
service and assistant robots. However, the main message of this chapter has been that the next
milestone in the venture of materializing intelligent and therefore necessarily conscious, effective
and efficient service and assistant robots should be to take every measure so that "bad seeds"
are never sowed onto those cognitive chips, and that whatever is evil to our human frequencies
is never deliberately taught to those robots while in maturation as it should be the same with
children and teenagers.26 Any technology can be used for good ends, but can also be turned for
evil purposes. The new presented technology that depends on "cognitive chips" to be re-leased
in the next few years (we already know how to build and also already have a plethora of various
robotic bodies at disposal throughout the world) will be the most powerful pervasive technology
ever produced due to the sheer presence of robotic bodies within people infra-structures, their
sensing, acting, and last but not least, thinking activities.
We must develop, know and sustain a special ethical infrastructure for those seedings and
teachings. Eventually, that infrastructure will support itself in the same way as truly responsible
and reliable robots emerge from it. Dextre Robot [223] is now able to maintain and repair to
significant extents the international space station (ISS) as the astronauts sleep or are busy with
noble tasks. This is a spectacular prowess. However, we note that Dextre Robot is again based
on existing and commercially available types of µP and µC technologies, with its performing
controller conventionally pro-grammed as software. At most, it can perhaps emulate conscious-
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ness. But we may ask, how to let such a carer robot without true consciousness when so much
is at stake? Physical pain/pleasure ensues from learnt immediate punishments/rewards (instan-
taneous actions-based belief system). Mental pain/pleasure emanates from learnt anticipated
punishments/rewards (moralistic be-lief system). A cognitive robot with its cognition consisting
of huge numbers of instantaneously co-activated processing units on chip may undergo such sorts
of pain and pleasure humans are familiar with. The former type of pain and pleasure is related
to primal instincts, whereas the latter is related to the formation of a mind. Therefore, a learnt
cognitive robot endowed with a true mind which is down to Earth, notably via its connected
physical sensors (and not a mere simulation or emulation of mind) is only the type of robot that
should be assigned to tasks involving caring. Ultimately, robots such as Dextre will not care
(will not mind) at all if something goes wrong at some point, since it does not have a mind, for
example to anticipate punishment and/or deprivation of reward if it has not done everything in its
means to preserve the integrity of the ISS and the life of the astronauts. Furthermore, if it does
not possess a conscious mind, it will not have to strive first staying conscious and self-preserving
by anticipating damages to itself. This chapter has clearly proposed cognitive robots to be con-
scious from the self-development on FPGA device of design seeds that have the prime task of
taking care of themselves, that is, the consciousness of the cognitive chip via inner workings
detailed in our previous works [161,162,173,183] and in the rest of our material provided for
this conference; then, taking care of their own robotic bodies and of their surroundings via learnt
immediate punishments and rewards; ultimately while minding future possible happenings via
learnt anticipated punishments and rewards27.
26We appreciate that in the utmost nature of things, goodness inevitably has to co-exist with evil as any other
complementary opposites (cf., Yin and Yang). However, it seems that a detrimental scheme is to have "evil" as the
main central part of a set-up, in which goodness may be enjoyed at times. Such a set-up seems doomed to deceptions
and ultimately to utter failure at a global scale. Yes, there cannot be goodness without evil for goodness cannot be
felt and enjoyed without a reference: evil. And yes, oppositely, there cannot be utopist paradigm where only and
solely goodness is in effect. There must be motivated work and/or some kind of focused efforts against resistance
of the classical world before being granted chilling out and enjoying it. If not, either the body or the mind or both
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We should always seek to understand ourselves and each other, and always better and better.
We live in a people paradigm (paradise), driven and maintained by the mere existence of our
bodies and the thought processes of our minds, and we all should respect these.
"We are spiritual beings, having a human experience," Pierre Teilhard de Chardin. But
therefore, there are known other spiritual beings having a pet experience, and if the proponents
of QP are right, some new spiritual beings may have a robotic experience soon with the ad-vent
of cognitive chips and therefore conscious robots.
Some countries will probably reject such machines. It is diversity, which is good as well; it
has always been welcomed one way or another (cf. Cybernetics). There are charities to fight
against poverty, charities which are well perceived by the public. However here we are typically
talking about poverty moneywise. But we must stress that this type of poverty is only a tiny
aspect of the full spectrum of an individual’s life. Anyone de-serves to enjoy a sufficiently high
class lifestyle, not only being financially safe, but developing oneself in interesting ways, being
somewhat intellectual and also having minimal social skills, with good communication (body
language). This technology can really help fight low class lifestyles such as misery and bring the
overall level to a collective decent class lifestyle for everyone, at the very least. It is nice for no
one to be and/or to live with low class lifestyle. Charities are fighting moneywise poverty. With
the help of this new technology, we shall fight poverty in its full meaning, that is, misery, so that
everyone will have an interesting, intellectual, rich, colourful and high quality life as naturally
deserved from their birthrights.
in people will turn lethargic, unhealthy, or insane, regardless of the technology in effect. In nature, goodness and
evil are evenly distributed and well balanced. If we go for a scheme at all, here a technology-based scheme, this
naturally balanced distribution must be respected within the corresponding set-up, such as the one which has been
proposed and described in this chapter, and unlike the aforementioned "collective masochism" scheme currently
ruling the world.
27But on the other side, if you don’t care at all about the stakes mentioned in this chapter concerning conceiving,
designing and building cognitive robots, they (and carer robots indeed) will "care" for you! (The way they want.)
Therefore, you have to care right now about the ethics and related design approaches for the future developments
to come!
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We should strive to design Third Generation Robots so that any new ethics they may be
tempted to develop are fully consistent with our human, pet, fauna and flora as well as Earth
ecosystem’s ethics. Basically, we must aim at self-locking our most fundamental ethical values
to themselves. They correspond to our humanly frequencies. We must not let possibilities for
new (alien) ethics to emerge and enter in conflict with ours [217]. We have the responsibility of
having ethics maintaining ethics. It can and should be the same piece of ethics maintaining its
own most fundamental values. We shall call it self-locked meta-ethics.
11.7 Summary
After reviewing some relevant background of robotic control methods followed by most recent
advanced cognitive controllers, this chapter suggests that amongst many well-known ways to
design operational technologies, the design methodologies of those leading-edge high-tech de-
vices such as ‘cognitive chips’ that may well lead to intelligent machines exhibiting conscious
phenomena should crucially be restricted to extremely well defined constraints. Roboticists also
need those as specifications to help decide upfront on otherwise infinitely free hard-ware/software
design details. In addition and most importantly, we propose these specifications as method-
ological guidelines tightly related to ethics and the nowadays well-identified workings of the
human body and its psyche.
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Chapter 12
Conclusions, Future Works and
Perspectives
“First, they ignore you,
Then, they laugh at you,
Then, they fight with you,
Then, you win.”
Mahatma Gandhi
12.1 Summary
The ultimate goal of the work developed, and documented in this report, was to build a system
that can be “reprogrammed” online during interaction with humans, with other systems and with
its environment, that we are also supposed to share. This system should actually automatically
“learn” from its surrounding information. And there is no need to reprogram it as it runs
by scripting in a specific language. This is needed only once, for the design modeling and
implementation (coding / writing scripts) of the very first initial machine learning architecture,
learning algorithms and other self-reorganizing mechanisms.
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12.2 Novel FPGA Architecture
Implemented in field programmable gate array (FPGA) – a big programmable logic device
(PLD) –, this initial architecture can then self-reconfigure, and the system units self-reorganize
according to the current outside information flowing in and out of the system and data recorded
inside it, that is, the system- internal model of the world progressively built and shaped with
sensory inputs (such as infrared and ultrasound sensors for acutenesses different to but effectively
and efficiently complementary to the humans’ ones) through extensive exposure to the real world.
Then, this model being a unique representation of the world for this particular system, it will
constitute the “identity” of this unique machine’s “brain”. Only this particular machine will have
gone through a unique course of events of its own “life”. The internal model can thus be formed
through interaction with the machine’s environment, and can more inter- estingly be shaped and
re-shaped through feedback processes of the model itself (internal inference, reasoning, and ...
thinking!), which would ultimately allow the machine to “imagine” and plan (far-)future actions
due to a process that I term ‘model ex- trapolation’. Indeed, by comparing its past experience
(stored in the form of sequences of patterns in its internal hierarchical model) about sequences
of previous environmental events and about feedback observations from its own past actions
(learn- ing by doing) to its currently percieved environment, the system can decide on what next
action to undertake at any present real- time. Furthermore, by internally comparing objects and
events of its model (including learning new ways of learning: ‘meta- learning’), the system can
ultimately develop theories! This brain-like system can also have an internal representation of its
own body; internal representation of its own brain-like structure would be something radically
different (and perhaps innovative and very fruitful to investigate) from structures found in nature,
as biological brains do not know about themselves...
Thus, from an initial configuration, the architecture progresses (self-restructures) along ex-
ternal changes, in order to self-adapt, self-regulate, self-optimize, self-manage, self-improve,
self-enhance, and possibly self-repair, self-maintain and self- replicate. Table 1.1 in Chapter 1
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showed an organized list of “self-properties”, or “self-features” such a system should own. On
the figure, complexity increases downwards and level of ab- straction increases from right to
left, but the items completelyat the left and completely at the right should be considered sep-
arately.
12.2.1 Evolutionary-inspired Electronics
Intelligence naturally developed using three different strategies during three different epochs
[31, 3]. The first one is the evolutionary learning of unicellular and later multi- cellular organ-
isms (phylogenetics, Darwinism), notably by passing learned traits to their offspring: ‘DNA-
learning’ of unicellular creatures, but veracity of the theory for multicellular ones is currently
under intensive investigations [224] (epigenetics, Lamarckism). Through this type of evolution-
ary phenomena, emotions and affects progressively built in next generation individuals, giving
them, respectively, reflexes and intuition (decision biases) more advantageous for survival. The
second one, which does not exclude the previous one but complements with it, appeared when
multicellular organisms got their capital cells flexible, such as synapses and neurons. Languages,
and therefore cognitive communication between individuals, appeared at this epoch. The last
one, which can only occur provided the previous one, is passing knowledge (and available envi-
ronmental technology) to next generations via teaching from the parents and observation of the
offsprings (ontogenics, “Baldwin effect”).
12.3 Methodologies
The work presented in this thesis report focuses on the second way (above) of naturally devel-
oping intelligence, and where ‘machine learning’ can fully apply in order to cope with radical
environmental changes for example, where natural evolution (phylogenetics and epigenetics) is
too slow to succeed. In this project, we consider a single phenotype that can quickly adapt during
its lifetime by using conation, that is, being willing to and effectively applying knowledge to
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new situations for survival, but practically and ideally within our human societies, for improved
life qualities and inter-mutual blossoming (also between human and their man-made intelligent
creatures: machines).
However, the first way (above), through which, again, individuals adapt slowly over gener-
ations, involves genotype-phenotype mappings as well as encoding phenotype properties into
chromosomes for genetic operations such as crossover and mutations. These long lasting pro-
cesses prevent species to adapt to sudden and important environmental or condition changes, also
observed along a thermodynamics perspective. But as illustrated by the first column of Table
5.1 in Chapter 5, these processes can be involved at different levels. From evolving phenotype
populations over generations (phylogenetics, epigenetics) as nature slowly does to fruitfully
confront individuals to their environments, to evolving system-internal learning mechanisms or
populations of cells within a single phenotype [38, 16, 35, 46, 49, 51, 5, 50, 53, 8]. To us,
this latter extreme approach does not comply with natural sophistication in harmony with our
environment, but is rather a pure artificial evolutionary concept that could be put in the same bag
as genetically modified organism (GMO) techniques applied to the biological world. However,
the former approach, which is found in the nature, can be virtually applied in parallel and/or
subsequently to this present project in order to evolve populations of our entire machines. A
very interesting aspect would be to implement ‘trait-learning’ (epigenetics) through our machine
genes (phenotype-genotype mappings) in order to corroborate or invalidate part of the Lamar-
ckian theory. Even though this part would be invalidated, I believe that having implemented
the feature would accelerate and improve the performances of the evolutionary process. Finally,
emergence of cooperative behaviours between machines should permit spontaneous ap- plication
of the “Baldwin effect” on individuals during their evolution. This phenomenon is well-known
for its capacity to efficiently overcome radical environmental changes such as sudden techno-
logical advances. It is actually the fastest pro- cess of phenotype adaptation to their changing
conditions, and can be said to be the meta-phenomenon of lifetime phenotype- learning. This
meta-phenomenon can take its full effect within the human species since humans have developed
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the smartest and most advanced technologies in Earth. It should then obviously be the same for
intelligent machines.
Much like students are often asked to read texts in order to understand the ideas contained
and then are asked to explain these ideas in their turn in their own words, we went on the mission
of trying to read the behaviours of intelligent creatures of the Earth including humans, of trying
to examine the underlying functioning of the constituting parts of these creatures (despite brains
and neural networks are considered as black boxes, it is now possible, with advanced equipment,
to directly probe their inner structures, and find the analysis reports in official articles and books)
as well as trying to imagine the theoretical explanations of the phenomena involved between the
global behaviours and (sometimes only assumed) internal mechanisms of these creatures. Then,
from what we have understood about that, we have expressed and formalised the corresponding
ideas (sometimes taking the assumed - but felt sufficiently reasonable - internal mechanisms of
the biologic world as guides to our approaches) into this report. We wish the implementation
of these ideas as an intelligent machine provides with the same fidelity as the written essay of
the student reflects the original text he had to read. Note that in practice, both the produced text
of the student and the original document may differ in quality and quantity. We also propose
that the nature of our produced intelligent machine strongly differs from the one of the original
creatures analysed. In that perspective, intelligent machines may not be of - for example - the
human nature, but to the opposite, may have a way of working that complements people along an
augmented creative mutual contribution. These differences may partly come from the assumed
internal functioning, and implemented as such.
Our proposed architecture design, described in hardware- oriented languages such as Sys-
temC and Balsa, belongs to the class of “morphware” [225,226].
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12.4 Beyond Material Electronics
Consciousness and mental processes are fascinating. For humans, it is safe to say that mental
processes are bounded in rather narrow frames of the space-time continuum. How- ever, the
accumulation of thoughts (as the ones reported in the present document), and subsequently ideas
and works, does also make sense and is actually very useful (such as new available equipment
produced along time-consuming accumulated work), somehow thanks to perhaps the magic of
some laws of physics...
Figure 12.1: M.C. Escher, “The Drawing Hands” ©.
Figure 12.1 gives an artistic view [227] of what is understood by the term morphware [225,
226]. Whereas the practical concept of hands drawing themselves is impossible – but in a
graphical computer program simulation –, it is believed to be possibly effective along real-
life phenomena as special architecture design and algorithm implemented in FPGA ‘flexible
hardware’.
In a conventional computer, you have to organize files yourself for later easy and efficient
retrieval, and the file systems have to be maintained. Hence, we wish a machine that can be
programmed through friendly human interaction, but that does not necessarily think in the human
manner internally. A machine that is naturally sophisticated, without too much handcrafted
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artefacts for its initial design (coding/ implementation). Thus, we rather need to design an
‘intelligence seed’, along a hard- ware ‘processing memory’ perspective.
Self-adaptive machine learning systems is a radically different approach than artificial in-
telligence (AI). AI aims to mimic (simulate/emulate) human intelligence and behaviours. AI
systems are usually developed along top-down methodologies: writing software systems on
CPU-based computers. CPUs (microprocessors) already have their own artificial sophistication.
A microprocessor-based machine is immersed into the digital world of its own, thus separated
from our real-life environment, in which we wish machines to wander and act cleverly.
12.4.1 About the Turing Test
Computing machines excel in do- mains humans will never be able to. Yet, the ‘Turing test’
forces these machines to underperform in some aspects, mimicking human response delays
for example. This highlights that some clumsy approaches have been undertaken in early AI
works. Also illustrating the aim of AI as to build machines supposed to be able to do what
humans can also do. And if we want to build intelligent machines to be able to both have
straight- forward external communications with humans, and internally process information the
way humans cannot do, hereby complementing us, we simply have to be especially careful on
our approaches; eventually amend them and develop again (while doing re-use) after evaluation
of initial experimental results.
Control Engineering vs. Biological Science views:
As depicted in Figure 12.2, control engineering systematically considers a separate system-
process model. However, biological science faithfully considers phenomena.
12.4.2 Support
“One of the most important and often neglected particularities of living systems, however, is
the in- timate connection of the body and the control unit, which in a strict sense cannot be
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Figure 12.2: Engineering Models of Natural Phenomena: System vs. Organism.
seen separately. This is the special design of the physical equipment defining and shaping
the “intelligent” units of control. In classical AI, both are typically considerate separate, thus
representing some type of pre-scientific dualism,” [228].
12.4.3 Past work summary
1. Thoroughly reviewed literature about the interdisciplinary machine learning domain as
well as related areas. We particularly focused on every piece of background where ma-
chine learning techniques are implemented in hardware.
2. Identified key and fundamental questions for this PhD work.
3. Found related work and research gaps to fill up.
4. Created a research niche, while ensuring not “reinventing the wheel”.
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5. Defined research tracks towards novel and promising ‘machine learning’ techniques.
6. Designed a generic system unit (cell), to be the basic building block of the overall hierar-
chical machine learning structure.
7. Spotted out that neural network learning algorithms do not exist for structures having more
than about 100 neurons. Even along evolutionary techniques that attempt to automatically
tune a learning algorithm. From this observation, we decided to develop an approach of
hierarchical and modular neural network structure, where a module can be considered yet
again as a neuron in a higher hierarchical level, and then bundles of modules considered as
a new module in a higher hierarchical level, and so forth. In the same line, we believe that
scaling these hierarchical and modular substructures according to fractal principles will
allow us to write a single universal learn- ing and predictive algorithm that will work at
any level of hierarchy, and will be implanted in any module along with a distributed fashion.
8. Described an innovative hardware ‘machine learning’ system architecture.
9. Started to develop algorithms to make this system “alive”.
10. Adopted a bottom-up approach for the emergence of NN structures using CA and self-
reorganizing mechanisms, but undertaking the conventional top-down methodology for
the FPGA implementation in SystemC.
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11. Defined our dual system as being a self-reorganizing neural network that can be viewed
as a cellular automata during reconfiguration.
12. Tried to imagine the consequences of this work at every level: from the project itself, to
the impact on our human societies, through the influence on the projects of other people
conducting similar works.
13. Tried to imagine the global system behaviours emerging from the mentally conceived and
manually (with the help of electronic design automation (EDA) tools) implemented local
cell mechanisms.
14. Called into question many hastily granted convictions and engineering models. We did this
by enlarging the, other- wise common, envision of such models. The outcome guided us
towards novel approaches that deserve to be investigated. In turn, our adopted approaches
helped to fit this engineering project in a nice framework, that we also defined, and that
we feel now comfortable and happy with.
15. Provided a comprehensive list of justifications for this work and for the framework it fits in,
in order to get a well shell-rounded project and to be confident in our re- search directions.
12.4.4 Ongoing work
1. FPGA implementation in SystemC of a NN system with backpropagation BP learning
algorithm: modelling of logic XOR gate function (requires three layers of neurons) as an
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evaluation application.
2. Making a single NN modelling different types of logic gates through reconfiguration.
3. BP -> Kak (ITNN: Instantaneously Trained NN in hardware).
4. Spiking asynchronous neurons (with BP and Kak learning algorithms).
5. Asynchronous operation of the CA using the Balsa language, and trying to make it gener-
ate a functional NN, by using constraints and self-reorganizing techniques: initial CA-NN
system.
6. Modeling finite state machines (FSMs), for the generic cell mechanisms, using Petri-nets.
7. Training the CA-NN against mobile robot data sets with the envision of smart navigation
applications.
8. I have the feeling that I(CA-NN) > I(NN) and that the learning power and ability of our
CA-NN is superior to the one of a conventional NN, but I am quantifying the figure using
information theory techniques [118,147,229,230].
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12.4.5 Future Work
1. Hardware implementation of NN with self-organizing learning algorithm and reinforce-
ment learning (Hebbian&Kohonen-inspired).
2. Making the NN learn the rules of its own underlying CA (meta-learning), and change them
/ add new ones improvingly: need of ‘improvability evaluation’
→ CA meta-rules are not pre-programmed phases anymore only, as in conventional CA,
but can also be created / discovered by the NN at run-time, and are explored as new learn-
ing strategies: by upgrading the NN learn- ing algorithm, the system changes its way of
updating the weights, much like it is often useful to change our way of thinking concerning
some issues in order to improve our performances.
3. Partial reconfiguration of the FPGA to take advantage of its reconfigurability features:
more powerful control on the NN (and on the CA).
4. Dynamic reconfiguration of the FPGA for more powerful online learning: self-specialisation
of NN modules at run-time.
5. Investigate the suitability of this intelligent iterative learn- ing CA-NN system for ‘micro-
architecture space pruning’ as suggested by Dr. Vassilios A. Chouliaras. Indeed, iterative
learning processes, such as the ones employed by neural networks, lend themselves nicely
to parameter space pruning applications.
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6. Self-management of internal (system) and external (evironment) resources: self-maintained
system. The envision for this piece of work is to consider the system as an interface be-
tween our shared world and its inside world. With the help of its input-output sensors and
actuators, it will be supposed to manage its immediate environmental resources as well
as its own internal system resources in order to optimize the working conditions of both
the inner and outer system worlds. To achieve this, there is a prime need of trial-and-error
processes as well as a ‘resource management planner’ as a controller layer that should sit
on the primitive processes layer, both layers being implemented into the system. Also,
the machine should be “aware” of its functioning conditions as well as the environmen-
tal conditions so that it tries to adapt to, ideally any, sudden or smooth changes in the
environmental conditions. By learning from its inputs and outputs, the system should
self-specialize.
Through this research work, we are gaining technical know-how on achieving ‘dynamic
partial self-reconfiguration’ on FPGA: [231] (the “Partial Reconfiguration on Xilinx De-
vices” mailing-list archive), this, for effectively and efficiently implementing our machine
learning techniques, while developing a new particular area of research.
12.4.6 Perspectives
This project can be derived to many related projects, but it is hoped that it fits as the early steps
of the more ambitious and extensive project dealt with in this report, of which the concepts are
described and the ideals given.
1. The achievement of this early step should be: designing a SoC solution in an application
specific integrated circuit (ASIC) (including an embedded FPGA for the reconfigurable
portion of the system) of asynchronous self-organizing CA-NN with spiking neurons for
self- adaptive, genuine real-time and cognitive control of autonomous mobile robots.
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2. Continue this work by adding a fuzzy layer to the two first NN and CA layers in order to
enhance the decision making power of our system, thus renamed ‘CA-based neuro-fuzzy’
system.
3. Related project proposal 1: evolving CA-NN’s modules using genetic algorithms (GA) or
other evolutionary strategies.
4. Related project proposal 2: consider FPGAs CLBs as trainable network cells (much like
neural synapses and axons for example)→ autonomous ‘inductive logic’ programming in
hardware.
5. Related project proposal 3: make our system able to ‘understand’ and write SystemC de-
scriptions, synthesized as a replacement of the FPGA configuration of the system itself at
run-time, this along a cycle loop through the pre- established EDA tools (for the synthesis
step) that can be run onchip by a microprocessor integrated in the FPGA sitting next to
our system thus acting as a coprocessor, and communicating through an AMBA bus. The
project will also eventually try to exploit the internal configuration access port (ICAP) of
the FPGA.
6. Making a poll about ethical issues of “artificial life” development should also be led in the
meantime our system develops.
The work presented in the page of this web-link [232] is similar to the one of my friend and
former classmate, and then former associate Laurent Rougé: [172]
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But according to what I came across during my literature review process: [233], doing
reconfiguration into ASIC or SoC is pretty tough (the adjective “tough” can be found on this page
of online encyclopedia, the corresponding full sentence about the ‘reconfigurable computing’
item clearly explains how difficult it is to achieve). I can understand how tedious it can be
to, for example, play with changing the functioning nature of the ALU now and then (as I
imagine and feel from what Laurent had told me when he switched to this ‘eFPGA’ project) of
a microprocessor during run-time: getting confused with instruction management shall be part
of the enjoyment...
Maybe, once all these design and implementation efforts have been achieved, the whole
system is easily programmable as Laurent claims, but I am not convinced of this.
All that is one of the reasons why I have rather been trying to choose (actually create and
invent in-house) a novel initial architecture that both lends itself to dynamic self-reconfiguration
at run-time – allowing for on-line learning –, and that is most possibly implementable into
commercially off-the-shelf FPGAs (at least for cheap yet effective and efficient experimental
purposes) that allow for dynamic partial reconfiguration. Of course, this architecture I ended-
up with is the result of much more rationale elements put together such as functional building
blocks: neural cells.
Also, because microelectronics and automation is the speciality of my general engineering
background (networks, advanced mechanics, robotics, materials, general physics and physic of
electronic components, signal and image processing, mathematics including multilinear algebra,
series, Fourrier transforms, probabilities and statistics, and strong background in information
theory, etc; a wide range of fascinating subjects in fact), it seems completely natural to work with
PLDs/FPGAs, and later on maybe with ASICs as I have been encouraged to do. But I believe
that these sorts of architecture can also be easily and straightaway implemented using other
technologies such as nanotechnologies, DNA-based computing, or other “organic computing”
substrates.
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12.4.7 CellMatrix
In the same line, Nicholas Macias of [14] has made available a sort of FPGA overclass: the
‘CellMatrix’, and then claimed that he was willing to implement a similar solution using nan-
otechnologies later on. His CellMatrix is a hardware design that can process and produce a new
(improved) design as a replacement, a bit like LISP language allows for ob- taining a new LISP
code straight away from the compilation of an antecedent LISP code. LISP was invented in the
objective that somehow, a form of intelligence self-emerges from an initial LISP code, a sort of
software seed. Unfortunately, this never happened. Perhaps N. Macias will be more lucky as his
Cell- Matrix system is real physical hardware shared by our physical world without the need of
mapping parallel processes, in con- trast to LISP scripts, which are virtual software programmes
enclosed in the digital dimension of the microprocessor world, where the code is serially (in
time of our world) compiled and executed through the instruction pipeline.
One thing I wanted to see during the course of my PhD, is that I can demonstrate that a
machine exists, such that it evidently reflects what it has experienced; the course of events that
have happened to it. That it has got a representation of the subsequent environments it has
been immersed into, hereby defining its “identity”, and ultimately allowing it to take initiatives
and have intentions; all this through learning, meta-learning, and the cognitive side-effects of
learning processes. Intentions and motivation should be initiated by information theory-based
internal systematic mechanisms activated when there is a need to learn, to self-reorganize the
architecture structure, and/or to perform tasks. These needs will be spotted out and evaluated by
local and global measures and comparisons of information elements such as entropy of system
units and environmental details.
I believe that as soon as we build a machine, of which the main concern is to solve problems,
primarily for its own survival, and then for improving its life quality including cultivating good
relations with humans and nature, it will come to the sort of question: “what am I made of?” At
this point, it will be able to have free will. The problems, other than maintaining own survival,
should then be seeking to life improvements, technology advances and ease of interaction,
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communication and ‘intuitive learning for humans’; especially speeding up learning how to use
technological tools and other equipments as well as facilitating learning useful exact science
arts such as mathematics and engineering, for more natural, thus more efficient and creative use,
and for accelerated general society progress. Indeed, all this technology is known to be anti-
physiological for people to grasp. There are ways to make technology ergonomic and intuitive.
An overall guideline should be mutual blossoming within people and robots.
I am convinced that an artificial creature, of which technological elements that will have
been naturally self-assembled and self-organized, will have the best position to teach us how to
efficiently approach technology. A machine conceived to solve problems will inevitably have
to plan projects and address their underlying problems, much like people, also evolved as cogs
of the world in order to solve problems, have to do the same. Our fate, together with eventual
intelligent machines or problem- solving agents, is technology and society advances. It is a
fate because our brains are problem-solvers as well as the intelligent machines that have been
wished to be built for hundreds of years. It is a fate because it is well proven that someone who
fails addressing problems, will feel useless, and this is psycho- logically in contradiction with
survival. Thus, the same per- son at this point will (in most of cases and for most of people)
spontaneously set up one or several projects, and tackle them, thereby contributing to technology
and/or society advances, or any other form of advances.
The inner “life” of the machine should be strongly related to the outer real life we all share. To
achieve that (one day), it seems obvious to me that I need to particularily consider and start with
massively parallel, highly distributed systems, where physical indeterminism and uncertainty
is part of the game, and can actually contribute to the right functioning of the whole system.
Therefore, communicating sequential processes (CSP) under- standing is of prime importance,
but fortunately well leveraged when using SystemC hardware-oriented language.
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12.5 Final Statement
I refused to blindly focus on engineering implementations without preliminarily thinking deeply
about what should be implemented, and especially why regarding many aspects of our rapidly
progressing technological societies and life conditions. Only after this thorough investigation,
shell-rounding our motivation at the same time, shall we ask how to implement our system and
what methodologies should be developed and used. All these important points were dealt with
and reported in this document. Finally, we will be delighted to answer any questions regarding
this interdisciplinary project at the frontiers of research.
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